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ALPHA BETA ALPHA...Anne Canterbury, Wayne, pledged to Alpha
Beta Alpha, national library science fraternity.
Wayne County Nows 11-29-56

117

ALPHA BETA ALPHA...Linda Little, Richwood, pledged to Alpha
111
Beta Alpha. Nicholas County News Loader, Richwood 11-29-56
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Fayetteville
Alpha Beta Alpha. State Sentinel, Fayetteville 11-29-56

114

ALPHA BETA ALPHA...Peggy Tolley, Mullens, pledged to Alpha
Beta Alpha. Mullens Advocate 11-29-56

115

ALPHA BETA ALPHA...Ruth Andrews, Clendenin, pledged to national
library science fraternity. Chas. Daily
Dailv Mail 11-29-56
11g
ALPHA BETA ALPHA...Sarita Bradley, Princeton, pledged to Alpha 119
Beta Alpha. Princeton Observer 11-29-56

ALPHA CHI OMEGA...Pledged to Alpha Chi Omega sorority of
Marshall College. Photo Adv. 11-23-56

154

ALPHA CHI OMEGA...Tony Martin surrounded by Alpha Chi Omega
sorority girls in the chapter house. Photo Adv. 11-2-56

145

ALPHA SIGMA TAU...Sheila Trimble, Dunlow, pledged to Alpha
Sigma Tau. Wayne County News ll-29-5o

110

ALPHA SIGMA TAU...Ten coeds pledged by Alpha Sigma Tau sorority.
Photo Adv. 11-23-56
I55

ALPHA XI DELTA...Becky Jackson, Ashland, Ky., pledged to
Alpha Xi Delta. Ashland Independent 11-29-56

10g

ALPHA XI DELTA...Twenty coeds pledged by Alpha Xi Delta
sorority. Photo Adv. 11-27-56

153
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112

ART EXHIBIT...Art exhibit sponsored by the Marshall College
art department. Sp. Dis. 11-29-56
ART EXHIBIT...First art exhibit for this y°ar—exhibit of
serigraphs, water colors and silk-screen prints by Vae
Barnes. Sp. Dis. 11-26-56

39

ARTISTS SERIES...Ballet Russe boasts finest male dancer#
Cl. Photo Adv. 11-30-56

157

ART1STS SERIES...NBC Opera to present Marriage of Figaro.

134

Photo Cl. H-Adv. 11-18-56

ARTISTS SERIES...Opera, "The Marriage of Figaro," on stage
at the Keith-Albee. Cl. Adv. 11-27-56

149

ARTISTS SERIES..."Peer Gynt" b«ing played by the Canadian
Players in the college auditorium. Photo Adv. 11-27-56

147

ARTISTS SERIES..."The Marriage of Figaro"—in English—sung
by the NBC Opera Company presented at the Keith-Albee.
Cl. Dis. 11-27-56

156

B
BALLET RUSSE...The Ballet Russe, with a company of 75, will
perform at the Keith-Albee. Cl. Photo Adv. 11-30-56

157

BASKETBALL...Cebe Price and Paul Underwood co-captains for
the 1956-57 defending Mid-American Conference championship
squad. GPR 11-26-56

91

BASKETBALL...Coach Rivlin has the embarrasing problem of
trying to procure a gym for his defending Mid-American
Conference champions. GPR 11-28-56

96

BELANGER, BILL...Note to Bill Belanger from Prof. Herring.

60

11-16-56
BLESSING , DELORES...Miss Blessing, Pt. Pleasant, participated
in World Week of Prayer at Marshall. Pt. Pleasant Register

11-29-56

116

BLOOD DRIVE..."Eligibility System" is being used to increase 93-94
the number of pints of blood donated. Sp. Dis. 11-27-56

BLOOD DRIVE...Marshall to attempt "Eligibility System" in
blood drive. Sp. Dis. 11-14-56
BROTHERS, GLORIA...Informal afternoon party given by Gloria
Brothers, student at Marshall College. Photo H-Adv.

BYRD, CONGRESSMAN ROBERT C...Congressman Byrd speaks to
Marshall student gathering. GPR 11-15-56
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CAVALIERS...Louis Liontakis, Welch, pledge of the Cavaliers.
Welch Daily News 11-1-56

3

CLAGG, DR. SAM...Abstracts of a doctoral dissertation by
14
P
.................
• -by the U. S.
- -Dept, of- Agriculture.
- J
Dr. Clagg
have been bought
Sp. Dis“ll-5-56
COLLEGE THEATER...Bill Kenman, Moundsville, cast in "Harvey.” 39
Moundsville Echo 11-9-56

COLLEGE THEATER...Casts for six Marshall College student-di- 102-103
rected one-act plays to be presented by College Theater.
Sp. H-Adv. 11-29-56
COLLEGE THEATER...College Theater to present "Harvey" with
two casts. Photo Cl. H-Adv. 11-11-56

143

COLLEGE THEATER...Feature on Matewan girl in Marshall College
Theater. GPR 11-12-56
43-44-45
COLLEGE THEATER...John Murphy, Clarksburg, in cast "Harvey,”
at Marshall. Clarksburg Sunday-Sxponent-Telegram 11-9-56

41

COLLEGE THEATER...Nancy Sparks, Charleston, in cast of "Harvey.”
Charleston Daily Mail 11-9-56
40

COLLEGE THEATER...Preview on "Harvey,” college theater
production. Sp. H-Adv. 11-7-56

20-21

COLLEGE THEATER...Three freshmen women from Parkersburg cast in
"Harvey.” Parkersburg News 11-9-56
33

COMMUNITY FORUM...Arthur Schlesinger, noted historian will
156
address the Marshall College Community Forum in the college
auditorium.
COMMUNITY FORUM...Community Forum discontinuance.
Sp. H-Adv. 11-17-56

68-69-70

COMMUNITY FORUM...Discontinuance of Marshall College Com
munity Forum. GPR 11-17-56
65-66-67

COMMUNITY FORUM...Dr. Robert M. Hutchins addressed
Marshall Community Forum.

74-75-76

CONVOCATION...Richard Armour, humorist and satirist, appears
as guest speaker of a Marshall College convocation.
Cl. Adv. 11-23-56

139

COUNCIL...Joe Clay, Delbarton, elected to the governing
council of Hodges Hall. Williamson Daily Nows 11-1-56

2

COUNCI MAN.. .Noel Holt, elected governing council of Hodges
Hall. Charleston Daily Mail 11-1-56

1

D
DORMITORY DISSEMINATION...Informat ion about Miss Universe
Beauty Pageant. 11-16-56
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63

E

EDUCATION...Special education course to be formulated by an
©ight-member committee appointed by Teachers College dean.
Sp. H-Adv. 11-8-56

26

ELECTION.. .Marshall student declines "accidental11 constable 146
ship. Cl. Dis. 11-23-56

ELECTION...Marshall student vote goes republican. Cl. Dis.
11-2-56

139

F
FACULTY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP...Dr. Rev-l^y, professor of
Bible and religion at Southwestern University, addressed
members of the FCF of Marshall College. GPR 11-1-56
FACULTY WIVES CLUB...Faculty wives aid cultural, social life
on the Marshall campus. Clo Dis. 11-28-56

FEIL, DR. MADELEINE...Dr. Feil, addresses the Huntington
women’s club. GPR 11-5-56

4
152

16

FEIL, DR. MADELEINE...Dr. Feil will address a plant conference
of Owens Illinois Glass Co. executives. Cl. Adv. 11-26-56 139

FEIL, DR. MADELEINE... Dr. Feil will address Junior Depart-

ment of the Roman’s Club of Huntington. Cl. Adv. 11-5-56

FOOTBALL...Big Green clinches tie for 4th in MAC.
Cl. Adv. 11-10-56

139
140

FOOTBALL...Big Green closes their season against the Bobcats 53-54
at Athens, Ohio. GPR 11-14-56

FOOTBALL...Final statistics as compiled by the athletic de
partment of Marshall College. GPR 11-21-56

84

FOOTS.ALL.. .Final 1956 Marshall College Football statistics.

S2-S3

FOOTBALL...H^rb Royer is concerned about his team making a
win against Youngstown College. GPR 11-1-56

7-8

FOOTBALL...Marshall and Toledo will provide an added incentive
to spur Marshall’s Big Green in snapping th^ir four game losing
streak. GPR 11-7-56
24-25

FOOTBALL...Marshall College football program study.
GPR 11-26-56
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FOOTBALL...Marshall -Toledo U. game. GPR 11-8-56

27-28

FOOTBALL...Ohio University and ^ig Green’s final game of the
season. GPR 11-13-56

47

FOOTBALL...Ohio University-Marshall football game at Athens,
Ohio. GPR 11-15-56

55-56

FOOTBALL...Toledo 13 and Marshall 32—Green ends four-game
skein. Dis. Cl. 11-10-56

129

FOOTBALL...Toledo University will be entertained by the Big
Green at Fairfield Stadium* Combination Dad’s Night and
Band Night. GPR 11-5-56

18

FOOTBALL...Youngstown University upsets Marshall by a count
of 33-13. 01. H-Adv. 11-4-56

131

FOOTBALL, FROSH...Marshall freshmen gridders, to meet the
University of Cincinnati’s b^arkittens. GPR 11-1-56

12

FOOTBALL, FROSH.. .Marshall frosh play Ohio IPs
1 s yearlings hoping
to get their first victory of the y°ar. GPR 11-15-56

57

FRATERNITIES...Study of fraternity influence. GPR 11-23-56
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FRATERNITY HAZING...Fraternity hazing atMarshall takes on
constructive spirit. Adv. Cl. 11-12-56

130

FRATERNITY HAZING...New fraternity hazing program under way at
Marshall College. Photo Adv. 11-12-56

144

FRATERNITY STUDY.. .College man’s study shows ’’Fraternity men
more beligerent.” Cl. H-Adv. 11-25-56

150

FUTURE TEACHERS OF AMERICA...Marshall girl, Nancy Morgan,
reelected head of teacher unit. Cl. Dis. 11-5-56

145

G
H

HUGOBOOM, R. WAYNE...R. Wayne Hugoboom, pianist and Alfred
Lanegg^r violinist, in faculty recital. Photo Cl. H-Adv.

136

11-18-56
INCO SCHOLARSHIP...Cutlines for photo with scholarship story.
Ecl. Adv. 11-30-56

125

INCO SCHOLARSHIP...Scholarship fund to aid certain Marshall 126-27-28
students majoring in math., ch^rn., and physics or engine ring.
Ecl. Adv. 11-30-56
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INFORMATION SERVICE...Note to faculty about Marshall College
Information Service. 11-9-56

77-78
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JEWEL TEA COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP...Edward Thomas, awarded a
$100 tuition scholarship by the Jewel Tea Co. GPR 11-1-56

JOURNALISM CONVENTION...Several students of the Ravenswood High 146
School attend the annual journalism meet at Marshall College.
Cl. Dis. 11-1-56
K

46

KAPPA DELTA PI...Phi chapter of Kappa Delta Pi will initiate
25 members, GPR 11-12-56

LANEGGER. PROF... Alfred Lanegger, violinist and R. Wayne
Hugoboom, pianist, in faculty recital. Cl. Photo H-Adv. 1111-18-56
LIFE PLANNING WEEK...Reverend Lee C. Moorehead will be main
speaker of Life Planning ’Week. GPR 11-28-56

136

97-98

LIFE PLANNING WEEK...Reverend Moorehead, of Columbus, 0., will
sp^ak throughout the week during the week of Life Planning
Week. GPR 11-29-56

104

LITTLE, LINDA...Linda Little, Richwood, participated in World
Week of Prayer at Marshall College. Nicholas County News
Leader, Richwood 11-29-56

122

LONG, BERRIDGE...Miss Long United High School Press speaker.

30

Me
McMAHON, Nbel...Graduate of Marshall recently graduated from
the U. S. Navy’s Officer Candidate School. GPR 11-1-56

5

M

MUSIC RECITAL...Students of Marshall appear in senior recital.
Cl. Dis. 11-23-56

139

N

NATIONAL STUDENTS AS20 CIATION...Four Marshall students attend
NSA meet at WVU. The Parthenon 11-30-56

123

0
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA...John Corns, Charleston, chosen fro member- 1
ship in v/DK. Chas. Gazette 11-29-56
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OMICRON DELTA KAPPA...John Mayberry, Beech Bottom, chosen
for membership in ODK. Daily Herald, Wellsburg 11-29-56

120

ORCHESTRA, MARSHALL...Marshall orchestra will give concert.
Cl. H-Adv. 11-25-56

153

P
PAGE, CLAYTON...Prof. Page will be the guest speaker at the
Junior Music Club. Cl. Adv. 11-1-56

145

PARRISH, VIRGINIA...Mother of college staff member, Virginia
Parrish, dies. Cl. Adv. 11-7-56

135

PEER GYNT...Artists Series presents "Peer Gynt” by Canadian
Players. Photo Adv. 11-27-56

147

PEER GYNT...Canadain players to present "Peer Gynt" at the
Marshall College auditorium. Cl. H-Adv. 11-25-56

14S

PEER GYNT..."Peer Gynttr performed by the Canadian Players.

156

Cl. Adv. 11-30-56
PHI ETA SIGMA...Richard Byron Arnold represents Marshall College
at National Convention of Phi Eta Sigma at the University
141
of Florida. Photo Dis. 11-13-56
PI KAPPA SIGMA...New pledges of Pi Kappa Sigma sorority.
Photo Adv. 11-23-56

155

R
RICHARDSON, DR. J. T....Dr, Richardson speaker at the Ohio>
135
Valley section oi Electrical Engineers. Cl.
C_.H-Adv.
* "? 11-13-56

140

RIVLIN, JULE...Rivlin of Marshall College, keynote speaker at
the fall conference of the Elkanawha Hi-Y district.
Cl. Dis. 11-7-56

ROBE...The Robe, men’s honorary leadership fraternity, pledged
eleven men. Sp. Dis. 11-2-56
ROTC...Harry Jones, drill instructor of the Marshall ROTC
unit. 11-20-56
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79-30

R0TC...Sgt. Sease, staff member of the Marshall ROTC, completed 22
course in the Rifle Marksmanship Instruction Course at Fort
Benning, Gas GPR 11-7-56
ROYER, HERB...Royer, Marshall football coach, scoffed a
resignation rumor that carried on United Press wires.
GPR 11-3-56

29
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SEASE, SERGEANT GEORGE... Sgt. Sease, staff member of the
Marshall ROTC, completed two weeks instruction in the Rifle
Marksmanship Instruction Course at Fort Benning, Ga.
GPR 11-7-56
SCIENCE FAIR...Marshall College host to the Regional Science
Fair.

GPR

61-62

11-16-56

SENIOR RECITAL...Baritone and clarinetist to give recital at
the college auditorium. Cl. H-Adv. 11-25-56

147

SMITH, DR. STEWART H....Dr. Smith to speak at the Future
Teachers Association of W. Va. at Jackson’s Mill.
Cl. Adv. 11-2-56

146

SORORITIES.PLEDGE...Marshall College sororities pledge 21
women from Charleston and South Charleston.
Charleston Daily Mail 11-29-56

107

SORORITIES PLEDGE.,.Six Logan county women pledged by Marshall
College sororities. Logan Banner, Logan, W, Va.

109

SORORITIES PLEDGE...Three Hamlin girls pledge to Alpha Xi Delta 106
and Delta Zeta sororities. Hamlin Dem. 11-29-56
SPRUCE, GEORGE...Promotion manager of WCHS-TV and Radio, speaks
at th© meeting of the UH SY at Marshall. gPR 11-7-56

23

STEORTS, BOB...Bob Steorts, Clay, participated with World Week
of Prayer at Marshall College.

113

STUDENT CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION...Yo^ng people urged to provide
Christian ethics in government by Rep. Byrd. Cl. Adv.

13 3

11-16-56
STUDENT TEACHERS...Marshall to host Sth annual meeting of student
teachers. Cl.
Cl. Adv.
Adv. 11-12-56
11-12-56
144

STUDENT TEACHERS...Student teachers meet at Marshall.
Cl. H-Adv. 11-11-56

139

STUDENT TEACHERS...West Virginia student teachers meeting under 13S
way at Marshall. Cl.
Cl, Adv. 11-15-56
STUDENT TEACHING...Eighth annual conference of the W. Va. Assn.51-52
for Student Teaching at Marshall College. GPR 11-14-56

STUDENT TEACHING...Eighth annual conference of the West Virginia 136
Association for Student Teaching begins at Marshall College.
Cl. Dis. 11-15-56
STUDENT TEACHING...Note to Dean Wilburn about pictures.

64
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STUDENT TEACHING...Student teaching applications for the
2nd semester are highest in the last ten years.
Adv. Ecl. 11-27-56

95

STUDENT TEACHING...Student teaching conference ends.
Sp. H-Adv. 11-17-56

71-72

STUDENT TEACHING...W. Va. Association For Student Teaching 42
Conference held at Marshall College. Sp. H-Adv. 11-10-56
81
STUDENT TEACHING CONFERENCE...Dr. Dwight Curtis featured
speaker at the annual conference of the Student Teach
ing Conference held at Marshall. Cedar Falls Record,
Cedar Falls, Iowa. 11-20-56

SYMPHONETTE...Marshall College Symphonette will present a
a concert. Photo H-Adv. 11-25-56

152

T
TENNIS...Marshall wins table tennis tilt over Ohio U.
Dis. Cl. 11-12-%

11+5

THANKSGIVING SERVICE...Third annual Marshall College inter- 73
denominational Thanksgiving worship service.
Sp. Dis. 11-19-56
THEATER, COLLEGE..."Harvey■" presented by Marshall College
Photo H-Adv. 11-11-56
Theater, f

142

THEATER, COLLEGE..."Harvey" wins applause for Marshall
College performers. Cl. Adv. 11-14-56

137

U
UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS...Attending UHSP and other meetings
36-37
(these underlined.)
UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS...First arrivals for UHSP shown
registering. Photo Adv. 11-9-56

135

UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS...Football game announcement.

31

11-9-56
UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS.. .George Clark, managing editor of 132
the Huntington Advertiser, says "television will not
replace the newspaper as a medium of information."
Cl. H-Adv. 11-11-56
UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS...Marshall College makes final
9-10-11
preparations to host W. Va. high school newspaper, year
book staff members and advisers at the annual meeting
being held at Marshall. Sp. H-Adv. 11-1-56

U CONTINUED
UHSP...New officers of the UHSg elected at the 22nd annual
meeting held at Marshall. Photo H-Adv. 11-11-56-

141

UHSYA...Newly elected officers of the Year Book Assn.
Photo 11-11-56 H-Adv.

141

UHSP...Principals at the UHSP banquet. Photos H-Adv.
11-11-56

133

UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS...Staff members and faculty advisers
of W. Va. high school newspapers and yearbooks assemble
17
at Marshall College. GPR 11-5-56

UHSP....Student jourhalist arriving in Huntington for annual
146
meeting of the UHSP at Marshall College. Cl. Adv.
11-9-56

UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS...UHSP opening general session,
James H. Herring, moderator. 11-10-56

32-33-34-35

V
VETERANS...Veterans.should sign for Nov. checks early.
GPR 11-28-56

101

w
WHITSEL, LUCY A...Dr. Whitsei attended a meeting of the
southern section of the Classical Assn, of the Middle
West and South. GPR 11-28-56

99

WHO’S WHO AMONG STUDENTS...Names of Marshall College stu
15
dents which will appear in the 1956-57 edition of the
hook, Who’s Who Among Students In American Universities
and Colleges. GPR 11-J-56
WILBURN, DEAN...Note to dean of teachers college about
pictures to be taken at the Student Teaching meet.

64

11-16-56
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WOODS, DR. ROY C...Article on W. Va. School system by
Dr. Woods, appears in the Nov. issue of the American
School Board Journal. GPR 11-5-56

19

WRESTLING...Marshall1s predominately veteran squad open
their season as host school in a quadrangular meet
on the Marshall campus. GPR 11-29-%

105

W CONTINUED
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WRESTLING...Marshall wrestling schedule for 1956-57*
GPR 11-26-56

92

WRESTLING...Marshall wrestling team open their 1956 157
campaign and prepare to meet with three Southeastern
Conference powers. GPR 11-26-56

90

W. VA. JOURNALISM TEACHERS ASSOCIATION...WVJTA , affiliate
of the UHSP, meet at Marshall. Photo H-Adv. 11-11-56

132

X
Y

YANG...Professor Yang, Chinese educator arrives for Marshall
148
College tour. Cl. Photo

YANG, PROFESSOR PAOCHIEN...Professor Yang,
Yang of the University
124
of Taipei, Formosa, on a three day tour of Marshall
College. Sp. H-Adv. 11-30-56
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MARSHALL COT LEGE INF0R7-LATI0N SERVICE, Hunt ingt on , V’. Vr.-- 11-1-56

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, V’. Va.

For Immediate Release

(South Charleston Kan on Governing Council at Marshall College dorm.)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA#-- (MCIS)-- A 1954 graduate of South Charleston

High School, Noel Holt, was recently elected to the governing council of
Hodges Hall, men’s dormitory at Marshall College.

Mr. Holt is a junior in Teachers College and a member of the Kappa
Alpha Order, men’s social fraternity.

His parents are Mr. and Mrs. Clifford K. Holt of 155 Ninth Avenue,
South Charleston.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORI^ATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 11-1-56
To the Williamson Daily News, Williamson, West Virginia

For Immediate Release

(Delbarton Man on Governing Council of Marshall College dormitory)
I-iUNTINGTOlJ, W. VA.-- (iJCIS)-- A 1953 graduate of Burch High School,
Joe Clay of Delbarton, was recently elected to the governing council of

Hodges Hall, men’s dormitory at Marshall College.

Mr. Clay is a senior in Teachers College and. a .member of the varsity
football team; Student Christian Association; and Kappa Delta Chi, religious
honorary.

His parents are Mr. and Mrs. Edward Clay of Delbarton.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, West Virginia-- 11-1-56

To the Welch Daily News, Welch, West Virginia

For Immediate Release

(Welch man pledges fraternity at Marshall College)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (liCIS)-- A 1955 graduate of War High School,
Louis Liontakis, recently became a pledge of the Cavaliers, independent men’s
social fraternity at Marshall College.

Mr. Liontakis is a sophomore in Teachers College and the son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. N. Liontakis of Welch.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—11-1-56
For immediate release

I

(Noel McMahon)

Noel J. McMahon, of Moundsville, recently graduated

from the U.S. Navy’s Officer Candidate School at Newport,
Rhode Island, as an Ensign.

McMahon graduated from Marshall College in 1955,
when he received his bachlor of engineering science
degree. He was also a member of the Cavaliers, independent
men’s fraternity.

30
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—11-1-56
For immediate release

*
y

(Edward Thomas)

■■

Edward P. Thomas, Marshall College sophomore, has
been awarded a $100 tuition scholarship by the Jewel
Tea Company for the 1956-57 school term.
Thomas, who lives at 44 Donald Court in Huntington,
was awarded this scholarship for his outstanding work

in the company’s Huntington branch office.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
November 1, 1956
FOR'IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FROM: Lou Sahadi
^.orts Publicity Director

Marshall records a history making flight Saturday morning, but Coach Herb Royer is more

concerned in recording a win against Youngstown College the same night.

The Big Green eleven will fly to Youngstown, Ohio Saturday at 9 a.m,, the first time in
history of the school that a football team has flown to face an opponent.

They will arrive

in Youngstown at 10:15 aboard an Aircoach Transportation Association's 6-46.

The 34 member

flying squad will immediately leave Youngstown after the contest at 11 p.m., and land at the
Tri-State Airport at 12:15 a.m.
Royer at the moment is meditating snapping his squad’s three game losing streak.

In

encountering the Penguins, Marshall faces an opponent that also has a 2-4 record on the season.
Both, have met a common foe. Marshall trimming Morris Harvey, while Youngstown fell before the

Eagles, 6-0.

The Youngstown skirmish also marks the first time this season that the Big Green will be

png something other than a T formation.

Youngstown employs the short punt formation, also

using the single wing on occasions.

The contest will serve as a homecoming for Quarterback Bill Zban, as the senior signal
caller will be playing before his home town fans.

the Mid-American Conference’s leading passer.
and found connections for 20 of them.

In Zban, the Youngstown fans will be viewing

In four conference games, Zban has fired 35 passes

His aerials have accounted for 282 yards, including

three scoring passes, while compiling a throwing percentage of .571.

The Youngstown crowd more

than likely will witness a sample of Zban’s passing prowess, as in workouts the past week,

Zban has been unlimbering his throwing arm.

x

(j- ' c/") Royer has been juggling his line-up a bit for Saturday’s battle,

Donzil Hall a third

string end at the offset of the season has wrested a starting berth from Campbell Platt, the
pC’s leading pass receiver.

Hall, small as flankers are concerned at 5’11 and 165 pounds,, has

impressed Royer and his aides with his all round hustle.

Also, in another line change, Jim Simpson has moved from the reserve list to replace

Tackle Vernon Howell,

Simpson is a 6’ 198 pound junior from Mullens.

With the right halfback slot a picture of congestion regarding who will open between Don

Adkins„ Roy Goines, Dick Jackson, or the possible return of Len Hellyer from the injured list.
Royer named the following to start against Youngstown;

Dick Athey and Hall at ends, Jim Conard

and Simpson at tackles, Joe Clay and Irv Wilson at guards, Herb Hess at center, Zban at
quarterback, Fred Freeman at left half, and George Templin at fullback.

Big Green will be Zban and Templin.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, West Vlyrinis--- 11-1-56
To the Herald-Advertiser, Hunting on, West Virginia

For Release Sunday, Nov. 4

(Marshall College host to UHSP, UHSYA, and uVJTA of West Virginia-- 1)

Marshall College is making final preparations to host West Virginia
high school newspaper and yearbook staff members and advisers at the annual

meeting of the United High School Press of West Virginia and two affiliated
organizations, November 9 and 10.

The two affiliated organizations are the United High School Yearbook

Association and the West Virginia Journalism Teachers Association,
The delegates will be the guests of the Marshall College department of
u

(

journalism at the event.

The annual banquet will take place at the Prichard Hotel ball room
Saturday evening (Nov. 10) at 7 p.m.

This affair is sponsored each year by the

Huntington Publishing Company and it’s president Col. J. H. Long.
The featured speaker of the Huntington Publishing Company banquet will

be George H. Clark, former Washington, D. C. newspaperman who became managing
editor of the Huntington Advertiser early this year.

Mr. Clerk

ill speak on

the subject, ’’Covering Today’s Hews. Tt
Dr. Stewart H. Smith 9 Hai'sball College president, will be re st er of

ccx*emonies at the banquet.

The Huntington Chamber of Commerce and The Parthenon, Marshall College
student newspaper, will sponsor a luncheon at the Marshall College dining hall,
Saturday (Nov. 10) at 1 p.m.
)

The main speaker for this event will be Donald

G. Mayne, managing editor of the Ironton, Ohio, Tribune.

(more)
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(Marshall College host to UHC-P, UE5YA, and WVJTA of West Virginia—-2)

The two-day meeting will include, besides the luncheon and banquet,
a dance, group discussions of student newspaper or yearbook problems, tours
of the Marshall campus, 8 theater party, attendance at the Marshall-Toledo

University football game, business meetings and organizational elections, and
a general welcoming meeting for all delegates.

The discussion groups will include a panel on the editorial problems
of the high school newspaper.

The panel members will include:

Ann Garrity,

editor-in-chief, The Parthenon, chairman; Suzanne Hensley, managing editor, The

Parthenon; Richard Moore, Parthenon reporter; Marjories Cappellari, news editor
of The Parthenon; Dorothy Settee, editor of the Bookstrap, Charleston High

School; and Dolores Edmonds Kall, editor, the Sherman Tatler, Sherman High School.

A panel on problems of the high school sports editor will include Lowell
Cade, sports editor, The Parthenon, chairman; George Bennett, assistant sports
editor, The Parthenon, and reporter for Marehall College Information Service;

Lou Sahadi, .sports publicity director of Marshall College; and Gary Freeman,

sports editor of the Bagpipe; Huntington East High School.
A group discussion of business problems of the high school newspaper will

be led by James Dunkle, business manager of The Parthenon.

George Spruce of Charleston, representative of the Jones Printing Company,
will speak and lead a group discussion on editorial and business problems of the

high school yearbook.

••

Other speakers will include:

Miss Berridge Long, champion amateur golfer; James Wright, Huntington
Herald-Advertiser newspaper reporter; Dr. Stev^art H. Smith, president of Marshall

College; Prof. W. Page Pitt, head of the Marshall College Department of
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, Sfest Virginia-- 11-1-56
(Marshall College host to URSP, UHSYA, and WJTA of West Virginia-- 3)

Journalism; Prof. Virginia Lee and Prof. Jernes H. Herring of the Marshall

journalism faculty; Miss Estelle (Bill) Pelanger, city editor, Huntington

Herald-Advertiser; George Spruce, representative of the Jones Printing Company,
Charleston; Miss Ann Garrity, editor-in-chief of The Parthenon, Marshall student
newspaper; end Robert Alexander, president of the Marshall College student body. /" .

Delegates will attend a dance at the Marshall College student union

Friday evening, following the Marshall-Toledo University football game.

They

will bo guests of the student union management at this affair.

Program chairman of the event is James H. Herring, assistant professor
of journalism and director of the Marshall College Information Service^ Miss

Virginia Lee of the journalism faculty is in charge of registration.
Professor Pitt, who is executive secretary of the UHSP, organized the
press group in 1927. The first speaker was Governor Howard M. Gore.

The

greatest attendance at the annual congress was reached in 1931 when 601 young
people from all parts of Vest Virginia assembled on the Marshall campus.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
FROM: Lou Sahadi
^orts Publicity Director

November 1, 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Marshall College freshmen gridders, bowing in before the home folks for the first
time this season, will meet the University of Cincinnati4s battered forces tomorrow afternoon
at 3:15 at St. Cloud Commons.

The Bearkitten travelling unit, numbering 36 players, will arrive around noon tomorrow
. claiming an injury list almost as long as Fountain Square,

No less than 12 Cincinnati warriors

are nursing injuries, and all have been shunted to the sidelines for the game against Coach
Bill Chambers5 eleven.

Just(2^)

Alternating two units, the UC frosh has copped two of three outings this fall.

last week, they had their 19 game winning streak rudely snapped by a strong Kentucky squad.

The last time Cincinnati tasted defeat was in 1951 when they fell before Miami, 19-12.

Their

victories this year have been recorded against Virginia Tech and Dayton.
Sparking the Bearkittens running game is Right Halfback Larry DeVincentis, who has

A*

f

rried 24 times for 98 yards.

The UC outfit also sports a one-two passing combination in

'Quarterback Jack Lee and Right End Jim Leo.

Lee has completed 20 of 43 passes for 238 yards,

with Leo. his chief target, grabbing 10 tosses for 175 yards.

Chambers, whose squad is looking for their first win of the year, pronounced his squad
in good physical shape for tomorrow’s fray.

The Marshall frosh opened their season with a

last minute 7-7 tie against unbeaten Greenbrier Military School while losing to Xavier,
26-14 last week after a month’s wait between games.

The Little Green will enter the contest with a weight advantage on the line.

Jim 0:Conner,

who opened the season as a tackle, has been switched to guard to make room for Dick Allen.

O’Conner, weighs in at 256 pounds with Allen tipping the scales at 258.

Allen will team with

another hefty tackle, Rud Colombo, the "lightest" of the lot at 249 pounds.

In listing his starting line-up that is determined to make amends for last year’s 72-0
walloping Cincinnati administered to Marshall, Chambers named:

Danny Frank and Bill Roberti

( j Walt Davis at ends, Colombo and Allen at tackles, O’Conner and Bill Gillispie at guards,

Bill Witt at center, Jim Sindledecker at quarterback, H. K. Smith and Bob Wilson at halves,

and Paul Adams or Paul Miller at fullback.
-30-
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To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, West Virginia
For Immediate Release

(Men’s honorary announces pledges)

The Robe, men’s honorary leadership fraternity at Marshall College,

pledged 11 men for a six-week first semester pledging period*
They were:

Hager Fatton, Huntington sophomore; Lee Chambers, Huntington

junior; Tom Light, Huntington junior; Norman Haddad, Beckley junior; John
Mayberry, Beech Bottom junior; Don Willis, Beckley junior; John Glover, Charleston
junior; Eitch Sadd, Charleston senior; George Templin, Martins Ferry, Ohio,
senior; Dale Freeland, Charleston senior; Jimmie Dunkle, Huntington senior.
The men will complete one service project as a group during their pledging

period.

-30-
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To the Herald-Dispatch

For Release Tuesday, Nov. 6

(Dr. Sam Clagg’s study)

Abstracts of a doctoral dissertation by Dr. Sam Clagg
of the Marshall College faculty have been bought by the United
States Department of Agriculture for the use of its personnel

throughout 11 southeastern states.

/b

U

The department has bought 100 copies of the ten-page
summary of Dr. Clagg’s problem, procedure and findings.

The

study, entitled ’’The Status of Conservation Education in selected

Institutions of Higher Learning in the Southeastern United States--—
1954,” was written for the University of Kentucky.
Dr. Clagg’s dissertation covered 1? institutions of higher
learning in Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky

Louisiana, Mississippi, North Caroline, South Carolina, Tennessee,
and Virginia.

His study determined how well these institutions were

meeting the educational needs of the conservation program in these
states.
Dr. Clagg has a doctor’s degree from the University of

Kentucky.

He is associate professor of geography and assistant

coach of Marshall College.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 11-5-56
For Release Tuesday, Nov# 6

(Who’s Who Among Students)

The names of Marshall College students which will appear
in the 1956-57 edition of the book, Who’s Who Among Students In
American Universities and Colleges, were announced Monday by

H# Pettus Randall, editor of the publication.

(15J

'•

Published at Tuscaloosa, Ala#, the book contains the
names of student leaders on college and university campuses

y

throughout the nation#

■i

Marshall students listed are:
Helen Sue Collins, Betty Lou Cornett, Phyllis Jean Cremenns,

Ida Ruth Duffey, Ruth Jean Ford, Ann Margaret Garrity, Estella

Suzanne Hensley, Mary Jane Jablonski, Joan Jeffries, Donna Lou
Lawson,x^Tamara Orr, Margaret Ann C^uintier, Dolores Claudene Rowan.

Elaine Louise Strock, Mary Jo Sullivan, Beatrice Britt

Thomas, Robert Paul Alwxander, John Charles Barbour, Charles

Raymond Basham, John Herman Corns, James Leslie Davis, Vernon Paul
Ferrell, Denzel Dale Freeland, Jr., Edward Davis Hagan, Joseph

Walter Hunnicutt III, James McDonie Johnston, David Kirk, Paul
Robertson, Udy Glenn Stover, George William Templin, Homer Cecil

Wagner, and Albin Wheeler.
-30-
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For Release Tuesday, Nov. 6

(Dr. Madeleine Feil)

J

4

Dr. Madeleine H. Feil, associate professor of psychology

J-

of Marshall College, will address the Huntington Women’s Club
at the club building Tuesday (Nov. 6) at 7:30 p.m.
-30■
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For Immediate Release

(UHSP—1)
HUNTINGTON—(Special) —Staff members and faculty advisers of West Virginia high

school newspapers and yearbooks will assemble at Marshall College Friday and Saturday

(Nov. 9 and 10) for the joint meeting of the United High School Press of West Virginia

and two affiliated organizations.
Meeting with the press group are the United High School Yearbook Association of
West Virginia and the West Virginia Journalism Teachers Association.
Scheduled for Friday are registration of delegates at the Marshall College Depart
ment of Journalism offices, a theater party, attendance at the Marshall-Toledo University

football game, and a dance at the Marshall student union.
The program Saturday includes an opening general session, group discussions of

student newspaper and yearbook problems, tours of the Marshall campus, a luncheon, business meetings and the election of officers, and a banquet.

The luncheon will take place

in the Marshall College dining hall and the banquet will be in the ball room of the Hotel

Prichard.

Key speakers on the program include:
George Clark, former Washington, D. C,

newspaper editor, now managing editor of

the Huntington Advertiser; Donald G. Mayne, editor of the Ironton, Ohio, Tribune; Miss
Berridge Long; .champion.‘.amateur<golf0CuuJamersWright, Huntington Herald-Advertiser newspaper

reporter; Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College; Prof. W. Page Pitt, head
of the Marshall College department of journalism; Prof. Virginia Lee and Prof. James H.

Herring of the Marshall journalism faculty; Miss Estelle (Bill) Belanger, city editor,
Huntington Herald-Advertiser; George Spruce, representative of the Jones Printing Company,
(

Charleston; Miss Ann Garrity, editor-in-chief of The Parthenon, Marshall student newspaper;

and Robert.Alexander, president of the Marshall College student body.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

November 5, 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Marshall’s Big Green, stung with their fourth straight loss of the

season Saturday night at Youngstown, begin preparations today for their
combination Dad’s Night, Band Night game against Toledo University Friday
at Fairfield Stadium.

Coach Herb Royer will send his squad through a rather extensive work
out today, as he attempts to re-group his forces for the Toledo invasion *
The contest, the final home appearance for Marshall, will serve to honor the

fathers of the members of the squad along with recognizing a number of high

school bands invited to the game.
Faced with a losing season, Marshall swings back into Mid*-American

Conference action for their final two games,

After meeting Toledo Friday,

the Big Green will journey to Athens, Ohio for another meeting of the

colorful series with Ohio University.

Now deadlocked with Western Michigan in fourth place in the conference
race, the Big Green can end the season on a bright note by clinching the
fourth place spot in the eight team loop.

The first division finish would

be the Green’s best showing since they entered the conference in 19539 and

only a sweep of the two remaining contests will accomplish this feat®
Royer is presented with added problems for the week’s encounter
against the Rockets who fizzled before Kent State, 52-6 last Saturday®

Three Big Green regulars appear lost for the Friday game, with one being

sidelined for the remainder of the season.

Len Kellyer, the speedy halfback

re-injured his left knee after returning to action against Youngstown and

will be out for the year.
Two other Marshall first stringers suffered injuries and are listed

as question marks against Toledo.

End Dick Athey is hobbling around the

( ' campus with a severly sprained ankle, and will miss practice for most of
the week®

Left Halfback Fred Freeman was dealt a painful chest injury, and

x-rays will be taken of the hard running senior to determine the extent of

the injury*

-30-
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For Immediate Release

(Wood’s Article)

!

i

An article on the West Virginia school system by
Dr. Roy C. Woods, professor of education at Marshall College,

appears in the November issue of the American School Board
Journal.

■

The article is entitled, "The County Unit in West
Virginia."
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 11-7-56
To the Herald-Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For Release Sunday, Nov. 11

By Bob Cole
Marshall Student Journalist

(Preview on "Harvey," College Theatre Production-- 1)
"Harvey," Mary Chase’s Pulitzer-Prize-winning three-act

comedy, makes its debut at Marshall via the College Theatre in

z

Old Main Auditorium, beginning Tuesday at 8:15 p.m., through

0 0/

Friday.

Clayton R. Page, associate professor of speech, directs

the play.

Paul Wright and Bill Moran, Huntington seniors, are

double-cast in the lead role of "Elwood P. Doud," a good-natured
imbiber whose antics with his invisible rabbit companion, "Harvey,"

form the central plot of the story.

Harvey is a pooka, or a fairy

spirit in oversized animal form who has made himself visible to Elwood.
Elwood’s widowed sister, "Veta," portrayed by Christine
"Tinkie" Barrett, Matewan freshman, tries to have him committed to
Chumley’s Rest, a sanitarium.

Her reason for wanting to shelve Elwood

is his unwitting interference—through associating with Harvey—in her
plans to marry off her daughter, "Myrtle Mae," played by Parkersburg

freshman Sandy McClellan and Nancy Sparks, Charleston freshman.
The staff of Chemley’s Rest includes "Dr. William R. Chumley,"
the head of the sanitarium, acted by Danny Goulding, Huntington senior.

Chwnley has two assistants:

"Dr. Lyman Sanderson," an aspiring young

psychologist who handles most of the patients, and "Duane Wilson 3 ??
a strongarm interne who manhandles them.

John Murphy, Clarksburg

sophomore, and Bryan Compton, Louisville, Kentucky, Junior, co-depict

(more)

Marshall COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-7-56

(Preview on ”Harvey,” College Theatre Production- 2)

Sanderson, while Jerry Rutherford, Morgantown junior, is Wilson.
»

Tammy Orr, Huntington senior, and Parkersburg freshman Judy Roberts,

share the role of ”Ruth Kelly,” Chumley’s nurse.

Jane Garrett,

Huntington senior, is "Betty Chumley,” the doctor’s wife.

Charles Ricketts, Huntington junior, will be cast as "Judge
Omar Gaffney”; Raymond Walls, Logan $ophomore, and Bill Kemman,
Moundsville freshman, will split the part of "E. J. Lofgren,” a cab

driver.

Judy O’Dell, Parkersburg freshman, is ’’Mrs. Eugene Chauvenet

,i

Senior,” prominent social figure.

;i

In the cases of double-casting, Page intends to let each
co-actor play two nights of "Harvey’s” four-night run.
James McCubbin, assistant professor of speech, is in charge
of production and members of his play production class will serve as

stage crew.

Leonard Welch, South Charleston junior, and Suzanne

Hensley, Bluefield senior, will direct the make-up department
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.1

{Sgt. Soeze)

I

Master Sergeant George A. Seaeet a staff Asmbor of the teishall College
Boeerve Officers Training Gouypc, has just completed. two weeks instruction in
the Ptrle ferknrnsnship Instruction Course at Fort Benning, Georgia•

Sgt. t-oaso is now preparing to take over duties as the rifle team
instructor in the EOTC unit at iterBhall. He qualified as an expert

■

markaKan at the Fort Penning training school along with 33 other inlisted
men r.nd 20 officers

Sfjt. Eic ee caiso to Marshall in August of this year from Fort Ord,

California. Ha spent ©lateen years in the regulax* arsy.

i
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(George Spruce)

■

Ge^rre frruve, promotion manager of WCHS-TV and

•'

radio, will speak at t:
~e meeting of the United High
School vearbock Association to he bold at Marshall

Collece, Saturday, Nev# 10 at 10:30 a.r.

* Snrure will talk to high school students and

■-

advisc-s on fHe editorial and business problems of the

M.#h school yearbook# T’"»e last part of his talk will be
i

^eveted to a question and answer period.
This reefing

which will he in room 1-2 of the

er.fe Vail, is being held in conjunction with the
Vr*ted ’-igb febool Press and West Virginia Journalism

Tone1 ers convention#

z1 gradpate of Morris Harvey College, in which be
obtained a- An

in art, Spruce will be represent-

t**e Jones Printing Co#, where be was yearbook division
director and staff artist for two years#

Ke. srert free years in the Army during the second

world i*ar, and is a member of the Allied Artists, Press
Club,/vethodi st Church and the Gideons#

■ Carried to the former Huth Hall, the Spruces’ have
Two children, George and Deborah Anne#

•M*
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

Nov. 7, 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dod’s) Night, coupled with High School B&nd Night, will
provide an added incentive to spur Marshall’s Big Green in

snapping their four game losing streak against Toledo University
Friday night at Fairfield Stadium.

i
y

The F.id-American Conference

clash will also ring down the curtain on Marshall’s home season

£

as the Big Green end their campaign against Ohio University
at Athens, Ohio, next Saturday.

The contest looms as a big one for both elevens#

Marshall,

western Michigan and Ohio University are currently involved in
a thi‘ae way deadiofeif fox’ fourth place in the conference standings

All three own a 1*3 mark, with cellar dwelling Toledo a half-game
behind with a 1-4 record.

A victory for the Rockets will

push the Big Green into the league’s basement which they may

occupy alone, depending on the outcome of the Bowling GreenOhio U. battle Saturday afternoon at Bowling Green

Meanwhile, Coach Herb Royer sent his charges through their
final bit of contact work today, while keeping an eye on his

injury list.

i>

With ace Len Hellyer already a known loss.for

the season, Boyer did leorn that Halfback Cagle Curtis, who
suffered a chert injury against Youngstown, has been pronounced

ready for Friday’s action.

However, remaining on the doubtful

side of the picture is End Dick Athey who is nursing an ankle

sprain as a consequence

jrk

of the Youngstown contest. It is

hoped that Athay, a season long regular, will be available for
action against the Rockets.

(more)

1

'■ r

(Toledo University game—-2)

The scouting reports on the Rockets

label the Toledo

outfits as big, but not too deep on the bench.

Beset with

injuries and academic difficulties, Toledo Coach Jack Morton
could only count 27 griddt?rs in uniform against Kent State

last week

The analysis also reveals that the Rockets like to

zoom overhead, relying mostly on an air game.

with this in mind, Royer emphasized pass defense in

this week’s shortened pravtice sessions.

Due to the Friday

engagement, the Big Green had one day less to prepare for the

Toledo skirmish.

The Marshall mentor was not definitely set

on his opening lineup against the Rockets, but Royer isn’t

expected to make many changes in his starting alignment

Friday.
-30-
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For Release Sunday, November 11
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(New Marshall curriculum)
A four-year Marshall College curriculum for students majoring in

special education will be formulated by an eight-member committee appointed
by teachers college Dean D. Banks Wilburn,
Specific phases of special education for which courses will be out

lined are speech correction and education of retarded children.

The committee’s proposed curriculum will be presented to the West

I

Virginia Council of College and University ^residents for approval before it
is recommended to the West Virginia Board of Education.
Marshall College members of the comittee are Er. A. S. Harris, dean
/

of graduate school; Mrs. Ruth Coffman Garrett, assistant professor of speech;
and Clsrke F. Hess, associate professor of education.

Other members ere:
Dr. Forrest Strunk, psychologist for Cabell County Board of Education;
Dr. Sarah Louise Stevens, Huntington physician; Lawrence D, Chambers, princi

pal of Kighlawn Elementary School; Miss Frances Scott, state director of

special education: Orville Hawes, executive director of West Virginia Society
for Crippled Children and Adults.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
Nov* 8, 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FROM: Lou S abaci
Sports Publicity Director

Making their final bow before the home f?ns tomorrow

night at 8:00, Marshall’s Big Green with aspirations of landing

a fourth place finish in the Mid-American Conference, encounter
Toledo University before a combined Dad’s Night and Band Night

audience#
They include quarterback Bill Zban, Fullback George

Templin, Halfbacks Len Kellyer, Don Adkins, John Wells, and

Fred Freeman, Ends Dick /-.they and Campbell Platt, Guards Irv
Wilson and Joe Clay, Centers Randy Scott and Chuck Tanner, and Tackle

Bob Loudermilk*

r

in a determined effort to kindle some fire into his
slump ridden charges, Marshall grid boss Herb Royer ordered five
changes in his starting line-up.

In the biggest wholesale shake

up of the season, Royer designed two new starting halfbucks and

three line changes.

Cagle Curtis and John Wells have wrested the

halfback positions, while Phil Fisher snared the left end job and

Randy Scott regained his old starting job at center.

To make

room for Scott, Herb Hess was moved back to his old guard spot
on the left side of the line.

The Rockets, resting on the bottom of the conference

standings, will be pushing the Big Green, despite their 1-6
mark.

A -win for the Toledo leven will enable the Rockets to vacate

the cellar and in turn send Marshall downward to the bottom of

the he:/p.

The Big Green at the present is faced with a possible

fourth place finish, which can be attained by defeating Toledo
(more)

i

(Toledo game-V«_~

»)

and disposing of Ohio University next week.
Labeled as a big squad without depth, Toledo will rely
on the passing arm of Quarterback Ed Kaser, a 5'11” senior, to ride

hotae a winner.

Fifth ranked in the conference, Kaser has completed

11 of 25 heaves to account for 152 yards.

His favorite target has

been Halfback Dick Basich, who has snared 10 aerials in the
Rockets* seven gases.

Another favorite receiver is End Dan Howell

who has grabbed five passes to rank among the leaders in the

conference.
The Big Green may find the Toledo defense a bit porous.
The Rockets are at the bottom of the team defense list, and also
find themselves last x on the offensive side of the picture.

All

of which means that the Green may open up a double barrel offense.
passing and running, as in Zban Marshall possesses the leading
passer in the conference.

In naming his starting eleven, Royer listed, Fisher and
Donzil Hall at ends, Jim Ex Simpson and Jim Conard at tackles,

Hess and Wilson at guards, Scott at center, Zban at quarterback,

Curtis and Wells at the halves, and Templin at fullback

The

Marshall mentor also selected Wells and Wilson to co-captain the

Sig Green against Toledo.
The Rockets are expected to counter with, Walt Martishius

and Howell at ends, Dick Tate and Wilbur Reed at tackles, Bill
Sims and Clayton Umbles at guards, Ron Boehme at canter, Kaser
at X quarterback, Roy Hodge and Don Wright at the halves, and Bob

Hunt at fullback.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

November 8, 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE,

Marshall head coach Herb Royer quickly scoffed a resignation rumor that
carried on a United Press wire report this morning announcing that Royer may resign

his head coaching position at Marshall College if he should lose his final two
games of the season.

The UP story in effect referred to the Marshall mentor’s statement at the

college’s football banquet last February in which he startled the audience by saying
he would resign his post should Marshall suffer another losing season this fall
With games remaining against Toledo University and Ohio University, the Big Green
has compiled a 2-5 record up to this point in the campaign,,
Upon learning of the UP report Royer said:
announce my decision.

"When the season is over I’ll

I have two more games on the schedule, and I am concerned

about winning those two games at the present, and nothing beyond that."
The mild mannered Royer came to Marshall in 1953 after successful tenures
at West Virginia Tech and Logan High School.

Up until this season, Royer had com-

piled a 9-16-2 record at the helm of the Big Green.

-30-
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MISS BERRIDGE LONG
UHSP Speaker
Miss Berridge Long is the daughter of Mr# and Mrs#

Edward H. Long of Pearidge Road, Huntington#

She is the grand

daughter of Col# J. H# Long, president of the Huntington Publishing

Company and friend of the United High School Press from its beginning#
Miss Long is five times winner of the West Virginia state
women’V) goITch ampionsh ip # She won her first championship in 1952
A
and has repeated her performance each summer since then# Next

summer she expects to try for the state women’s amateur golf
championship for the sixth time#

She also will seek the state

intercollegiate championship next June#

Miss Long was a finalist

-

in the intercollegiate contest in 1955#

Miss Long is a 1954 graduate of Mount Vernon Seminary 9

1'
:>!■

a preparatory school in Washington, D# C#

She was captain of the

seminary basketball team#

A student at Marshall College since February of this year,
Miss Long is majoring in history#

She is a member of Alpha Xi Delta

Sorority#

Miss Long is president of the Huntington Debutante Club

and a member of the Daughters of the American Revolution Q

She

is also a member of the First Congregationalist Church of

Huntington#
■
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FOOTHAIL GAME /iWOUNOEMEOT

£
r’

PLEASE HEAD DURTOT EACH HAI.F AT THE MARSHAIX-TOLEDO FOOTPATL GAME
About 250 high school students and faculty members from many

parts of West Virginia uro guests of the Marshall College athletic department

at the game ton! (git* They are delegates to a two-day moating of student

newspaper and yearbook editors and journal!am teachers. The meeting began
on the Marshall campus today and ’Kill last through tomorrow night.

Groups meeting are the United High School Press, the United High
School Yearbook Association, and the Vest Virginia Journalism Teachers Association.

All these delegates are invited to attend a dance at the Marshall
College Student Union immediately after the game. They will be guests of the

Student Union management at the affair.
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UHSP Opening General Session
James II. Heriimg, Koderator
Nor. 10, 1956

1

The twenty-second annual congress of the United High School

J

Also in session are

Press of V/est Virginia is now in session.

the annual meetings of the United High School Yearbook Association

of West Virginia and the West Virginia Journalism Teachers
Association.

This joint meeting of the three organizations is sponsored
each year by the Marshall College Department of Journalism.
We of the journalism faculty and our more than 100 journalism
k

lou are always

students are glad to have you as our guests.

welcome at Marshall College.

£

This perhaps is the first time many of you have visited
•A

We hope your impression will be one that

a college campus.

you can always remember pleasantly.

Marshall is West Virginia’s

C-et a good look at it.

largest college.

the state for your benefit.

It is supper ted by

In fact, Mrgggfc part of Marshall

College belongs to you as a citizen of West Virginia.
Have a real good time while you are here,

students and faculty members are friendly.

Marshal 1

There isn’t a

_ J

stranger on the entire campus, and that applies to you, too,
.

.. \

...

How could people be strangers when they are together on the same
oamous and same classrooms, working for a common goal?

wants to be isolated like the

island?

bi

Who

lonely man on a small desert

And yet how much we are like him if we fail to speak

" with
' those around“ us3.^ I’m sure you teachers would
to and talk

want me to add, though, that there’s a time for talking and a
time for silence*
I
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I would like to make tee suggestion^ about your participation

in the discussion of newspaper and yearbook problems this
morning.

V

is this:

If you have a problem that has been worrying you,, bring it
out into the open.

Talk about it feely.

Don’t

idea that others will make fun of your problem.

get the

The room will

be full of people who havef^a^Xe^ problems like this from the

very beginning of their experience in Journalism.
eager to help you in every way.

Everyone is

You may like some of the

suggestions offered and dislike others.

But at least you can

have the benefit of hearing several possible solutions.

You

may be the Judge as to which is best.

Knowing what others around us are thinking and doing is
in fact the b’asis of all learning.

And it is this union of

thought upon which our democratic

way of life itself is built.

(Or should I say Republican way of

life?)
All of you feel free now to give the morning discussions

everjrthing you’ve got.

If you do, it will make this Joint meeting

something for you to remember throughout life.

Many of the^Jgg^gz leading men and women in Journalism
today can toll you how much these meetings have meant to them.

For some of them, a meeting like this on the Marshall campus

was the thing that made them choose a career in Journalism for
their life work.

We hope this meeting, with all its interesting

features, will help each of you decide whether the fascinating

life of a Journalist is what you really want.
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I‘cr. • i. 0’11 h ve a Pm '••ol’d.s op welcome from persons who h ve

h- d i'-wort- nt 7-rts In -v-nairr; for this two-d-'y meeting.
I’lrst, we’’.I he r from the •>.r n -rho founded the Un’tod Hi -h

Soho '1 •’reoo of feat >/ir ‘ini (S the-^-n.

He is reco -.nixed by

‘r-i t bo hi tk i - ----

<:

4^
il

the press :.m tho loadin'; journalism educator in .est Virginia.
He has

orc sue--os ful journalists to his credit th- n any other

collego -.-ro-.Cosaor in this st to.

It is a re 1 privilege to

introduce the one who is the inspiration, the moving oower behind

;

tho Uni ted H.v-h Schoo] Press of .ert Virginia, •Toifu ;or

ven

T T..

Here, 1et’s h ve a few -ords from th°t
h s

r

eni-' l I*:dy who

orkod with ’•■ofcsaor ^i: t in the TJH3? since its heginaing.

*■

I 1'Produce the 1 -dy *'ho * .V’ ys has a ready smile,”7^^
»i

■ho next ' olcome no as go will come from the ir: rd-working
young 1 by from Charleston who holds the top position on If rsh?;Il’s

sludont nowr;, a rr, The Parthenon.

She c n do ev ry job in

nows paper nouctiun and do It well.

And when tho printer gets

lek, she c n oven pitch in and set type or mako up pages.

[

inLroc.uce L'ias /nn Carrity, editor-ln-dhief of The Parthenon.
meeting like this vould be complete without

from tho chief vote getter on the Marshall c- mpus.

few words
And he didn’t

h vo to run on tho republic-n ticket to get those votes.

'■'on them ?y sh- r pe? son1 1 popul* rity nd ability.
h zo
o

Ho

-o’re ql-d to

s our guest, to welcome you guests, Bob Alcx-.nder, ores id ent

the atadent booy of If- rsh-: 11 Col 1 ego...

r
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The featured speaker of this

we®

opening general session

is James Wright, reporter and feature writer for tfes Huntington’s

Sunday newspaper, The Herald-Advertiser*

Jim attended Marshall

College and immediately afterward

became an editorial employee of t h^Huntington Publishing

Company*

In 1951 he interrupted his newspaper career to

become a communications operator in the U. S. Army for two
years.
On leaving the service he accepted a position with the
ar

state of Ohio at Columbus.

From 1953 until 1955 he wah/assistant

psychologist doing research in juvenile behavior at the

State Juvenile Diagnostic Center.

Jim has been back with the Huntington Publishing Company

as a reporter-feature writer since 1955.
As one vzho works with young people of high school age

and writes about them, Mr. Wright is becoming a specialist
in youth problems.

Part of his success, I’m sure, comes from

the fact that young people like him and he likes then.
I introduce our next speaker, JIM WRIGHT of the

Herald-Advertiser..•.

I
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Big Creek
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Duval
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Huntington East

Huntington
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, rtest Virginia—11-9-56 j
To the Parkersburg News, Parkersburg, West Virginia

For Immediate Release

$

By Bob Cole
Marshall College Student Journalist

I
.i

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)-- Three freshmen women from
Parkersburg, Misses Sandy McClelland, Judy Roberts, and Judy O’Dell,

are in the cast of the College Theatre’s first 1956 production,

!

I
■

J’Harvey," to be presented Tuesday each evening through Friday Nov.^

13-16 at Marshall College.

1

Miss McClelland plays the part of "Myrtle Mae," a not-so-young
lady approaching spinsterhood.

Miss O’Dell portrays a prominent

(

social figure, "Mrs. Eugene Chauvenet Senior."

Miss Roberts acts

as a staff nhrse at a sanitarium, "Ruth Kelly, r.n."
The comedy is centered around the imbibing "Elwood P. Doud,"
and his invisible rabbit companion, "Harvey."

Elwood’s association

with Harveys is one hindrance to Myrtle Mae’s becoming married,
because his peculiarity frightens off not only prospective suitors
but also such society ladies as Mrs. Chauvenet.

When Elwood’s

sister tries to have him committed to a sanitarium, Miss Roberts

appears as the staff nurse.

Misses Roberts and McClelland are double cast with other
actors and so will appear in only two of the four performances.

Miss O’Dell will be in the show each night.
Miss Roberts’ parents are Mr. and Mrs. Rupert C. Roberts,
527 13i St.; Miss O’Dell is the daughter of Mrs. Hazel Bowman O’Dell,

214 W. 10th St.; Miss McClelland’s parents are Mr. and Mrs. Clarence

A. McClelland, 2716 25th St.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, West Virginia-11-9-56

To the Moundsville Echo, Moundsville, West Virginia
For Immediate Release

(Moundsville Man in Marshall College Theatre Production-- )

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—(MCIS)—Bill Kemman, a 1956 graduate
of Moundsville High School, is in the cast of the Marshall College

Theatre production, Mary Chases’ "Harvey,” to be presented Tuesday

through Friday, November 13-16, in the Old Main Auditorium of the
college.

He will be double-cast in the role of ”E. J. Lofgren,” a
cab driver.

As he is sharing the part with another college actor.

Mr. Kemman will appear in only two of the four performances of

"Harvey.”
&

Mr. Kemman is a freshman in arts and sciences college.

His

parents are Mr. and Mrs. William H. Kemman of Cherokee Hills.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—-11-9-56

For Immediate Release
To the Charleston Daily-Mail, Charleston, W. Va.
*

(Charleston Woman in Marshall College Theatre Production-- 1)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

(MCIS)—Miss Nancy Sparks, a 1956
*

graduate of Stonewall Jackson High School, is in the cast of the

Marshall College Theatre’s first production of the year, Mary Chase’s
"Harvey 9 tt to be presented beginning Tuesday (Nov. 13) in the Old

Main Auditorium of the college.
"Myrtel Mae" is the role in which Miss Sparks is double-

cast with another college actress.

Because of this double-casting,

each girl will perform on only two of the four nights that the play

,1

will run, from Tuesday through Friday.
Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. William Frank Sparks, of 104

Arlington Avenue;

-30\
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, .Vest Virginia—11-9-56

To the Clarksburg Sunday-Exponent-Telegram, Clarksburg, West Virginia
For Immediate Release

(Clarksburg Man in Marshall College Theatre Production)
HUNTINGTON, W.VA.-- (MCIS)-- John Murphy, a 1955 graduate

■■

of Clarksburg Washington Irving High School, is cast as "Dr. Lyman
Sanderson" in Mary Chase’s "Harvey," the first production of the

>

Marshall College Theatre for this year.

The play will be presented Tuesday(Nv. 13) through Friday (Nov.
16).

Mr. Murphy will perform on only two of the four nights that

"Harvey" runs, as shares the Sanderson role with another college actor.
(

This is his second appearance in College Theatre as he acted
"Judge Hawthorne" in Arthur Miller’s "The Crucible" last March.

Mr. Murphy is a sophomore in Arts and Sciences College and
a member of the Cavaliers, independent social fraternity; Young

Republicans Club; Chief Justice staff.

His parents are Mr. and Mrs.

Dorsey L. Murphy of 714 Mulberry Avenue.
-30-
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MARSHALL C0I1EGK INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, West Virginie-- 11-10-56
To the Herein-Advertiser, Huntington, West Virginia

For Release Sunday, Nov. 11
5

(W. 7a. Association for Student Teaching Conference)

The eighth annual conference of the Y’est Virginia Association for
Student Teaching will meet at Marshall next Thursday, Friday, and Saturday,
November 15-17.
Theme of the conference will be "Some Administrative Practices in
the Program for Student Teaching.”

Main topics to be discussed include the

rolos of state and college administrators, college deans, directors and heads

of departments of education, and high school principals in the program of
student teaching.

The 1956 president of the Association is Dr. J. Lee Irving, Bluefield
State College.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 11-12-56
For Immediate Release

By Bob Cole
Marshall Student Journalist

(Feature on Matewan girl in Marshall College Theater—-1)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MSIS)-- "Most actresses try to be

pretty, but I like for them to act and show what they feel—like
Shirley Booth does.

I don’t like to watch Marilyn Monroe.

She

tries to act too babyfied and sexy. n

■■

This is the opinion on desirable qualities in an actress

by Miss Christine "Tinkey” Barrett, a freshman woman who will have
a chance to perform in just so conscientious a style as the lead
female role of ”Veta," in the College Theater’s coming production

of "Harvey.”
If you’re not in—or interested in—College Theater, you

probably know little about Miss Barrett, but among Director Clayton
R. Page’s proteges, she has caused quite a stir by stepping into the '

play’s lead female role of ”Veta” with a seeming ease and effectivness.

All this after missing the initial week of tryouts. . .be-

cause of an aftermath of influenza and a bad strep throat. .
But, Tinkey remembers that her first appearance before Mr.

Page’s critical eye found her lacking the poise she carries now.

x

i

-It was last March at the Region VIII High School Play Festival onI
the same stage in Old Main Auditorium that she sat and sweated out
—

Page’s criticism of Matewan High’s attempt at "The Purple Door
Knob.”

Then she shared the surprise and joy of her fellow troupers

as he named them to represent Region VIII at the State High School

(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-—11-12-56

(Feature on Matewan girl in Marshall College Theater- 2)

Play Festival in Morgantown.

This honor, plus the two individual

awards of being named best actress in the region and a member of

the All-State Festival cast, are some achievements that Tinkey

thinks have given her more of the self-confidence she displays now.
’’When I came over to read (try out), I didn’t know tryouts
were over.

I just had a short talk with Mr. Page and then read the

part of ’Mrs. Chauvenet

But, even when I read

(a minor role).

$

’Veta,’

I wasn’t nervous,” she says.
Maybe she wasn’t because ”Veta” is (or at least, Miss

Barrett interprets her to be) an ”’airy-like’ij;
(

■6

carefree, day-

dreaming type of person,” and it’s not difficult to picture the
vicacious, petite brunette in such a role.
Tinkey has a manner of locking eyes with a conversationalist

while he talks and then focusing her intent brown eyes on some in-

definite spot in space as she answers.

Her answers are given with

an enthusiasm for words equalled only by her complete lack of in-

hibition for hand motions.

In other words, she projects herself:

she seems to be a sincere girl with an ”on-stage personality,” which
shows her strong liking for acting.

Considering her close contact with College Theater, one
would never guess that she is taking a two-year secretarial course. *

Still, ”1 may change my major to speech.

Now that I’m in a play and

see al these others who are going to be directors-- golly!

If I

was a high school teacher (sic. staff-member), I wouldn’t want to
teach, just direct plays.”
(more)

—u

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.- — 11-12-56

(Feature on Matewan girl in Marshall College Theater- 3)

Other personal data on Miss Barrett includes:

age, IS;

likes dancing, sports (wants to pick up tennis); parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Golden Barrett, New Town (her hometown); no brothers

or sisters.
Oh, yes, the nickname.

How did she get it?

Well, she was christened Christine Louise, after her two
grandmothers.

The pet name came when her mother read in a magazine
i-

of a girl named Christine who was nicknamed ’’Tinkey,” so she
applied it to her daughter and it’s lasted over the past 15 years.
Simple as a Monday morning breakfast conversation. .
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-12-56
For Immediate Release

(Kappa Delta Pi)

Phi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi, national honorary society
in education, will initiate 25 members in it’s fall initiation at
7:30 p.m., Tuesday, November 13, in the North Parlor of Old Main

at Marshall. College.
Mrs. Thelma Thomas Smith, president of the local chapter^
will preside at the meeting and Mrs. Juanita Smith Clarkson will

be in charge of the initiation ceremony.

President Stewart H.

Smith of Marshall College will give the charge to the initiates.

Dr. Miriam P. Galvin, associate professor of music, and

Dr. Woodrow W. Morris, associate professor of education, will be
initiated as faculty members.

Other new members include: Vivian Lovone Adkins, Hunting

ton junior; Priscilla Porter Carter, Huntington junior; Charles
Richard Casto, Charleston junior; Kathleen Smith Chambers, Hunting

ton junior; Nancy Eva Connolly, Huntington junior; Kloris Ann
Dressier, Hinton junior; Marilyn Hall Booton Duncan, Huntington juniox

Barbara Jean Hale Farley, East Lynn senior; Mamie Jane Gallov/ay,
Kenova junior; Judith Mae Grass, Charleston senior; Wanda Gay

Hensley, Huntington junior; Jacob Boyd Keller, Charleston junior;
Helen Ruth Locke, Saint Marys junior; Ruth An McCabe, Saint Albans,

junior; Nancy Savage Marples, South Charleston junior; Shirely Ann
Mitchell, Huntington junior; Immogene Vaughan Moore, Henderson
L

junior; Noreita Ann Payne, Clendenin senior; Gladys Fern Marcum
Sizemore, Delbarton senior; Phil Edward Suiter, Chesapeake, Ohio

junior; Mary Patricia Tench, Alloy junior; Virginia Taylor Booth,
Huntington graduate; and Thelma W. McDaniel, Charleston graduate.

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director
r

November 139 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

With one eye scrutinizing the injury list, Marshall Coach Herb Royer

sent his squad through a dummy scrimmage today in a move designed to curb the
flow of injuries for the Big Greenes final game of the season against Ohio

University at Athens, Ohio Saturday afternoono
Checking the ailing report, Royer finds four gridders nursing an
assortment of injurieso

One, End Phil Fisher, will definitely miss the Ohio

contest as a result of torn ligaments in his left knee suffered in the bruising skirmish against Toledo Friday night®
Three others, also injured in the Toledo encounter, are placed in

questionable status®

Halfback Fred Freeman is hobbled by a bad knee 9 Tackle

Jim Conard has a slight shoulder dislocation, and Tackle Dick Hawkins s> who

was plauged most of the season with a shoulder separation, re-injured the

same spot®
With that many injuries ascertained, Royer looked for some relief
from his convalescent list®

Royer learned that two ends s» Dick Athey and

Olen Jones may be available for duty Saturday

Athey is troubled with an

ankle injury, while Jones has been out two weeks with a broken hando
The Marshall grid boss did remark that he was very well pleased with

the performance of his squad in the 32-13 walloping of Toledoo

It was by

far the Big Green’s finest offensive output of the season, and the first

time Marshall registered over two touchdowns in five weekso

The victory not

only snapped a four game losing streak, but also enhanced Marshall's chances
to nail down a fourth place berth in the Mid-American Conferenceo

On the basis of the fine showing against Toledo 9 Royer for the first
time this year isn’t contemplating any changes in his starting eleven

Al

z though he didn’t make known his line-up for Saturday, Royer indicated that
he will go along with the same crew that started against Toledo«.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-14-56

To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, West Virginia

For Immediate Release

By Bob Cole
Marshall Student Journalist

(Marshall to attempt "Eligibility System" in blood drive-- 1)
If Marshall College students are generous enough in doning

*1

to the Red Cross Blood Drive, they may receive some free benefits
from it.

Any full-time student or faculty member at Marshall College

4

will be eligible to draw blood free (except for administrative fee)

for himself or his immediate family—if the college students donate
(

a unit amount equal to or exceeding 10 per cent of their full-time
enrollment of 2,755 v/hen the Red Cross Bloodmobile visits the Shawkey

Student Union Wednesday, November 28, from 11:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.
Rick DeSantis, assistant administrative director of the

Huntington regional blood center, says this "Eligiblity System"
will be put in effect as an added incentive to increase the number
of pints of blood given.

The college will be required to give ap

proximately 275 pints—this year’s goal—to qualify for the plan,
which is almost double last November’s highly successful drive for
142 pints.

In the past, it has taken the six-hour duration of the Bloodmobile’s visit to collect quantit it .ies approximately half the amount
275 pints needed this year.

According to Don Coyne, Wheeling junior

and chairman of the Marshall blood drive, this was because students

were permitted to donate at any time of the day, which made certain

(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-14-56
(Marshall to attempt "Eligibility System" in blood drive—-2)

hours so overcrowded that much waiting in line was necessary to get

a turn to donate.

This year, in an attempt to ease that situation,

individual schedule cards have been sent out to all social organiza

tions and are available in offices of the administration, so that
students may fill out the specific times they will be able to donate
and turn in these times to their social organization, the social

deans, or the student government office.

The program will be run

according to these scheduled; however, students who miss this registra-

tion may still donate that day.

Mr. DeSantis estimated that 400 or

more applicants would be needed to insure 275 units, in order to
compensate for rejections.

Students must be 16 and present written parental consent to

donate, and "consent slips" will be available at the same places as
schedule cards.

Schedule cards should be turned in as soon as pos-

sible, no later than Monday, Nov. 26.

Consent slips will be taken

upon donation.

Trophies will be given to the men’s and women’s social or-

■ ganizations have the highest percentage of membership contribution.
Present holders of the awards are the Cavaliers, independent fraternity,

and the Alpha Sigma Tau sorority.

Both groups have earned the trophies

for two consecutive semesters and will retain permanent possession
if they win this time.
Some rules for determining social organization winners include:

1.

All actives and pledges on membership lists in social

dean’s offices will be counted as possible donors.
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE> Huntington, W. Va.—-11-14-56
(Marshall to attempt ^Eligibility System" in blood drive-- 3)

2.

Otto "Swede” Gullickson, intramural director, will give

points toward winning the intramural championship to the top men’s
social organization.

3.

Organizations will be required to have at least ten (10)

members in order to win the trophy (new rule).
Faculty members may donate at the same time.

Slips have

been placed in their mail boxes in the bookstore, and may be turned
in there.

/5o'j

Coyne explained that, under the eligibility system, 70 per

cent of the blood donated is held open to be given to individuals
designated by the donors.

These units of blood, or "bloods," may

(

be procured by presenting a "unit ticket" for each unit needed, to
the regional blood bank or any hospital.

The other 30 per cent of the blood is shipped to veterans
hospitals or converted into blood by-products.

Mr&iDeSantis added

that blood collected in the Huntington region is processed for use

in 55 area hospitals, if not used by receivers through the Eligibility
System.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-14-56

For Immediate Release

(Student Teaching Conference-- 1)
The eighth annual conference of the West Virginia Association

for Student Teaching will begin at Marshall College Thursday (Nov. 15)
and continue through Saturday.

Theme of the three-day meeting will be "Some Administrative

•i

Practices in the Program For Student Teaching. n
Every part of the program except a dinner and reception

will take place in the Marshall College Science Hall.

The dinner,

scheduled for Friday at 7 p.m., will be at the college dining hall.

('57/

The reception will be in the North Parlor of Old Main Thursday at
4 p.m.

Thursday’s program will consist of registration at 1:30 p.m.;
welcome address by Marshall president Stewart H. Smith at 2:15 p.m.;

a preview of the conference at 2:15 p.m.; recognition of groups and
guests at 2:35 p.m.; an address by Dr. Harry B. Heflin, president of
Glenville State College, at 2:45 p.m.; the reception; warm-up sessions

for panels at 7-30 p.m.; and a panel session at 8:30 p.m.
Panel topics and chairman are "The Role of State and Col

lege Administrators in the Program of Student Teaching," Miss Genevieve

Starcher; "The Role of the College Dean in the Program of Student
Teaching," Dr. D. Banks Wilburn; "The Role of the Directors and Heads

of Departments of Education in the Program of Student Teaching,"
Dr. Boyd Howard; and "The Role of the Principal in the Program of
Student Teaching," Dr. Delmas K. Miller.

(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-14-56
(Student Teaching Conference

2)

Panel discussions will begin Thursday evening and continue
through Friday afternoon#

A visit to the Marshall College laboratory school is scheduled

for Friday at 1 p.m#

Dr, Dwight K» Curtis of Cedar Falls, Iowa, will be the featured

?

speaker at a dinner in the college dining hall Friday at 7 p«nu
Dr. Curtis is head of the department of teaching at Iowa State Teachers

College and past national president of the Association for Student
Teaching*

I
a

An evaluation conference and business session are scheduled

for Saturday morning*
i

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
FROM: Lou Sahadi
November 14 19.56
Sports Publicity Director
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Defense was the order of the day, as Marshall Coach Herb Royer sent

his fired-up gridders through a defensive scrimmage against the freshmen

squad that employed the I formation adopted recently by Ohio University,
The Big Green will close out their season Saturday afternoon against the

Bobcats at Athens, Ohio,
Marshall will be meeting Ohio U
grid series.

for the 19th time in their colorful

In the IS already played battles s> no less than six games have

ended in ties, with the Bobcats winning nine and losing three o

The close-

ness of their encounters is brought to light by the fact that in the past

seven consecutive years9 an eight point difference has been the largest
margin of victory.

Marshall emerged victorious 14-6 in 1949, with the

Bobcats reversing the score the following year.
In scanning his latest injury list5 Royer learned that Halfback
Fred Freeman definitely will not be available for action Saturday,

The

5’9” 175 pound senior thus joins End Phil Fisher on the sidelines.
Royer did receive a lift when it was disclosed that two other gridders 9
who had been placed on questionable status 3 were pronounced ready for duty.

Both tackles Jim Conard and Dick Hawkins will see action against the Bobcats,

Conard was taken out of last Friday’s Toledo game with a dislocated shoulder
while Hawkins was removed with a slight shoulder separation.

Marshall will be facing the I formation for the first time,
throw a lot from the I," Royer reported.

"They

"They also like to sweep the ends 5

and run through tackle quite a bit®"

It appears that Cagle Curtis has won the starting nod at left half'
back against the Bobcats,
O

(

Ever since the injury to Len Hellyer 9 Royer has

been switching his halfback combinations for every game,

Operating with

John Wells at the other halfback spot,3 Curtis responded with an eye appeal-

ing performance,
marked 0

"Curtis looked very well in the Toledo game s> n Royer re

"We’re well satisfied with him,”

On the basis of their fine all-round showing against Toledo, Royer
isn’t expected to order any changes in his starting brigade®

latest was their best, a 32-13 thumping of Toledo®
30
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

November 15, 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

With visions of their best finish in the four years theyfve
been a member of the Mid-American Conference brought to mind 9 Marshalls

rejuvenated Big Green head for Athens, Ohio at 8:30 a.m. Saturday

morning to engage Ohio University at 2 P.M. in the season^s final for
%

both clubs.

The victory Marshall*s warriors are seeking Saturday afternoon

is one that will enable the Big Green to come home a winner at least in
the rugged seven team conference.

If the Big Green succeeds in defeat

ing the eager Bobcats, then Marshall will corral fourth place in the
loop with a 3-3 record.

And although the Green will compile a 4“5 mark

for the campaign, their season will nevertheless end on a bright note

for Coach Herb Royer.
In continuing their colorful rivalry with Ohio U., that through
the years has provided the spectators with thrilling finishes, Marshall

encounters a dangerous foe despite the Bobcats 1-7 record.

The Bobcats

have begun to claw of late with the employment of the I formation that

has proved troublesome.

A win for Ohio would enable Coach Carroll

Widdoes* eleven to share the fourth place spot with Marshall on identi
cal 2-4 records.

Running out of the I alignment, the Bobcats succeeded in scoring
four times against conference champion Bowling Green.

The Falcons

clinched the title by downing Ohio, 41-27 last Saturday.

The Bobcats

lone win was a 27-0 blanking of Western Michigan.

Marshall and Ohio have met 18 times, with the Bobcats maintaining
the victory margin on a 9-3-6 slate.

C

j

With repeated ties and the close

ness of their matches, the form chart always suffers when the two elevens
get together.

The widest margin of victory for any squad in the last

seven years has been eight points.

Marshall enjoyed a 14-6 triumph in

1949, while Ohio reversed the figures in 1950.

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
November 15, 1956

The contest Saturday will be the final for 13 Marshall seniors
who will end their college careers.

They include:

Halfbacks Len

Hellyer, Don Adkins, John Wells and Fred Freeman; Ends Dick Athey and

Campbell Platt; Guards Irv Wilson and Joe Clay; Centers Randy Scott and

Chuck Tanner; Tackle Bob Loudermilk; Fullback George Templin and Quarter-

5&)

back Bill Zban.

Enter their finale, Marshall stands an excellent chance of ci ytiect'
ing some individual honors in the conference.

At the moment, Halfback

Ray Dunlap is tied with Bowling Green’s Vic DeOrio in the scoring department.

Both have registered five touchdowns, but Bowling Green*s season

is already finished.
In the loop’s passing, Quarterback Bill Zban is currently leading

the loop with 23 completions in 43 attempts.
State’s Ken Horton who has completed 19 of 31-

His chief threat is Kent

Kent ends their season

with a conference tussle against Western Michigan.

Then again, Fullback George Templin is listed as ninth in the

league’s rushing department with a total of 203 yards gained, just 26
yards away from Kent’s Ron Fowler in fifth place.
And in pass receiving, End Campbell Platt will be waging a personal duel with Ohio’s Walt Gawronski in an attempt to overtake Bowling

Green’s Ed Janeway.

Platt and Gawronski have seven receptions each

while Janeway sets the pace with nine.

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

November 15, 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

Marshall’s freshman grid squad will encounter Ohio University’s yearlings at

st Cloud Commons tomorrow afternoon with the same objective facing each eleven, their first
victory of the year.

The contest, listed for 3 P.M., is the season’s final for both squads

Coach Bill Chambers’ outfit will enter tomorrow’s fray minus the services of regular end Bill Roberti.

The 6’ 189-pound Clarksburg native suffered a broken ankle in scrim-

mage Tuesday and was released from the hospital today.

Also turning up on the injured list but expected to play is Guard Bob Lamb

A

newcomer to the squad, who reported out for football three weeks ago. Lamb was inflicted

with a broken nose in the Tuesday scrimmage against the varsity.

However, Lamb will be

fitted with a special facial mask enabling him to see duty against the visiting Bobkittens.

Through the course of the season, Marshall has compiled a 0-2-1 record, but it is
gratifying to note that only one of the losses was by more than a single touchdown.
was a 26-14 defeat dealt the Little Green by Xavier’s frosh at Cincinnati.
> setback was to Cincinnati two weeks ago, 19-13O

That

Their latest

Marshall opened their campaign with a 7-7

tie with Greenbrier Military School who went on to record an undefeated season.
Ohio on the other hand shows an 0-3 slate for their year’s work.
season by bowing before Miami, 31-0.

They opened the

Since then however, the Bobkittens gained momentum

and dropped a couple of one touchdown losses to West Virginia University, 32-26, and Xavier,

12^7
For tomorrow’s engagement, Chambers is undecided about his right halfback position.

He named Bob Wilson, Hob Lykins, or Randy Fisher as his possible opening halfback against

the Bobkittens.
Otherwise, Chambers listed Danny Frank and Walt Davis at ends, Rudy Colombo and
Dick Allen at tackles, Don Trimboli and Bill Gillispie at Guards, Bill Witte at center,
Jim Sindledecker at quarterback, H. K. Smith at left halfback, and Paul Adams at fullback.

-30(
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-Nov. 15, 1956

For Immediate Release

(Congressman Byrd-—1)
Congressman Robert C. Byrd (D-VJVa) told a Marshall

College student gathering Thursday night that "America has
lost friends and the respect of other nations" and called

upon young people to bring Christian ethics to government of

the future.
"There is a greater need for Christian^ ethics in
politics today than ever before," the third congressional district

representative said in a speech before the Student Christian
Association of Marshall College*
Congressman Byrd, one of the youngest men ever to serve

in Congress,, spoke on ’’Christian Ethics in Politics" at Marshall’s

Science Hall auditorium*
He said the election "provided ample evidence that

people are groping for men who live by Christian principles
in both their personal and national lives*”

Declaring that politics and good principles can go
hand in hand* the speaker said "men who not only believe in
God but who serve him" can now be found in government*
h

It is no more difficult for politicians to live by

principles expounded in the Sermon on the Mount than it is for
anybody else," he added*

(more)

er

••0

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-Nov* 15-, 1956
(Congressman Byrd

2)

The 37-year-old congressman warned that the same forces
*■

"which caused the decline of the Roman empire are working away

in this country to bring about the breakdown of the home, of

morality and religion*"
"We would never want America to become a nation in which
1

only one party could exist/* said the representative*

"Nor do

\''-

we want it to become a nation of many parties^ none of which
could gather a majority

L’e make ourselves known through the

parties*"

Eyrd is a former member of the West Virginia Rouse of

Delegates and state senator from Ralei^Ji county*

in Congress since 1952*

He has been

He was reelected in the recent election*

In the audience when Byrd spoke was Thomas A* Stafford*
political editor of the Charleston Gasette*

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—11-16-56

NOTE TO BILL BELANGER

Bill:
The Marshall College Regional Science Fair is no
longer a newspaper promotion as has been true at times in
the past*

It is a news eventt not a promotion*

you can give it good play in your Sunday edition*

I hope
Many

thanks *

<z

Jim Herring

I

\
\

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, Wo Va.
(

11-16-56

For release Sunday, Nov. 18, 1956

(Regional Science Fair-

HUNTINGTON, W

1)

(Special)—-Marshall College will again host the

VA

Regional Science Fair to be held April 5 and 6 in the college physical education
building.
This makes the third year the regional fair has been held at the Hunting-

ton, W

Va0, college

Dr

J

Ho Hoback, associate professor of chemistry at

Marshall,, is the 1957 director of the Science Fair

This regional fair is open to any boy or girl in public, private or parochial
schools in parts of Ohio, West Virginia, and Kentucky,,

In West Virginia, counties included are Cabell, Mingo, Wayne, Mason. Lincoln,

Logan, and western Putnam counties

In Ohio, students from Gallia, Jackson, Meigs.

Lawrence, Scioto, and Pike counties, and in Kentucky, those from Boyd, Carter.
Floyd, Greenup, Johnson, Lawrence, Martin, and Pike counties are eligible to take
part

The Science Fair is a collection of exhibits, each of which is designed to
show a biologica, chemical, engineering, mathematical, or physical principle

a

laboratory or other procedure, or an industrial development.

Two grand awards will be given from the individual exhibits of the Senior
Division (one boy and one girl)

These two awards are an all-expense paid trip to

the National Science Fair at Los Angeles, California, May 9-11.

Gold, silver, and

bronze medal awards will be given in each classification of individual exhibits

Group exhibits are not eligible to receive the grand award
(

but the best

group exhibit will receive a certificate award
Last year’s National Science Fair, which was the seventh annual, was held
at Oklahoma City.

It was attended by last year’s regional winners, Yvonne Nasser
(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-—11-16-56

(Regional Science Fair——2)

of Huntington High School, and Hayes E Wilcox of Minford High School, Minford. Ohio.

Exhibits are classifed into two divisions.

Senior division includes the 10th

to 12th grades.and the junior division contains the 6th through the 9th grades.

There are a set of rules for the science fair that must be followed and the
exhibit must also be as close as possible to a prescribed size

the following criteria?

Judging is done oni

scientific thought, creative ability, thoroughness, clarity

and dramatic value. and technical skill.
The Science Fair is sponsored by Marshall College with the financial assistance of Ohio valley industries and organizations

Contributions for the fair already

have been received from the Central Ohio Valley section of the American Chemical

Society, the Ashland Oil Company, the Tri-State Technical Societies Council, Hunting-

ton plant of Houdaille Industries, Inc., and the Appalachian Electric Power Company.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—November 16, 1956

Attention Women\s Dorms and Sorority House Residents:
Last year’s Miss West Virginia and Miss Teen Queen will

be at Station WHTN-TV Saturday, Nov. 17 > from 2:00 p.m. to
4:00 p.m. to answer your questions about entering the 1956
West Virginia section of the Miss Universe beauty pageant®
Entry blanks for girls who are not residents of Huntington

c

may be picked up in the dean of women’s office

These entry

blanks will contain all the information you will need to know
about entering the contest and the procedures about which the
contest will be run®
This contest is in no way affiliated with Marshall College.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION S ERVICE-- Nov. 16, 1956
V

2

I

NOTE TO DEAN WILBURN:

The Herald-Advertiser photographer will be at the

Science Hall auditorium lobby Saturday at 10 a. m. to
get a picture of any officers elected at the Eighth

I

Annual Conference of West Virginia Association for Student

■

Teaching.

Would you please help him to get these people

to the lobby at that time.

The

-■

*

iSo

*

t

James H. Herring, Director

\
\
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MARSHCOLLEGE INF CITATION SERVICE-—11 47-56

For Immediate Release

(Community Forum Discontinuance-- 1)
The Marshall College Community Forum will be discontinued

after the April 8 appearance by Newsweek Editor Raymond Moley,
Marshall President Stewart H* Smith announced Saturday•

The 11-year-old college-community enterprise has not been
supported sufficiently to justify its continuation, according

to Dr* Smith#
Offered to the Huntington public by a corporation composed

of Marshall College faculty members, students and townspeople,
the Community Forum has had a gradual decline in membership*

The

peak year was 1948 when 600 persons joined and membership was
limited to that figure*

In 1954-55> only 481 persons bought season tickets, ,?nd in

1955-56 the total was 375*

Membership for the current season is

only 276#

Marshall faculty members make up a considerable portion of
the membership*

Students of the college, not included in the 276

tot al, are admitted to Community Forum performances on their

student activity cards*

(more)

Q

■-tf

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 11-17-56

(Community Forum Discontinuance---- 2)

Dr* Smith said 600 memberships were needed each season.
”The Community Forum,” said the Marshall president, "has
brought to Huntington the most outstanding available personalities

in this country and abroad.

And yet ticket selling has been

increasingly difficult in recent years*

Even the best efforts

of our volunteer workers have not brought enough ticket sales
t© sustain the program,”

Each Community Forum member paid 85 cents for each of the
^performances^
ten 'Sw%femiae--qft the current season program. There have been

three already this fall.

Another is scheduled for Monday

evening (Nov. 19) at Marshall’s Old Main auditorium.

At that

time Robert Maynard Hut chins, nationally known educator, will
speak on "Civil Liberties in An Age of Fear* n

I

Dr* Smith said a few Huntingtonians have made gifts to

the Community Forum*

But he explained that ticket sales, not

contributions, were the answer to the problem*
"The Forum," he said, "can be justified only by the

service it renders.”
While memberships have decreased to less than half of the
194# peak figure, the cost of obtaining personalities has

steadily increased*
.•

The decision to discontinue the forum was made by

Si

the Community Forum and Artists Series Board, of which Dr* Smith
■^Professor,
Curtis Baxter of the Marshall English
is president*
department is manager.

Mrs

Other board members are

ft*'''

o

'u

■~0

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—11-17-56
(Community Forum Discontinuance——3)

Edeburn, Professor Wilbur Pursley, Miss Delores Smith and

John Corns*

Miss Smith and Mr* Corns are Marshall students*

The board also offers the Marshall College Artists* Series
The Artists Series is not affected by the decision to discontinue

the Community Forum, however*
Among the many noted personalities who have appeared on
<Forum>
the Cornmunity^fe'ince the fall of 1945 are:

Claude Rains, actor; Brigadier General Carlos Romulo,
Phillipine ambassador to the United States and delegate to the
United Nations; Senators H* H* Humphrey and Alexander Wiley;
WiJ.ll rm L* Shirer, author and foreign affairs expert; Monty

Woolley, late movie actor;

Bennett Cerf, publisher, humorist and anthropologist;

His Imperial Highness Otto of Austria-Hungary; Basil Rathbone,
actor; Dorothy Thompson, columnist; David Lilienthal, former
chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission; John Mason Drown,

America’s greatest dramatic critic; Archibald MacLeish, statesman,
diplomat and poet; Sir Gerald Campbell, one of Britain’s most

celebrated orators; Governor Ellis Arnall of Georgia, and
Dr* Syud Hossain of India, archaeologist and explorer*

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va. —11-17-56
To the Herald-Advertiser, Huntington,

Va.

For Release Sunday, Nov. 18

(Community Forum Discontinuance-- 1)
The Marshall College Community Forum will be discontinued
after the April 8 appearance by Newsweek Editor Raymond Koley,

Marshall President Stewart H. Smith announced Saturday.
The 11-year-old college-community enterprise has not been
supported sufficiently to justify its continuation, according to

Dr. Smith.

■

Offered to the huntington public by a corporation composed of
Marshall College faculty members, students and townspeople, the Com-

munity Forum has had a gradual decline in membership.

The peak year

was 1948 when 600 persons joined and membership was limited to that

figure.

In 1954-55, only 481 persons bought season tickets, and in
1955-56 the total was 375*

Membership for the current season is only

276.

Marshall faculty members make up a considerable portion of
the membership.

*

Students of the college, not included in the 276 total,

are admitted to Community Forum performances on their student activity
cards.
Dr. Smith said 600 memberships were needed each season.
"The Community

orum," said the Marshall president, "has

brought to Huntington the most outstanding available personalities
in this country and abroad.

ly difficult in recent years.

And yet ticket selling has been increasingEven the best efforts of our volunteer

(more)

£I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATIOK SERVICE, Hunting ton, A. Va.—11-17-56

(Community Forum Discontinuance—-2)

workers have not brought enough ticket sales to sustain the program

?»

Each Community Forum member paid 85 cents for each of the ten
performances on the current season program.

already this fall.

There have been three

Another is scheduled for Monday evening (Hov. 19)

At that time Robert Maynard Hutchins,

at Marshall’s Old Main auditorium.

nationally known educator, will speak on !?Civil Liberties in An Age of

Fear.”

Dr. Smith said a few Huntingtonians have made gifts to the Community Forum.

But he explained that ticket sales, not contributions *

//'?!

were the answer to the problem.
"The Forum 9 r? he said, "can be justified only by the service it

$

I

renders.”
C

while memberships have decreased to less than half of the 1948
peak figure, the cost of obtaining personalities has steadily increased.
The decision to discontinue the forum was made by the Community

Forum and Artists

eries Board, of ¥;hich Dr. Smith is president.

sor Curtis Baxter of the Marshall English department is manager.

Profes-

Mrs.

Will Mount is secretary-treasurer.
Other board members are Okey P. keadle, Professor Ralph M. Edeburn,

Professor Wilbur Pursley, Miss Delores -Smith and John Corns.

kiss Smith

and Mr. Corns are Marshall students.

The board also offers the Marshall College Artists Series.

The

Artists Series is not affected by the decision to discontinue the Com
munity Forum, however.
Among the many noted personalities who have appeared on the

Community Forum since the fall of 1945 are:
(mo re)

r

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va. —11-17-56

(Community r©rum Discontinuance--3)

Claude Rains, actor; Brigadier General Carlos Romulo, Philippine
ambassador to the United States and delegate to the United Nations;
Senators H. H. Humphrey and Alexander Wiley; William L. Shirer, author

and foreign affairs expert; Monty Woolley, late movie actor; Bennett

Cerf, publisher, humorist and anthropologist.
His Imperial Highness Otto of Austria-Hungary; Basil Rathbone,
actor; Dorothy Thompson, columnist; David Lilienthal, former chairman^"""
of the Atomic Energy Commission; John Mason Brown, America’s greatest ///
dramatic critic; Archibald MacLeish, statesman, diplomat and poet;

Sir Gerald Campbell, one of Britain’s most celebrated orators; Governor
Ellis Arnall of Georgia, and Dr. Syud Hossain of India, archaeologist

and explorer.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—11-17-56
To the Herald-Advertiser

For Release Sunday, Nov© « 18, 1956

(Student Teaching Conference--~l)
The West Virginia Association for Student Teaching ended
its three-day annual conference at Marshall College Saturday

/7

with the election of 1957 officers,.
President for the next year is

(this information to

be called in)

Other officers are

(see note above)

/

•4

Just before the final business meeting Saturday morning,
Dr. Eddie Ge Kennedy of West Virginia University gave an

evaluation of the conference©

Also commenting on the significance
i

of the conference was Dr© Dwight K© Curtis of Cedar Falls , Iowa,
■

head of the department of teaching at Iowa State Teachers College

and past national president of the Association for Student
Teachingo

(more)

i

I

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 11-17-56

(Student Teaching Conference—2)

Dr* Curtis was the featured speaker at a dinner in the
Marshall College dining hall Friday evening*

OtfreTyspeakers included Dr* Stewart H. Smith, president
A
of Marshall College; Dr* Harry B* Heflin, president of Glenville
State College; and the new association president*

Panel topics and chairmen were:

"The Role of State and College Administrators in the
Program of Student Teaching 9 rt Miss Genevieve Starcher, supervisor

of teacher preparation and professional standards of the
state department of education; "The Role of the College Dean in
the Program of Student Teaching," Dr* D© Banks Wilburn, dean

of teachers college at Marshall; "The Role of the Directors and

Heads of Departments of Education in the Program of Student
Teaching ,>?*Dr* Boyd Howard of Fairmont State College; "The Role

of the Principal in the Program of Student Teaching," Dr*
K* Miller, principal of University High School, Morgantown*
Presiding officers at the conference sessions were

Dr* J* Lee Irving, 1956 president of the association, and

Dr* <J am e s L * Hupp, 1956 vice president*
The three-day conference was attended by about 70
educators*

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, West Virginia—11-19-1
To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, West Virginia

For Release Tuesday, Nov. 20

By Bob Cole
Marshall Student Journalist
(Thanksgiving Service-- 1)
The third annual Marshall College inter-denominational Thanks
giving worship service We Give Thee Thanks/1 will be conducted in front

of the Student Union today at 11:30 a.in., by the Student Christian As-^sociation and the Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity.

74

Preceding the program will be meditative music by the Expressers

■

Quartet, followed by a congregational chorus, scripture reading, and )

I

The Symphonic Choir, directed by R. Wayne Hugoboom, associate

I

prayer.

professor of music, will then sing "Cantate Domino.”

The discussion subject, "Revolution and Brotherhood," will be

presented in a review of new flashes heralding famous historical revolutions in the United States.

A parallel of the benefit derived by this

country from these revolutions as compared to benefit the individual
receives from Christian brotherhood will be shown in the dialogue of the

service, which is to be presented on tape recording over a loud speaker.
Symphonic Choir will sing the closing benediction, "Be With Me,
Lord."

Background for the service will be a drawn depiction of the
Revolution theme, to be set up in the worship center, the ODK Circle.
For SCA, Betty Moore, St. Albans sophomore, is co-chairman of

/

the program.

Dave Kirk, Huntington junior, is co-chairman from Sigma

Phi Epsilon.

Reverend Lander Beal, advisor for both groups, is overall

co-ordinator of the service.
In case of bad weather, the program will be held in Old Main
Auditorium.

-30-
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Herring---- l-l-l-l-

Dr. Robert M. Hutchins of New York, N. Y., told a Huntington

audience last night that the danger of war will remain great
until a "world under lav?1 can be established, and warned that
explosion of enough "finite bombs off the coast of California

could render the United States uninhabitable."
The former president v£xchancellor of the University

m,

of Chicago addressed the Marshall College Community Forum at
Old Main auditornum*

It was his decision that brought atomic

bomb research to the University of Chicago’s campus.

Dr* Hutchins is now associated with the Ford Foundation’s
Fund for the Republic, and is nationally known for his advocacy
of academic, individual, and press freedom.

He said the United Nations, having established the principle

of force in the Middle East, should develop a police force that
'would be capable of keeping the peace.
consider
"When you'^aagK^iss^-the consequences of war," he told

several hundred Huntingtonians, "you realize why every bomb
exploded in the Middle East is so important. ft

His subject in addressing the Community Forum was
"Civil Liberties in an Age of Fear."
"The true character of a country," said Dr. Hutchins

"is revealed by what you cannot talk about

XThe fashion is to
V;

be silent about those things that must be talked about.
country is based on discussion.

This

Only through discussion of

practical matters can truth be arrived at."
(more)

Herring-- -2-2-2-2-2

Nationally knoxvn for his work as chairman of the Commission
on Freedom of the Press, Dr« Hutchins said discussion requires

information, a common intellectual framework in which discussion
can take place, coneera, and courageo

Too many people, he asserted,

lack either concern for matters that need discussion or the

courage to discuss them.
He cited desegration of the public schools as a subject
not even open to discussion in certain parts of the country.
"If we could get our ideas straight on moral problems," he

said, "these problems might be solved.

What is needed is a

clarification of the issues and at present that clarification is
being done only by the Supreme Court.

•

n
■■

Dr. Hutchins said that "full emancipation of the Negro
should not take another $5 ye ar
be accomplished at once#

but that desegration would not

He predicted that it would take five to

ten years at least.
The Community Forum speaker said the ideology test now
used as the basis for certain employment is a device which the

Communists than selves brought to this country.

The test 9

explained, was taken over by the anti-Communists.
"We have to understand fully how civil liberties are
vital to our country, " Dr. Hutchins added, "and how they affect

each of us.

indifference.

Tolerance is xs the aim but tolerance is not

Indifference or an irrational view will not withstand

the strains of an age of fear o n
(more)

o

Herring—3-3-3-3

Asked by a member of the Community Forum whether by
"by protecting the rights of an admitted Communist,

we might damage the cause which we advocate,tt” the speaker
said "you must protect the rights of every

man---- even the

most unpopular•”

What the nation needs, in the speaker’s view, is more
open discussion generally.

■
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November 19, 1956

Dear Faculty Member:
We of the Marshall College Information Service would appreciate your help
in our effort to keep more news about the Marshall faculty before the public. Our
aim is to distribute both advance and follow-up stories on all speeches by faculty
members.

Our staff is limited and we can best achieve this objective if you cooperate
with us. You may say: "But I2m not looking for any publicity.” But every item
which puts a Marshall faculty member in a favorable light will help the college, as
well as that person.

01

Whenever you have a speech coming up, please do Marshall College this favor\

Step 1:

Give me a note about the speech, Put it in Box 195 at the
campus post office. It should indicate:

1
2
3
4
5

-

Who will speak and on what subject?
Before what group?
Where? (City and building)
When? (Date and hour of meeting)
What other Marshall faculty members have a part
on the program? Do they speak, preside or what?

Step 2:

If the story is long or complicated, call me personally,
Extension 47.

£t£p_3:

In order that adequate follow-up coverage may be given, I
need either a copy of your speech in advance or a sheet of
excerpts, If you aren’t speaking from a manuscript, would
you please give me about four key paragraphs from what you
will say. This material for follow-up coverage should be
in my hands two days before your speech.

What kind of speeches should you tell us about?
tions, schools, colleges or public meetings.

Speeches before organiza-

Help us have more news about the faculty in the newspapers.
Sincerely, z'/

T'f"'
Zy

James H, Herring, Director7
Marshall College Information Service
Box 195
Campus Mail

V.z

z

November 19, 1956

Faculty and Staff Members:

The Marshall College Information Service will try to give complete news
coverage to your attendance at professional conferences or other special meetings
during the Christmas holidays. Any vacation trips that you may take during that
period also will have news value. In order that we may learn promptly how many
faculty and staff members plan to take trips of any kind, will you please fill out
the following questionnaire and return it today to Box 195, campus post office.
James H, Herring, Director
Marshall College Information Service

PLEASE CHECK THE ANSWER. THAT APPLIES
1

Do you plan to attend a professional conference or some other special
meeting during the Christmas holidays? YES , NO, _
If yes, may we expect to receive the facts from you in note form by Wednesday,
YESa — NO, ,
November 28?
YE§„

(We need to know when you will leave and return; dates of the meeting; city
and building in which it will take place; purpose of the meeting; name of the
organization meeting; whether you or some other Marshall faculty or staff
member will have a part on the program and what that part will be0)
2»

Do you plan to take a vacation away from home during the Christmas holidays?
YES„„ NQ.
If yes, will you be visiting friends or relatives?
YES_ N0_„

If you are taking a vacation trip, may we expect to receive the facts from
NO
YES
you in note form by Wednesday, November 28?
YES__
N0_„
(We need to know where you will go; when you will leave and return; where
you will stay while there; whom you will be visiting, if anyone; which other
members of your family will accompany you; which other members of the Marshall
faculty or staff will accompany you; how you will travel.)
YOUR NAME

14*
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YOUR HOME TELEPHONE NUMBER
(
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By Joe Maynor
Marshall Student Journalist
(ROTC!-—1)

Ths old-time, rough and rugged army sergeant is far from
being extinct.

In fact, the Marshall College Reserve Officers

Training Corps has one of the toughest in the business.

I

Sergeant First Class Harry W

Jones, the drill instructor

of the Marshall ROTC unit, is a good example of the famous drill-

masters of the World War II era who learned to drill in the army’s
so-called "old-school".

Sergeant Jones1 tactics are straight forward when he is on

the drill field.

It is not unusual to see h&m call a man out of

ranks and start "pointing out his mistakes" in front of the whole
company.
i

"There is only one way to learn to drill

H

he said, "and if

they learn it the rough way once, chances are they will remember
it.

Nobody wants to learn their right foot from their left in

front of a whole company."
The Marshall unit, which was organized in 1951, is in it’s

first year under the drill instructor plan.

Prior to this year the

cadets themselves had charge of the drill.
The new program is an attempt to bring the 289 cadets of the

unit under a more centralized drilling system, which is headed by
Sergeant Jones.
i

Jones’ method of teaching drill has met with the complete

approval of the commanding officer of the Marshall unit, Col. Tiller
S. Carter.

(more)

1'
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(itOTC---- 2)

1

’’Jones is what I consider .an outstanding drill sergeant, n

said Col. Carter.

”He knows his subject well, end he knows how

to convey it to the cadets in a convincing manner.”
However, the job of drill-master is not the only duty of

Sergeant Jones.

cw

He also works in supply and handles the duties

of weapons instructor.

"I am well satisfied with weapons and supply,” he said.

"But

I seem to feel more at home on the drill field than any other place.”
He has spent over one third of his life in the military service.
i-

He is only thirty-two now and he has been in military service for

fourteen years.
He enlisted in the army at the age of twenty-one, right after

finishing four years of active duty in the Karines.
This is his second ROTC assignment.

as a drill instructor from 1947 to 1952.
-30-

He was at Ohio University
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o

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, West Virginia —11-20-56
To A. B. Turnbull, news editor, Cedar Falls Record, Cedar Falls, Iowa

For Immediate Release

&

CUTLINE FOR ATTACHED PHOTO ’
Dr. Dwight K. Curtis, head of the department of teaching at

Iowa State Teachers College and past national president of the Asso-

ciation for Student Teaching, was a featured speaker at the annual
conference of the West Virginia Association for Student Teaching,

held at Marshall College in Huntington, W. Va. Here he is shown
attending a surprise birthday party for Dr. Paul N. Musgrave, profes-

sor of education at Marshall.

Pictured (left to right)/; Dr. D. Banks

Wilburn, dean of Marshall’s teachers college; Dr. J. Lee Irving, 1956
president of the W. Va. Association; Mrs. Musgrave; Dr. Musgrave;

Dr. Curtis; Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College.
-30-

FINAL 1956 MARSHALL COLLEGE STATISTICS
RUSHING
Player

Atts,

Yds,

Lost

Net

Sirianni
Templin
Dunlap
Hellyer
Freeman
Curtis
Wells
Adkins
Jackson
Goines
Wagner
Zban
V aughn

48
43
36
26
35
34
30
18
17.
15
7
33
1

245
214
199
156
140
119
102
99
93
66
33
76
5

4

241
212

2

4
7
3
2

4
5

2
10
10

68
0

195
149
137
117
98
94
91
56
23
8
5

Ave,

5 =1

4=9
5=4
5=7
3=8
3=4
3=3
5=2
5=3
3=7
3=3
=2
5=0

PASSING

Player
Zban
Wagner
Dunlap

Atts,

Comp,

Int,

Yds,

66
29
1

33
11
1

10
2
0

115
10

PASS RECEIVING
Player

No,

Yds,

TD

Platt

10

118
162
113

1
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Dunlap
Jackson
Hall
Fisher
Athey
Goines
Jones
Wells
Hellyer
Templin

9
7
4
3
3
3
3
1
1
1

49
50
39
39
21
19
18
4

507

TD

Pct,

5

= 500

0
0

=393

1,000

Marshall Stats. Cont’d

SCORING

C~ 'layer

TD

Dunlap
Hellyer
Templin
Zban
Hall
Sirianni
Platt
Wells
Freeman
Curtis
Jackson

EPA.

6
3

0
0
0
13
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

EPM.

Pts.

0
0
0

36
18
12
12

6
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

TOTAL POINTS
123
185

Marshall
OpPe

8
6
6
6
6
6
6

FIRST DOWNS

PUNTING

Player

No.

Yds.

Blk.

Avg

Marshall

Templin
Wells
Vaughn

16
11
1

556
446
58

2
0
0

34.8
40.6
58.0

Rushing 78
Passing 19
Penalty 6
Total 103

TOTAL RUSHING

PENALTIES
Marshall

Marshall
Atts.
424
Yds.
Gain 1,669
Yds.
Lost
131
Nte
Gain 1,538

483

No.
Yds.

31
280

194
1,863
FUMBLES

Marshall

Opp.

108
50
12
7
683

96
AttSo
Comp.
45
12
Int.
TD
5
Net Gain 632
TOTAL OFFENSE

/'"'lays
520
v jet Yds.2,170

34

250

Opp

2,057

TOTAL PASSING

Marshall

97
34
8
139

Marshall

No.
Lost

27

17
9

18

PUNTS
Marshall

Opp.

591
2,546

No.
Avg.

28
37.9

o

34
31.1

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
FROM: Lou Sahadi
November 21, 19.56
Sports Publicity Director
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Final statistics compiled by the athletic department disclosed today
that Sonny Sirianni, a rugged sophomore fullback, established himself as

Marshall's leading ground gainer for the 1956 season

The spunky native of

Clarksburg, W. Va. churned up 241 yards of turf on 4^ rushing attempts for

a 5«1 average in the Big Greenes nine games® His biggest single game out
put was against Morris Harvey, accounting for 89 yards in 12 carries.
/# / /
Senior Fullback George Templin finished behind Sirianni in the rush'

ing department by grinding out 212 yards in the 43 times he carried the
ball o

Templin averaged 4«9 yards per try with his one man show of 127 yards

in 11 attempts against Western Michigan being his season’s single game highlight o

Halfback Ray Dunlap, who paced Marshall in scoring with 36 points 5>

^--was also close to recording 200 yards over the course of the season o

The

Huntington junior produced 195 yards in 36 carries for a 5®4 average o

In the passing department, Quarterback Bill Zban, the Mid-American
Conference’s top passer, closed his fine college career by completing 33
o500 average.
passes in 66 attempts for a neat .500

His passes accounted for

507 yards including five touchdown heaves.
Zban’s favorite targets were End Campbell Platt and Dunlap,

Platt5

who was the conference’s leading pass receiver, caught 10 passes for 113
yards and one touchdown.

Dunlap, snared nine tosses for 162 yards and two

touchdown catches.

Senior John Wells proved to be the Big Greenes best punter during
the course of the season®

The Wheeling, W© Va® back, who can play every

position in the backfield, punted 11 times for 446 yards resulting in a

’O06 yard average per boot.
-30-
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Gir.vrcd’j nmtinetAn, *fc*t Virginia—ii-ss-56
Fox* Release Sunday, Jgv. 25
&

(Study of fraternity Influence—-1)

FmIHOWH, W. VA»—(Special)—A scientific answer to the question
of whether social fraternities p.ske better adjusted college men has b^on given

in u L>rchall College l^neter’s thesis.
<tas Donald Gay of Huntington, found evidence in fraternity men of
*mox« hostility and belligerence to others in general, which,* he wrote. nosrto inly would not- sake for e satisfactorily adjusted college life.”
Gay* a thenia, ”A fcciparison Of Certain A speeta Of Personality Of Col-

lege krctternlty And Ffcn-?r-.ternity Hen,” is believed to be the first such

scientific study of fraternity influence on acetal e£ Just .Tent.

^oychology is

Gey’s field of ap^cialivation. He received the decree of Ifa^ter of Arts from

torshall College in August.
lie mypcthealL', confirmed by this study vras that the active rx-mborai of

fraternities tx-l&'Ci plsd&ee who are already much like thcfliselves in certain

personality truit»»

It wne based on * certain doubts concerning th® validity

of a frequent nesertlon that fraternities ziake more edaqaately rd jutted college
men,” us C&y expressed it.
Cay sought to determine ^hetho;? differences exietwx among fraternity

actives and pledgee end m not pledged in fraternities.

He used c ntunderd

porsiojulity inventory, the Cuilforci-^inasemRn TanpexLiXOnt Purvey, in aekln®

the study.

h‘cpresentutive group© of Hcrnhall College fraternity «ctivc» and

pledge® &nd non-rrotemlty □en were used in the experiment.

like random

©ampllng method was employed for the selection of aurvey tiubjacta.
(more)

5*
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION Si'WICK, HmitlMtfin, 7,e^t Vlrginia^~ll-H3-56
(Study of Fraternity Influence---2)

Among Gay*8 findings ar© those:
1 * Th© freehjBsu plfcd$e group ms xiore "ssaend&nt" and "sociable** them

the freshman non-fratemity group#
2 * The freshman non-froternity group- was got© ’’friendly" end "mscnllno"

than the fxwtewa pledge ^roup#

!

3 - The motive fiwatemity group scored highest la tenoral activity,"

;•

"emotional fitability," and "personal rolotione#*
4 - A comparison of the non-froternlty end native fraternity groups
■

shored that the former wo higher in rmsc:.linltyH and th® latter group oxcoiled in ’’ascendance

"sociability," and ’‘motional £tnbilltyew
■\

5 * The fraternity group had "creator orientation in the a?oa of social

intercut •*

6 - Prolonged fraternity membership has docidod positive influence on
the Member*e "social feoldr»oas and interest.*

7 * The non-fratornity group me more friendly generally and teed lens
social interact, ©nil© the fraternity group possessed nore aoclel interest
but was less friendly on the whole# ‘’This ic in line with th® cccucation of
•olicuiEhnesa* often made against fratemitfoB,* Cay wnte#

Gay added:
"The validity of the assertion that fraternity membership aekes more

adequately adjusted college men can be ecriouely ouoationed. True, fraternity
laemberohip appear© to provide more social interest and social boldness which
would bo socially advantageous in college life# Bwicvar, their persistently
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, West Virginia-- llT26-56
For Immediate Release

(Marshall Football Program Study-- 1)
A complete study of Marshall College’s football program to find what ’’con

ditions can and should be corrected or improved” has been ordered by President
Stewart H. Smith.

In announcing his action Monday, Dr. Smith said he had requested Coach
Herbert Royer to postpone any decision on whether to continue directing the Marshall
football program and to assist the athletic board in making the study.

Speculation on whether Royer would resign has repeatedly appeared in the press
since the football season ended Nov. 17, with Marshall having three wins and six
losses.

The speculation was the outgrowth of a statement Royer made at the football

banquet last year.
Dr. Smith.said he had asked the athletic board to "make a careful and thorough

analysis of our football program.”
"The study,” said the Marshall president, "will include, among other things,
such items as facilities, schedule, coaching staff, scholarship program, eligibility

regulations, teem morale and attitudes.”
Dr. faith said his request for a study of the football program was prompted
’’speculation as to what is wrong with our prosent set-up.”

”1 think

vjq

should take the initiative,” he added, ”in reviewing the entire

program and in preparing a frank and objective statement of the problems.”

The Marshall College athletic board has been requested to "proceed without
delay” with the assignment.

President Smith has asked for a written report on the

situation "within a few weeks.”
-30-
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For Immediate Release
To: The Huntington Herald-Dispatch and
Alyce Walker, Women’s Editor, Birmingham News, Birmingham, Ala.

(First Art Exhibit For This Year$

An exhibit of serigraphs, water colors, and silk-screen prints
by Vae Barnes, associate professor of art at Alabama College, will
be sponsored by the Marshall College art department din the art exhi
bition room of the James E. Morrow Library early in December.

The set of fourteen paintings to be shown here have been on
■

tour of the United States, as has most of her art.

Of these four-

teen, two of the serigraphs, "Dogwood #3” and "Red Tree” have received
national acclaim.

The other serigraphs include ’’Dogwood #2, n "Seeking,"”

"Bus Station,” "Sylvia,” and "Blue Dancer.”
’Water colors to be shown are "Roses and Queen Anne’s Lace,”

”01d Maids and Princess Feathers,” "Prissy,” "Carolyn,” and "The Red
Rose.”

Two silk screen prints "Yellow Butterflies,” and "Lush of the

Tropics” will also be in the exhibition.

Over thirty of Mrs. Barnes’ paintings and serigraphs have been
bought by colleges, museums, and public buildings.

She has won prizes

in Alabama exhibits and has been represented in national and inter

national shows in Europe, Asia, and South America.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

November 26, 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Marshall College wrestling team will open their 1956-957 campaign in

rugged company this weekend when they perform in the role of host school in a
quadrangular meet with three Southeastern Conference powers.

JO

Auburn, the conference champions last year, and VMI, the loop’s second

place finisher, along with Davidson will provide Huntington with its biggest col
lege wrestling show since Marshall included the sport on its athletic program

three years ago.The four team meet will engage a period of two days, beginning at 2:30 p.m.
Friday, and concluding with two sessions Saturday at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.

All three

settings will take place at the Marshall Gym with no admission charged for the
events.
(

Coach Sam Clagg, whose grapplers have been pursuing a heavy training

schedule the past week, has a number of returning lettermen from last year’s squad

that produced a 5-7 mark the best in the college’s short wrestling history.

The

only member missing from the team that finished in a fifth place tie in the Mid-

American Conference is heavyweight Bill Harris.

To fill Harris’ vacancy, Clagg

has been grooming 215-pound sophomore Dick Hawkins and 200-pound senior Toe Clay.
Heading the list of veterans is senior Chuck Tanner.

Competing in the

167-pound class, Tanner established himself as the squad’s most consistent winner.
With 177-pounder Phil Fisher sidelined with a broken ankle suffered on the

gridiron, Clagg has been busily working Irv Wilson, normally a 195-pounder 9 into
Fisher’s spot.

Wilson, on a heavy cottage cheese diet, has just about pared down

to the required weight.
The remaining return lettermen include, 157-pound Don Adkins, 147-pound

Don Willis, 137-pound Ken Adkins, 130-pound Woody Smith, and 123-pound Tack Young.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
November 26, 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

Marshall College basketball coach Tule Rivlin named seniors Cebe Price and
Paul Underwood as co-captains for this year’s defending Mid-American Conference
championship squad*

u

Often referred to as the South Charleston "Gold Dust Twins," Price and Under-

wood, together with the graduated Charlie Slack, formed the first 20-point average
trio in Marshall history last season*

Price, the ball handling middleman of the

Green's famous fast break, averaged 21.2 during his junior year*

He was a unanimous

all-conference first team pick*
Underwood, rearded as one of the finest two hand set shot artists in Marshall’s
history, averaged 20*2 points per game last year*

He was named to the second team

all-conference squad*

Marshall invoking on a 24-game schedule this season, opens their campaign at
home against Spring Hill College from Mobile, Alabama on December 8
-30-
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FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

November 26, 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MARSHALL WRESTLING SCHEDULE 1956-57

DATE

TEAM

PLACE

Nov. 30
Dec. 1

Auburn
VMI
Davidson

Here

Dec . 8

Parkersburg YMCA

Jan. 12

Cincinnati

There

Jan. 19

Kent State

Here

Feb. 1

Toledo

There

Feb. 2

Findlay College

There

Feb. 9

Bowling Green

Here

Feb. 12

Ohio U.

There

Feb. 16

Baldwin-Wallace

There

Feb. 23

Miami

Here

Mar. 1-2

Toledo

Mar. 8

Mid-American Conf.
Tournament
4-1 Tournament

Mar. 22-23

NCAA Tournament

Pittsburgh

-30-
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To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

For Release Wednesday, Nov. 2#

By Bob Cole
Marshall Student Journalist
(Blood Drive—-1)
Today from 11:00 A.M. until 5:00 P.M. the Red Cross

Bloodmobile will be at the Shawkey Student Union at Marshall

College.
A continuous flow of donors will be needed during th.'S

six-hour period if the college is to reach the 275-pint quota
needed to place it on the ’’Eligibility System” which would
entitle students, faculty, and administration (and their re

spective families) to draw free blood from such an amount.

$

This 275-unit minimum is based upon 10 per cent of the full

a

time enrollment here—2,755--and it must be equalled for the

college to receive the free blood benefits.
Rick DeSantis, assistant administrative director of the

Huntington regional blood center, says this ’’Eligibility System’ti
is being attempted as an added ixicentive to increase the number

of pints of blood given.

He estimated that 400 or more applicants

would be needed to insure 275 unics, in order to compensate for

rejections.
To speed up the donations line, individual pledge cards
$

were sent to all social organizations and offices of the administration, so that prospective donors might list their preferred
time of doning and give the committee a general schedule to work

by.

(more)

I
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(Blood Drive-- 2)

The doning program will be run generally according to the
preferred times listed by prospective donors on pledge cards that

9/

were passed out to all social organizations and college administra
tive offices, but blood may be given at times other than the ones

listed on the cards.
Trophies will be given to the men’s and women’s social

organizations having the highest percentage of membership donation.

••

Present holders of the awards are the Cavaliers, independent fratemity, and the Alpha Sigma Tau sorority.

Doth groups have earned

the trophies for two consecutive semesters and will retain permanent
possession if they win this time.

Students under 21 and unmarried must present parental consent
slips to donate.

These slips will be taken upon donation and may

be obtained at the Student Government office.
Faculty members may donate at the same time as students.
Women of the Delta Zeta social sorority will serve refresh-

3

ments to those who donate blood today.
Don Coyne, Wheeling junior, is chairman of the campus blood
drive committee.
-30-
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To the Huntington Advertiser

For Release Wednesday, Nov. 28

By Tom Miller
Marshall Student Journalist
(Student Teaching Application)

Student teaching applications for the second semester are
the second highest in the last ten years, according to Dean D. Banks
Wilburn, of the teachers college.
A total of 163 students have made application, which is an

increase of 46 over the same period last year.

And it is second

only to the year 1950 when 165 students did practice teaching.

In

the last ten years, the number of applications has practically tripled.
In a breakdown of the total, 72 students are planning to teach \
\

in the elementary school; 13 are music students who will teach both

on the secondary and elementary levels; six plan to teach in voca
tional home economics.
The remaining 72 represent 16 different fields on the high school
level, with 19 enrolled for menfs physical education, 12 in commerce,
12 in English and six in mathematics.

The big increase has been in the number of students on the
elementary education level.

The over-all increase is due to the

rising enrollment.
According to Dean Wilburn, this year compares with 1949-50
when the veterans were responsible for the record number of student

teachers.

The college is once again in a position to train a record

number of teachers, most of whom will be qualified to teach next fall.

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORFMTION SERVICE

November 28, 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

With his pre-season practice schedule a situation of frustrating turmoil, Marshall

Coach Jule Rivlin has the embarrassing problem of trying to procure a gym this weekend for
his defending Mid-American Conference champions.
It’s almost a case of a king without a palace, as’ the steady Rivlin is beset with

the unfortunate circumstance of not knowing from one day to the next where his squad can
%

enjoy the "luxury” of a spacious court.

The mild tempered Rivlin is frantically fidgeting to locate a floor to groom his
stalwarts upon, now that the Field House and the Marshall gym will be occupied

over the

weekend.
Cramping the Big Green quintet just 10 days from their season opener on December 8
with Spring Hill College, is a wrestling tournament at the campus gym Friday and Saturday,

and a Passion Play coupled with a hockey game Sunday at the Field House.

Looming as a possible temporary remedy, is the use of the Brewer Gym at Huntington
School Friday, Saturday or Sunday.

Other than that, nothing else is determined.

In fact, upon mentioning the Field House, Rivlin shakes his head in bewilderment.
"I don’t know what to do,” he replied.

"That’s supposed to be our home court, but do

you know how many times we’ve been on that floor, just 10 times,” bringing his point across
by gesticulating with the fingers of both hands.

"Half the time we worked out at the Field House 5 we had to practice on top of the

ice,” Rivlin continued.

"Don’t get me wrong," he quickly remarked, "under the circumstances

that’s the best solution obtainable

But honestly, it’s pretty cold out there."

Rivlin, up until this late phase of practice, cannot draw a full appraisal of his

*56 stock.

His major problem before the practice periods even began was a replacement

for star rebounder Charlie Slack.

The Marshall mentor has nine returning lettermen back

from last year, and together with a few outstanding sophomore prospects, has a bevy of sharp

shooting individuals
But as Rivlin himself discovered, the infrequent intervals his squad had the benefit

of the large Field House floor, they seemed to tire quickly.

All of which leaves Rivlin

with many unanswered questions before he begins defense of his Mid-American title.

-30-
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For immediate release

(Lee C. Moorehead-1)

Lee C. Moorehead, minister of the Indianola Methodist
Church of Columbus, Ohio, will be the main speaker of Life
Planning week to be held February 10-17 at Marshall College.

Reverend Moorehead, who will speak throughout the week
at various meetings, graduated from Millikin University in

Illinois in 1941, and in 1944 graduated from the Boston

University School of Theology*
After graduating from Boston University he became

minister-to-students of the Wesley

oundation at Ohio

State University and associate minister of Indianola

Methodist Church. He is the former minister of the First
Methodist Church in Ada, Ohio, and the Trinity Methodist
Church in Ghillicothe, Ohio. Thenin June, 1953 Reverend
Moorehead was called back to his present position of

minister of Indianola Methodist Church<>

In the summer of 1950 Reverend Moorehead was a

member of Sherwood Eddy’s American Serinar which made a
study tour of Europe, and in 1953 he was given an honorary

Doctor of Divinity degree by Millikin University. Last
Summer Reverend Moorehead served asjan exchange minister
(MORE)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—11-28-56

(Lee C. Moorehead-2)

to the Ealing Broadway Methodist Church in London, England,

while the pastor of that church was serving at Indianola*
Reverend Moorehead is preside^ of the Campus Church

Council of Ohio State University, consisting of the ministers

of the churches surrounding the campus.
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For Immediate Release

(Lucy Ao VZhitsel)
Dr* Lucy A. Whitsei, professor of Latin and Greek at Marshall
College, attended a meeting of the southern section of the Classi

cal Association of the Middle West and ^outh 9 November 22-24.

Professor Whit sei read a paper entitled "From Sicily to
Hadrian’s Wall with the Vergilian SocietyeS

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-28-56

For Immediate Release

(Dean Willey)
A Marshall College official and student will represent the

college at the National Inter-Fraternity Council Conference in

100

New York, N. Y., Thursday and Friday (Nov, 29-30).
Dean of Men Harold Willey and Cecil Wagner, president of the

Marshall Inter-Fraternity Council, are representing the Huntington

college in the conference which includes all colleges in the
United Stateso
While in New York City they are staying at the Waldorf Astoria

Hotel.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington., W. Va.---- 11-28-56
For Immediate Release

(Veterans Should Sign For Checks)
War veterans attending Marshall College may receive their
November allowance checks by Dec. 15 if they sign for them at the

college registrar’s office by Friday (Nov. 30).
Each veteran should go to the registrar’s office, Room 105

Old Main, and sign Veteran’s Administration Form 7-1996a or 7~1996b.
The office is open Thursday and Friday from 8 alm. to noon
and from 1 to l+;15 p.m.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE IKFgRMATICN SERVICE, Huntington, W. Vn.

21-29-56

To the Herald-Advertiser

For Release Sunday, Dec. 2

By bob Cole
Marshall Student Journalist

7^

(College Theater---- 1)

Casts for six Marshall College student-directed one-act
plays to be presented by College Theatre in Old Lain Auditorium

on January 17-1$ h?:ve been announced by Clayton R. Page, associate

professor of speech and director of the group.
The recognition scene from "Anastasia," by Guy Bolton, will
be directed oy Tammy Orr, Huntington senior.

and their respective roles are:

Members of the cast

Haney Snodgrass , Couth Charleston

senior, the "Express"; Carol Compton, Huntington junior, nAnastasia”;

Jerry Rutherford, Morgantown junior, "Bounine"; John Murphy, Clerksburg sophomore, "Prince Paul."

Jean Ford, Charleston senior, will direct Wilbur L-teel’s
melodrama, "Giant’s Stairs.*

Barbara Moore, Logan freshman, "Abbie

Wentherburn” ; Judy O’Dell, Parkersburg freshman, "Til vveatherburn";

Jack Walls, Logan sophomore, "Sheriff Bane"; and Leon Frierson,

Hamlin s o ph o; o re, " C ant po 1 e," are members of the cast.

Noel Coward’s comely, "The Fumed Oak," is being directed by

Fay Murray, Milton junior.

The cast includes:

banny Goulding,

Huntington senior, "Mr. Henry Gow"; Nancy Oparks, Charleston

freshman, "Mrs. Loris Gow"; Mary Jo Hofstetter, Matewan junior,
"Elsie Gow"; and Janet Ruppe1, Huntington sophomore, ”hrs. Hockett."
(more)

-<■0

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-29-56

(College Theater--- 2)

Mary Cliff, Huntington senior, directs the drama, "In Her
Bill Moran, Huntington senior,”

Defense," by Sara Moore Taylor,

is "Andrew Jackson"; Carol Reynolds, Huntington freshman,"Mrs.
Andrew Jackson11; Charles Ricketts, Huntington junior, ’’Torn Strickland";

Mary Lu Hixon, Huntington junior, "Mrs. Tom Strickland”; Sylvia

Ohlson, Huntington graduate, "Mrs. Douglas”; and Pete Harrington

Huntington sophomore, "McNairy."
"The Anniversary," Anton Tchekov’s comedy, is under Hunting

ton senior Sue Collins* direction.
Kentucky junior,

Bryan Compton, Louisville,

Shiputchin”; Roderick Hall, Logan sophomore,

"Hirin"; Pat Killer, Dunbar Freshman, "Tatyana"; Pat Blackburn,
Belle sophomore, "Madame Mertchutkin," make up the cast.

Bernice Meadows, St. Albans graduate, directs a cast of

Jeri Hughes, Kenova sophomore, "Baby Doll”; John Seffense, Hunting*

ton graduate, "Archie Lee”; Betty Minter, Beckley junior, "Aunt
Rose", in Tennessee Williams* drama "The Unsatisfactory Supper."

James KcCubbin, assistant professor of speech, is in charge
of production and members of his play production class will serve

as stage crew.
-30-
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For Immediate Release

(Lee Co Moorehead)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Specie 1)-- Lee Co Moorehead, minister of the Indianola
Methodist Church of Columbus, Ohio, will be the main speaker of Life Planning Week,

February 10-17, at Marshall College.

Reverend Moorehead, who will speak throughout the week at various meetings,
. in
. 1941, and in
. 1944 graduated from
_)
graduated from Millikin University in Illinois
the Boston University School of Theology.

After graduating from Boston University he became minister-to-students of the

Wesley Foundation at Ohio State University and associate minister of Indianola

Methodist Church.

He later served as minister of the First Methodist Church in Ada 5

Ohio. and the Trinity Methodist Church in Chillicothe, Ohio

Then in June, 1953,

Reverend Moorehead was called back to his present position of minister of Indianola

Methodist Church.
In the summer of 1950 Reverend Moorehead was a member of Sherwood Eddy’s
American Seminar which made a study tour of Europe, and in 1953 he was given an

honorary Doctor of Divinity degree by Millikin University.

Last summer Reverend

Moorehead served as an exchange minister to the Ealing Broadway Methodist Church

in London, England, while the pastor of that church was serving at Indianola.
Reverend Moorehead is president of the Campus Church Council of Ohio State

University, consisting of the ministers of the churches surrounding the campus.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

November 29. 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

With possibly their best season facing them since wrestling was added to the
athletic program three years ago, Marshall's predominately veteran squad open their

season tomorrow afternoon as host school in a quadrangular meet on the Marshall campus.

Offering the Big Green matmen a stern test at the campaign's beginning are Auburn,

the Southeastern Conference champions last year, Davidson and VMI.
two days, starting today at 2:30 P.M

matinee Saturday.

The meet will consume

and again at 8 P.M., and concluding with a 2 P.M.

All three sessions will take place at the Marshall Gym.

The pairings for the meet have not been drawn up as yet.

They will formally be

announced tomorrow morning after all four squads have been officially weighed-in.

Providing Marshall Coach Sam Clagg with a hopeful outlook is the presence of
seven returning lettermen.

Only heavyweight Bill Harris, now serving in the capacity of

assistant coach, is missing from last year's outfit that produced a 5-7 mark.
Though below the .500 figure, the season was considered highly satisfactory in

that it represented Marshall's best mark in the three years that wrestling has estab

lished itself in the college's inter-collegiate sports program.

The Big Green finished

their Mid-American Conference competition in a fifth place deadlock

Clagg received a slight blow for the opening match when it was learned that Joe

Clay will definitely miss the weekend action

Slated for heavyweight duty along with

Dick Hawkins, an untested sophomore. Clay was bedded with the flu and ordered to refrain

from any activity.
As a result, Clagg looked in the direction of Jim Simpson to fill Clay’s vacated

spot.

A strong 210-pounder, Simpson will share the heavyweight duties with Hawkins.

Heading the list of returning veterans is Captain Chuck Tanner.

The clever

167-pound senior was the squad's most consistent winner last year and was a natural
choice to lead the Marshall grapplers in his final year.
Faring tomorrow in their respective weight class are:

123-pound, Jack Young;

130-pound. Lee Smith; 137-pound, Ken Adkins; 147-pound, Don Willis; 157-pound, Don
Adkins; and 177-pound, Irv Wilson.

-30-
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To the Hamlin Democrat, Hamlin, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

/M
(Sororities Pledge)
HTJN1TNGT0M, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Throe Hamlin women have been pledged to
<’4

social sororities at Marshall College.

The women and the sorority pledging then are:

Delta Zeta; Tan Davis,

sophomore, daughter of Mr. end Mrs. W. Earl Davis, Box 166 Hamlin; Jill Pauley 9
freshman, daughter of Mr. R. V. Pauley, 340 Mansion St o Hamlin; Alpha Xi Delta:

Patricia McComas, freshmen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. V. McComas, Test Hamlin.
-30-
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IMRSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Hunting-ton, West Virginia---- 11-29-56

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Sororities Pledge)
H^fTINGTON, W. VA.---- (Special)----- Marshall College sororities have pledged

21 women fror ’Charleston and South Charleston.
The Charleston women and their sororities are:

Alpha 3igma Alpha:

Nancy

Nancy Kay Woodrum,

Sparkes, freshman, 104 Arlington Avenue; Alpha Xi Delta:

freshman, 728 Carrin Street; Pat Filler, freshman, 502 Second. Street, Dunbar;

Katherine Pierce, fi’q simian, 1495 Ravina Road; Delta Zeta:

Lynd a Humphreys, j un i or,

401 Swinbun Street; and Mary Hanna, freshman, 2220 E. Washington Street.
Pi Kappa Sigma;

Martha Louderback, sophomore, Box 56, Reed; Naomi Casto,

freshman, 1103 Early Street; Becky Schlwender, fi’cshnan, 1803 Bigley Street;

Emily Burns, sophomore. 833 Sherwood; Alpha Sigma Tau:

Evon L'ickel, sojihomore, 1638g

Sixth Avenue: and Carolyn Craig, sophomore, 700 Hall Stx*eet.

South Charleston women end sororities pledging them are:

Alpha Chi Omega:

Carolyn Jackson, sophomore, 1113 E. Riverview Drive; Nancy Sigmon, freshman, 400
Forest Circle; Alpha Sigma Alpha:

Alpha Sigma Tau:

Lou Ann Zickafoose, freshman, 17 Ninth Avenue;

Pat Griffith, freshman, 22 Rosemont Avenue; Sigma Sigma Sigma:

Laura Jo Hagerty, freshman, 221i "A” Street; and Sally Coen, sophomore, 511 Vine
Street.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, West Virginia-- 11-29-56

To the Ashland Independent, Ashland, Kentucky
For Immediate Release

(Sororities Pledge)
HUNTINGTON, V». VA.— (Special)- Becky Jackson of Ashland has been

pledged to Alpha Xi Delta, social sorority at Marshall College.
Miss Jackson who is a graduate of Ashland High School is th© daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Guy A. Jackson, 2517 Euclid Street.

Marshall
-30-

She is a freshman at

MARSHALL COLLLGT. INFORM/TION SDRVICE, KentIngton, West

-- 11-29-56

To the Logan Banner, Logan, West Virginia

For Immediate Release

(w)

(Sororities Pledge)
HIMINGTON, W, VA.---- (Special)-----■Marshall College sororities have pledged

six Logan County women.
The women and sororities pledging them are:

Alpha Chi Omega:

Toni Hart,

freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hart, Box 103, Logan; Jo Ann Baisden,

freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Baisden, Box 269, Logan; Alpha Sigma Alpha:
Shirly Hell, freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jess Hall, Mallory.
Delta Zeta:

Kathryn Lilly, freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lilly,

Logan; Alpha Xi Delta:

Nancy Porter freshman, daughter of Mr. H. B. Porter, Box 116,

Accoville; Alpha Sigma Tau:

Jo Ann Whitt, freshman, daughter of Mir. and Mrs. Chester

Whitt, Logan.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-29-56

To the Wayne County News, Wayne, West Virginia

For Immediate Release

(Sororities Pledge)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (Special)—Sheila Trimble of Dunlow
has been pledged to Alpha Sigma Tau, social sorority at Marshall.

Miss Trimble is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. McCoy Trimble

of Dunlow.

She is a graduate of Wayne High School.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-11-29-56
To the Nicholas County News Leader, Richwood, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

,A

(Linda Little)

Linda Little of Richwood was recently pledged to Alpha

(ill)

Beta Alpha, national library science fraternity, at Marshall

College.
Miss Little, who is a freshman in Teachers College, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Little of 36 W. Main St., Richwood.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W

Va.—-11-29-56

For Immediate Release
To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

(Art Exhibit At Marshall Coliegel
An exhibit of serigraphs, water colors, and silk-screen

prints by Vae Barnes, associate professor of art at Alabama College,

is being sponsored by the Marshall College art department in the

art exhibition room of the James E. Morrow Library through December
18, from 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. daily, except Sundays.
The set of fourteen paintings to be shown here have been on

tour of the United States, as has most of her art.

Of these four-

teen, two of the serigraphs, "Dogwood //3" and "Red Tree71 have received
national acclaim.

The other serigraphs include "Dogwood $2," "Seeking,"

"Bus Station," "Sylvia," and ’’Blue Dancer.”
Water colors to be shown are "Roses and Queen Anne’s Lace,"

"Old Maids and Princess Feathers," "Prissy,” "Carolyn," and "The Red
Rose.”

Two silk screen prints "Yellow Butterflies," and "Lush of the

Tropics" will also be in the exhibition.

Over thirty of Mrs. Barnes’ paintings and serigraphs have been

bought by colleges, museums, and public buildings.

She has won

prizes in Alabama exhibits and has been represented in national and

international shows in Europe, Asia, and South America.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va

11-29-56

To the Clay Messenger, Clay, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Bob Steorts)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-—(Special)—Bob Steorts, of Clay, led

a 15-minute devotion period for students entitled, "The Student
and His Church Activities," recently in conjunction with World Week

of Prayer at Marshall College.
Steor‘ts, who is a sophomore in arts and science college, is

a member of the Student Christian Association.

Mr. and Mrs. Anon T. Steorts of Clay.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-29-56

To the State Sentinel, Fayetteville, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Peggy Shawver)

////

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Peggy Shawver, of Fayetteville,

has been pledged to Alpha Beta Alpha, national library science fra-

ternity at Marshall College.
Miss Shawver, who is a junior in teachers college is also a

member of Delta Sigma Epsilon, and is a majorette.
of Mr. and Mrs. Hayden E. Shawver of Fayetteville.

-30-

She is the daughter
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-29-56
To the Mullens Advocate, Mullens, '»/. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Peggy Tolley)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (Special)—Peggy Tolley, of Mullens,
has been pledged to Alpha Beta Alpha, national library science fra
ternity at Marshall College.

Miss Tolley, who is a sophomore in teachers college, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Tolley of Lusk Avenue in Mullens.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—-11-29-56

To the Point Pleasant Register, Point Pleasant, W. Va.

ror Immediate Release

(Delores Blessing)
HUNTINGTON, V/. VA.-- (Special)-- Delores Blessing, of Point

Pleasant, led a 15-minute devotion period for students entitled ”The
Student and His Social Life”, recently in conjunction with World
"eek of Prayer at Marshall College#

Miss Blessing, who is a junior in teachers college, is a
member of the Student Christian Association.

r

She is the daughter

of Mr# and Mrs. Roy E. Blessing of 2125 Lincoln Ave., Point Pleasant.

-30-
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To the Wayne County News, Wayne, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Anne Canterbury)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.---- (Special)----- Anne Canterbury of Wayne

has been pledged to Alpha Beta Alpha, national library science
fraternity, at Marshall College.

Miss Canterbury, who is a freshman in Arts and Science
College, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William E. Canterbury of
Wayne.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-29-56

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Ruth Andrews)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA--- (Special)—Ruth Andrews of Clendenin

has been pledged to Alpha Beta Alpha, national library science
fraternity, at Marshall College.

Miss Andrews, who is a junior in Teachers College, is also
a member of Delta Sigma Epsilon sorority and Future Teachers of
America.

She is the daughter of Mrs. Hattie S. Andrews of P. 0.

Box 253, Clendenin.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, w. Va.—11-29-56
To the Princeton Observer, Princeton, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Sarita Ann Bradley)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —(Special)—Sarita Ann Bradley of

Princeton has been pledged to Alpha Beta Alpha, national library

science fraternity, at Marshall College.
Miss Bradley, who is a junior in Teachers College, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Bradley of 200 Highland Ave., Prince-

ton.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-29-56

To the Daily Herald, Wellsburg, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(John Mayberry)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- John Edward Mayberry of

(Wpf

Beech Bottom has been chosen for membership in Omicron Delta Kappa,

men’s national honorary leadership fraternity at Marshall College.

t:

Mayberry, who is a junior in Teachers College, is also a
member of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity, Varsity TTM,r, Alpha Phi
Omega, Future Teachers of America, and the Student Senate.

He is

the son of Mrs. Rose M. Campbell of 38-Second Street, Beech Bottom.
I

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—-11-29-56
To the Charleston Gazette, Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(John Corns)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- John Corns was recently
chosen for membership in Omicron Delta Kappa, men’s national honoraryleadership fraternity at Marshall College.

Corns, who lives at RFD 2, Box 451, in Charleston, is a junior
in arts and science college.

He is also a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon

social fraternity.

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—11-29-56
To the Nicholas County News Leader, Richwood, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Linda Little)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Linda Little, of Richwood,

led a 15*minute devotion period for students entitled, "Students
All Over the World", recently in conjunction with World Week of

Prayer at Marshall College.

Miss Little, who is a freshman in teachers college, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Little of 36 W. Main St., Richwood.

-30-
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To The Parthenon

For Immediate Release

By Bob Cole
Marshall Student Journalist
(Four Marshall Students Attend NS A Meet At WVU-- )

Four students attended the conference of the West VirginiaPennsylvania Region of the National Students Association at West Virginia University this weekend.

The delegates were Gary Adams, Huntington sophomore; Mary
Annese Bartram, Kenova sophomore; Mary Pat Tench, Gauley Bridge

junior; Vernon Ferrell, Logan senior.
They attempted to find valid reasons to encourage the college

to join the NSA; these reasons would supplement the findings of a
special student senate committee set up earlier to study the or-

ganization.

A primary reason for considering membership is that the

NSA supplies its members with information and solutions to various

student problems.
The weekend schedule for the conference included registration
and an informal reception.

Saturday at 9:00 the keynote speech was

given, immediately followed by discussion groups which lasted through p.

< •

the day.

That night at 7:00, a banquet and dance was held for all

delegates.

Sunday, from 10:00-12:00 a.m., a business meeting and election
of officers was held, before the conference adjourned.

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 11-30-56

To the Herald-Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For Release Sunday, Dec. 2

(Yang tour of Marshall)

Paochien Yang, professor of education in the Taiwan Normal
University in Taipei, Formosa will arrive in Huntington December 3,
for a three day tour of Marshall College.
Mr. Yang, who is now in residence at the Graduate School of

the University of North Carolina, is studying and observing the

theory and practices of co-curricular activities.

While on the

Marshall campus he will discuss various phases of college activities

I

such as the artists series and forum, with members of the administra

tive staff.
He xvill be particularly interested in observing activities in

the speech department, lab school, social life in the student union,

dorms, work on The Parthenon and physical education classes.
In addition to his study of the theory of co-curricular activi

r

ties, he wishes to gain understanding and experience which will be

helpful in setting up an improved program of these activities for
Overseas Chinese students at his own university and other institutions
of higher education in Formosa.

Mr. Yang is in the United States under the auspices of the
International Cooperation Administration and the advisory sponsorship

of the Office of Education.

t

While in Huntington Mr. Yang will reside at the Prichard Hotel.
-30-
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To the Huntington Advertiser
FOR' RELEASE tfITH PHOTO AND 3 TOLY MONDAY

TaRNOOMt Dec« j, 1956

CUTLINES FOR PHOTO WITH "SCHOLARSHIPS" STORY:

E. M. Kline, general manager of Huntington Works
'•-i

of the International Nickel Company, Inc., is shown

discussing with Marshall College President Stewart H.
Smith and two Marshall students the scholarships his

company has established to benefit certain students of
the college.

Mr. Kline had just handed Dr. Smith a

11000-check to be used during the 1956-57 college term.
a

In the photo, left to right, are Dr. Smith, Miss Peggy

Tolley of Mullens, Mr. Kline, and James L. Crum of
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- 11-30-56

To the Huntington Advertiser

FOR RELEASE MONDAY AFTERNOON, Dec. 3, 1956

WITH PHOTO OF FOUR PERSONS AND OUTLINES
/

(Scholarships——1)

A scholarship fund to aid certain Marshall College students
majoring in mathematics, chemistry, physics or engineering and

students planning to teach these technical subjects in high school
or college has been established by the Huntington Works of the

International Nickel Company, Inc*

Marshall President Stewart H. Smith said Monday that
E. M. Kline, general manager of the company’s Huntington works,
has given the college a check for $1000 for use during the current
college term.

Applications for scholarships of #100 to $250 each semester

will be accepted immediately by Marshall College Registrar Luther
E. Bledsoe.
The company has appropriated another two thousand dollars

for the 1957-53 academic year.
The scholarships, to be administered by Marshall College,

will be known as the Huntington Works of the International Nickel
Company Science and Engineering Scholarships.
(more)

Recipients will be

4h

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 11-30-56
(Scholarships--- 2)

selected by the student aid fund executive committee of Marshall

Co11'8'-Students

receiving the scholarships

mat*be3 legal

residents of Cabell, Lincoln, Mason, Putnam or Wayne counties

in West Virginia,

No applicant who is otherwise acceptable,

however, will be denied a scholarship on the basis of legal

residence if he or shex is an employee or a dependent of an employee
of the Huntington Works,

The company intends to continue the scholarships from year
to year.

A recipient will be in line for renewal of a scholarship

each year until completion o£ a Marshall College undergraduate
program, provided he or shea adheres to the required standard ♦
In order to receive and keep one of the scholarships s
a student must demonstrate good scholarship and good moral

character.

He or she must have need for financial assistance

in pursuing a college program
Money contributed by the Huntington Works of the International
Kickel Company, Inc,, will be included in the college scholarship

fund

Recipients will be selected by the student aid executive

cor mitt ee in consultation with college department heads.
Dr, Smith said Marshall College will keep the company

management informed on the disposition made of the money and
on tte progress of scholarship recipients in every phase of

college life.

(more)

c>

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—11-30-56

(Scholarships

3)

Tlie Marshall president said that when applications for

scholarships are studied, equal consideration will be given to
students majoring in mathematics, chemistry, physics or

engineering and to students studying to became high school or
college teachers of mathematics, chemistry or physics

Objectives of the scholarships established by International
Nickelfs Huntington division are to help alleviate the serious
shortage of trained technical personnel in this area, including

• :

teachers needed to teach technical subjects properly in high

3

J Vh /v. -

schools and college;).to help Marshall in its efforts to build up
’
'
£

its science and engineering departments^ and tof-cr^tvta’s^cd^wi-ll
£w-4zhe..Kilting ton •-?«crk3--of^tj?e^klnternavi3irai ’Hickel'

Applications for the scholarships should be sent to
Luther E

Bledsoe, Director Admissions and Registrar, Marshall

College, Huntington,

Va<
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Green Ends
Four-Game
Loss Skein
By FRED. BURNS
Hcrald-DIspatch Sport« Editor

The opposition may not have
been as'tough as some In the past
but Marshall’s Big Green football
showed some real desire to win
last night and they did in a con
vincing fashion as they turned
back the Toledo Rockets 32-13 in a
MId-Amerlcan Conference game.
The win, Marshall’s second in
the MAC, gave them a chance to
gain a fourth place finish as they
are now 2-3 in conference play and
only next week’s game with Ohio
University left to play. •
Ray Dunlap, speedy Marshal!
back, climaxed a seven-touch
down scoring spree by both clubs
with a 75-yard run in the, closing
minutes for Marshall’s *ffifth
ifth
score.

c

The air-minded Rockets almost
made a game^of it as twice they
came up to challenge but could
not get within more than two
touchdowns of the battling Big
Green.
In the scoreless first period most
of the action was in the Rockets’
territory and Marshall missed on
two scoring chances. Once M a rshall got to the Toledo 33 on a
drive which was highlighted by
Wells’ fine punt return. The sec
ond time the Big Green put on a
45-yard drive which carried to the
Toledo 16. Curtis was the power on
this drive with runs of 14 and 8
yards and a 14-yard run by Siri-'. 1
anni helped.
i
With the aid of a 15-yard penalty i
the Big Green marched 60 yards
for a touchdown early in the sec* ond periojl. Curtis in two p 1 a y s 0
ripped off 19 from the Marshall 45
and then with some nice running
by Wells and Sirianni, Curtis car
ried the last five yards in two
plays, four and then the final one
for the score.
The Big Green came charging
right back for another quick touch
down when Conard recovered a
Toledo fumble on the Toledo 27.
Eight plays later Marshall had
their second touchdown when Tem
plin went over from two yards out
Marshall’s line threw Toledo
back for 13 yards and forced a
punt but Templin fumbled after
going 18 yards and Toledo c o v- j
ered on their 42.

An eight-yard pass Baser to
Howell and a couple of good gains
by Don Wright got the Rockets to
the Marshall 35 and then a 15-yard
penalty took it to the 20 for a
'first down. Basich’s pass was in
tercepted by Wilson and the Big
Green took over on the 12 just be
fore time expired.
The Big Green added another
another
touchdown early in the third when
Zban passed 22' yards to Hall.
Marshall had started on their 40
' the first time they got the ball in
this period.
Then the Rockets got to moving.
Tiscl ran 12, a 15-yard penalty
helped, a pass Tisci to Howell got
12 and then Tiscl threw eight to
Mikoovic for a touchdown.
The Big Green put over their
third touchdown on a 64 yard drive
early in* the final period with Siri
anni going the final two yards. A
, Zban pass to Wells for 19 yards
and a nine yard run by Wells high
lighted this drive.
The Rockets came back to
tighten the game a bit with their:
second move. McCants returned a
kickoff 25 yards to his 43 and then
Tisci passed 37 yards to Miklovic
for a first down on the MarshaU
20. An eight yard pass from Tisci
to Eddie Wright put it on the 12
and then McCants went all the
way.
Toledo intercepted a Marshall
pass on the Toledo 22 and mostly .
by air moved all the way to the
Big Green 30 where the Marshall
line halted the drive. An offside
penalty set Marshall back to their
25 and this zzi
set i'..~
the ,'
stage for Dunlap’s 75 yard dash
_*_j for the final
score.”

I

MARSHALL ’
TOLEDO

0 13 6 13—32
0 0 7 6-13

Marshall scoring, touchdowns-,
Curtis 1 (1, run); Templin 1 (2,
run); Hall 1 (zz,
(22, pass from Zban);
Sirianni 1 (2, run); Dunlap 1 (75,
run). Conversion — Zban 1 (place
ment); Hall 1 (pass from Zban).
Toledo scoring, touchdown — Mikovic (8, pass from Tisci); Mc
Cants 1 (12, run). Conversions—
D. Wright 1 (placement).
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By BOB ADAMS

A chill February wind rippled softly over the dark waters of the pond. The young man stood
silently at the pool’s edge, his arms and legs securely held by tfie strong hands of his captors.
He knew a struggle would only make the situation worse, so he offered no resistance.
A voice behind him began counting and the fingers gripping his limbs tensed for action. He
closed his eyes in anticipation.
A shout, a splash, and moments later he crawled, wet but grinning, out of the water into the
■* now helping arms of his
“captors.”
One-Semester Trial
That particular “fall” was made
Such projects have to a' great
into a two-foot-deep goldfish pond
extent replaced physical hazing
by a Marshall College student last
among the college’s more than
year during fraternity initiation
300 fraternity men. Midnight rides
activities here.
and dips still occur now and
Although harmless and done in
then, but they are frowned upon
by most fraternity leaders.
the spirit of fun, it typifies the
Pledge’s, / after having been
type of “hazing” that is fast beokayed academically by the col
coming extinct among the col-'
lege Administration, are put;
lege’s eight social fraternities.
through a one-semester orienta-l
tion period which includes every
New System
thing from classes in dancing to
According to campus student
dishwashing.
leaders, a comparatively new
Disciplinary action in some fra
system now in operation at Mar
ternities means kitchen police
duty in the chapter house and in
shall will eventually make “mid
others a restriction of privileges. •
night rides and fish pond dips” a
In none is there physical punish
thing of the past.
ment.
;
This system, which has been
Paddles, once the terror of the
gathering momentum both locally
pledge, now hang on walls as
trophies and symbols ’of the past.
and nationally for several years, f'
‘Nothing Violent’
is a constructive program where
The new member is graded on
by new fraternity members or
his performance during the
“pledges” are given various
pledging period by his fraternity
worthwhile campus and civic
upperclassmen or “actives.” If
projects to complete instead of
at the end of the probationary
being taken on moon-light swims.
time he and the organization are
Projects range from campus
mutually satisfied, he'is initiated
as A full-pledged member.
fence painting to work in local
Several of the Marshall frahospitals.
tei^ial groups still conduct “inAn illustration of the con
side-the-house” hazing during the
structive trend occurred last year
last week of the pledge period.
when Marshall’s social fraterni
“Nothing violent,” one fraternity
officer commented. “The usual
ties joined together with campus
gulping of raw eggs and perhaps
sororities for the first local
a scavenger hunt.”
“Greek Week.”
4
Some of the organizations now
A portion of the week was spent
have by-laws which prevent even
doing free odd-jobs for towns
this form of harassing.
people who called in for as
At present approximately 160
sistance.
young men are -working for active
membership in the fraternity of
their choosing at Marshall.
Those successful will be taken
in as “actives” next January or
February.

£

inches on its own 40 with :54 to
'go in the half.
The half ended as Wilson, play-i
-ing an outstanding defensive i
;game, broke through to spill
•Kimmel for a four-yard loss just
as the half ended with Youngsjtown out In front, 13-6.

Loss 5th
Of Season
For Green
H
0
H
■
0

ir
id

h.
>y

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio, Nov. 4
— The Penguins of Youngstown
University upset Marshall Col-.
lege here tonight by a count of
33-13 with Dave Kimmel speedy
halfback grabbing the spotlight’
with his brilliant running.
It was the fifth loss of the'
season for the Big Green in seven 1
games,

KIMMEL’S EXPLOSIVE 50re
»e. yard run for a touchdown near
ey the end of the third period put
xt the Penguins in front to stay after
st Marshall had twice come from I
70 behind to tie. Youngstown then J
3f added two more touchdowns ln‘|
I. i the final period the final one |
1-

d
y
I.
5

n
•y

Statistics
First downs
Rushing yardage
Passing yardage
Passes
Passes Intercepted by
Punts
Fumbles lost
Yards penalized

MAR. YOUNG.
14
U
213
194
120
19
2-1
4-8
2
1
4-19.8 3-40.1
2 0
20
0

coming on an 82 yard run by
In John Rouse on an intercepted
?- pass.
Is
Marshall made a game effort
to stage a late rally and twice
.0 were within scoring distance in
h the final period; The first time
e they were stopped by the inter
h ception by Rouse and the next
n time by a fumble. They had
s reached the Youngstown 20 and
the 24.

OS

YOUNGSTOWN took the open
ing kickoff and went all the way
for a touchdown, halfback John
Rouse going over from the three. t
The 55-yard drive was sparked
by a 39-yard jaunt by speedy
halfback Dave Kimmel. The try
for the extra point failed and the
Penguins took a 6-0 lead early
in the contest.
Marshall then moved the ball
from its own 41 to the Youngs
town 20 but the Penguins stopped
the Big Green drive there. Quar
terback Bill Zban got off a pass
intended for halfback Fred Free
man in the end zone on the
fourth down but it was incom
plete and Youngstown took pos
session of the ball-..
Gaining two first downs, the
Penguins moved out to their 47
but Marshall guard Irv Wilson
broke through and threw quarter
7
back Frank. Hanzes for a seven
yard loss, forcing the Penguins
to punt.
* J

.

RUNS, BY HELLYER sparked
MARSHALL HALFBACK Ray
.two first downs Marshall gained
Goins gathered in the punt on the
Marshall 21 but the Penguins
as it moved the ball from its own
downed him in his tracks. The
’22 to its 49 following the opening
Big Green gained one first down
kickoff of the second half. But
but was forced to punt from its
.
^Youngstown
pushed the Big Green
35, the ball being downed on the
back to its 44 and forced MarYoungstown 33.
shalf’to punt. George Templin’s,
The Penguins tried to take to
the air at this point but Marshall’s s ’kick was almost blocked by DelGeorge Templin intercepted Jerry } signore but Templin got it off, the.
ball rollirig out of bounds on the
Cox’ pass and returned it to the
Youngstown 18-yard line.
Youngstown six-yard stripe.
Halfback Ray Dunlap plunged
Marshall’s defenses tightened up
and forced the Penguins to punt,
over from one yard but three
from their 24, the ball rolling
plays later. Marshall’s attempt j
dead on the Marshall 37 yard line.
to'kick the extra point was wide
Dunlap hit into the line for one
and the score was tied with 8:28
jyard and Zban then uncorked a
to go in the half.
touchdown pass, hitting halfback
Youngstown took the ensuing
Dick Jackson on the Youngstown
kickoff from its own 40 and
25. Jackson went over unmolested
gajped seven yards before puntand Zban then kicked the extra
tije Marshall 20. The Big
;point to tie the score at 13-13 with
As? pushed back to its 17
8:03 left in the third period.
and on
fourth down
front ere —
— ----------go, John Wells went
‘ AN EXCHANGE OF punts fol
back” Jp J’punt for Marshall.
lowed that touchdown with Mar
shall’s George Templin getting
BUT YOUNGSTOWN’S Dorn
Delsignore, a high school team } off the last one, a 10-yard kick
off the side of his foot that went
mate of Marshall’s Bill Zban,
'out of bounds at the 50. Youngsbroke through to block the punt
: town’s Kimmel raced from there
and the Penguins’ center, Jim
. for the Penguins’ third touchdown
Vechiarella, covered the ball in
1 and Rouse kicked the extra point
Marshall's end zone for a touch
Ito put Youngstown back into the
down?-Roush kicked the extra
lead, 20-13, with 1:48 to go in the
point to give Youngstown a 13-6
third period.
lead with 3:33 to go in the first
*( The quarter, ended with a
half.
fumble by Marshall’s Slrianni on
Marshall’s Cagle Curtis took the *
his own 31, giving Youngstown
following kickoff on his own goal
• the ball.
and got to the Marshall 19 before
Kimmel carried six times and
he was downed. Len Hellyer, ’
;Davis once to reach the seven
Sonny Sirianni and Curtis punched
and then Cox passed to Delout one first down and the Big
signore for the fourth Youngs
Green gambled and failed in try
town touchdown. A Zban to Dun- •
ing for another, missing it by
‘lap pass good for 47 yards
‘sparked a Marshall drive which
-went to the 20 but.here Rouse in
tercepted a Zban pass and raced
•it back 82 yards,, jor a touch
down.
y
0

t-

‘

MARSHALL
YOUNGSTOWN

0 6.7 0—13
6 7 7 13—33

Marshall scoring: Touchdowns,
Dunlap 1 (1, run); Jackson 1 (62,
.pass from Zban). Conversion,
Zban 1 (placement).
t Youngstown scoring:
Touch
downs, Rouse 2 (3, run: 82, pass
(interception); Vechiarella 1 (re
covered blocked punt in end
zone); Kimmel 1 (50, run); Delsignore 1 (7, pass from Cox).
Conversions, Rouse 3 (place
ments).
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le Field
Students
George H. Clark, managing
editor of The Huntington Adver
tiser, told the closing session of
the West Virginia United High
4 School Press last night that
“television will not replace the
newspaper as a medium of in
formation. The field is wide open
for young people in journalism.”
Clark spoke at a banquet at
the Hotel Prichard. A dance
immediately following at the
Shawkey Student Union on the
Marshall College campus
brought the 22nd annual meet
ing to a close.
Clark told the scholastic journ
alists that their “opportunities
are limitless but the challenge
is great.”
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'' Teachers " Associa
THE WEST Virginia
Journalism
o----- —
tion, another affiliate of the UHSP, also met here
Friday and Saturday. New officers of this group
are shown above: president, Mrs. George Pride, of
St. Albans; vice-president, ]Miss Jeanne C. Harless,
of Mabscott, W. Va.;. r"
v Flavy Kelly*
and’ secretary,
Jr., of Charleston.

THE JOURNALISM Depart( of the college was host to the
meeting. Professor W. Page
Pitt, head of the department,
founded the group in 1927.
Miss Berridge (Berri) Long,
Marshall junior and five times
state women’s amateur golf
champion, spoke last night on
“Women in College Athletics”. *__
She is a granddaughter of Col.
J. H. Long, co-founder of the •'
■'UHSP. Col. Long, chairman of >
•the board of the Huntington
Publishing Co., and the publish
ing company annually sponsor (
the banquet.
Col. Long, 93, for the first
time since the beginning of the
organization, was unable to at
tend last night’s dinner because
of ill health.
At a luncheon yesterday in the
MEETING concurrently with
Marshall cafeteria, Donald G.
the
. UHSP were two affiliated
Mayne, managing editor of the
groups, the United High School
u Ironton Tribune, addressed the
group comparing the journalism I. Yearbook Association and the
West Virginia Journalism Teach
classroom to the newsroom in
ers Association.
the need for enterprise, whole
New officers for the Year
in someness and satisfaction.
Book Association are: president,
“Enterprise is necessary for
Willie L. Auxier, Jr., Ward,
i g e 111 n g a story,” he said;
W. Va.; vice - president, Her“Wholesomeness in the handling
shel E. Webb, Welch; record
of it and the satisfaction of doing secretary, Ellen Latham,
,ing a good job” he cited as
Welch; and Parliamentarian,
phases that are philosophic and
Clifford Douglas Russell, Wayne.
basic. He pointed out that talent
Officers of the Teachers Assoto write may be developed.
Miss (Estelle) Bill Belanger, t elation are: president, Mrs.
city editor of The Herald-Adver • George Pride, St. Albans; vicepresident, Miss Jeanne C. Har
tiser, was toastmistress at the
less, Mabscott, W. Va.; and secluncheon.
I retary, Flavy Kelly, Jr.,
At an afternoon business ses
Charleston.
sion y e a te r d a y the UHSP
Registration for the meetings,
elected the following officers for
the current year: president, , wfcich/opened Friday, totaled 212
Robert E*. Farley, St. Albans; . delegates from 32 high schools
throughout the state.
vice-president, Dale Perry,
and
recording
secre)
'
3Z
! :
•
Wayne;
i
I
Srv Ruth Callaway, Milton.
-
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the banquet last night; Miss Berridge
Long, who spoke on Women in Ath- ]
letics and George Clark, managing
editor of The Huntington Advertiser
who gave the principal address.

. PRINCIPALS AT the United High
School Press banquet which climaxed
J the two-day convention here are from
left Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president
of Marshall College, toastmaster for

I

•-j

r

I

•

' <<; /

DON MAYNE, managing editor of The Ironton
Tribune; Ann Garrity, editor of The Parthenon,
Marshall student newspaper; and Kenneth Stet
tler, president of the Chamber of Commerce spoke
at the annual luncheon of the United High School
Press convention at Marshall college yesterday. Mr.
Mayne was principal speaker. He was introduced
by the toastmistress, Miss (Estelle) Bill Belanger.
A.
(Staff Photo)
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SEVEN MEMBERS of the NBC Opera
Company are shown in the wedding
scene from Mozart’s comic opera,
“The Marriage of Figaro,” which
comes to the Keith-Albee Theatre No
vember 27 under auspices of the Mar
shall College Artists Series. The per-

formance, to be sung in English, will
begin at 8 P. M. The full scale pro
duction will feature a company of 100.
Single admission tickets for non
members of the Artists Series will go
on sale tomorrow at the Becker Music
Store, 1040 fourth avenue.

lightness .and gayety of a mu
sical comedy.”
Heading the cast will be Wal
ter Cassell of the Metropolitan
Opera as “Count Almaviva;”
~ > A/ £>- ri
.
Phyllis Curtin, soprano, as the
The Marshall College Artists of the 1956-57 season. Single countess, a role in which she
Series will present the NBC admission tickets will be on sale has won fame; Ralph Herbert
of the Metropolitan as “Figaro,”
Opera Company in a full scale tomorrow at the Becker Music • Mildred Allen as “Suzanna”
production in English of Mozart’s Store, 1040 Fourth avenue.
Curtis Baxter, series manager, and Edith Evans as “Cherurollicking comic opera, “The
said
this is the most ambitious bino ”
Marriage of Figaro,” at the
Mr. Herbert, although born in
Keith-Albee Theatre Tuesday, opera production ever brought
to Huntington by the Artists Vienna, has won wide recogni
November 27.
Series.' It features a company tion singing opera in English.
Because of the length of the
On NBC-TV he has played prin
opera, the performance will be of 100 with a 40-piece orchestra. cipal roles in “The Marriage of
gin at 8 P. M., one-half hour
THE RECENT performance Figaro,” “The Barber of Se
earlier than the usual starting in New York was described by
ville” and other productions.
time of Artists Series programs.
the music critic of the New
MISS ALLEN achieved success
This will be the third number York Times as having “the
i as Dido in “Dido and Aeneas”
in Barcelona last year and fol
lowed it up with another triumph
in the title role of Griffelkln
at Tanglewood last summer. Miss Evans, a member of the
New York City Opera Company, has sung with many other

NBC Opera To Present
Marriage Of Figaro
\

ners, Mac Morgan, Emile
an, John Tyers, Ruth Kobart
and Luigi Vellucci. ALL have had '
wide expereince in operatic ■
work.
Producer of the NBC O p e r a
Company Is Samuel Chotzinoff,
whose affiliation with NBC goes '
back to 1936 when he was com- .
missioned by Brigadier General
David Sarnoff, chairman of the
board of RCA, to visit Arturo .
Toscanini during his semi-retire- ;
ment in Italy and induce him
to return to the United States
to conduct a great symphonic
organization to be created, by
NBC. The result of his mission
is musical history. The NBC
Symphony, one of the world’s .
most brilliant musi.call
groups, emerged from the plan.
Seven years ago Chotzinoff be
came producer of NBC’s tele- i
vision operas and now also is
producer for the touring NBC
Opera Company.

CHOTZINOFF is the author of :
a novel, “Eroica,” based on the 1
life of Beethoven and co-author .
of two plays, “Honeymoon,”
written with George Backer,;
and “Wunderkind”, written with
Gretchen Finletter. He has also
written two recent books, “A
Lost Paradise” and “Toscanini,
aiv.latimate« F^rtraHt.!?’;'
„„„
Music and artistic director of
Jn-.Opera Theatre
-------------NBC
Opera Com
Others featured in the cast
will Include Jimi Beni, Frances pany is Pet^r .’Herman Adler,
whose conducting career in the
Bible, Adelaide Bishop, Shirlee.
r* *
United States h’as been devoted
Emmons, John Kuhn
vqv.
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First arrivals for the' 22nd annual congress of the United High School Press
of West Virginia here today were the delegates from Mullins, W. Va., shown
here registering in the department of journalism at Marshall College. Miss
Virginia Lee, registrar, pins an identification badge on Miss Ercelle Couring• ton as Lowell Cade, member of The Parthenon staff, records the names of
the delegation in the registration book. Left to right are Walter Leonhart, Par
thenon staff member; Miss Lee, Miss Courington, Suzy Station^ Millicent Da
vis, Mary Katherine Clay, all of Mullins, and Mr. Ca^e.
----- --- ------------ —-- _____________

Richardson
To Give Talk

Mother Of College
Staff Member Dies
■

.

>//-

7 -. $
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Funeral services will be held in
Richmond, Ky.,_for Mrs. J. Gor
don Parrish, 627 Jefferson Ave
nue, formerly of Richmond, who
in aa Hundied yesterday morning in
Hun
tington hospital.’
She was the mother of Profes
sor Virginia Parrish of the French
department at Marshall College,
Also surviving is the husband, J.
Gordon Parrish.

the department of sociology, at
Marshall College, will be t h e
speaker at the Ohio Valley sec- ■
tlon of Electrical Engineers
Tuesday, November 27. This
meeting will be held In the Gar
den Room, of the Hotel Fred
erick, at 8 P. M.
Dr. Richardson will talk on
the engineer* responsibility to
society.
A native of Texas, he received
his B. A. and M. A£ degrees
from the University of Texas;
his PhD degree from- the Uni
versity of Missouri;,
The community interests of Dr.
Richardson are widespread. He
Is a board member of the Cam- •:
mack Childrens’ Center; Family
Service, Inc.; Community Wei- I
fare Service. Inc.xiirst vice- j
president, West Virghtia Welfare
Conference; president. Hunting
ton Council for Retarded Chil
dren; member of board of dea
cons of the First Presbyterian
Church and in July of 1957 he
will serve as a delegate at large
to the seventh international con
ference on gerontology at Genoa,

19—The Herald-Dispatch—Thurs., Nov. 15, 1956 • I

Student Teacher Talks
Begin Today At Marshall
tomorrow. Dr. Curtis -is -head.
The eighth annual conference ner
i
of the department of teaching at
of the West Virginia Association 1Iowa State Teachers College, and
for Student Teaching will begin past national president of the As
at Marshall College today and sociation for Student Teaching.
An evaluation conference and
continue through Saturday.
Theme 'of the meeting will be business session are scheduled for
Saturday.
! “Some Administrative Practices
| in the Program For Student
: Teaching.’*
i Every part of the program ex1 cept a dinner and reception will
, : take place in the Marshall Col
lege science hall. The dinner to| morrow at 7 P. M. will be at the
dining hall. A reception will be
in Old Main today at 4 P. M.
Today’s program will include
an address of welcome by Mar
shall President Stewart H. Smith,
a preview of the conference, rec
ognition of groups and guests, an
address by Dr. Harry B. Heflin,
president of Glenville State Col
lege, and a panel session at 8:30
P. M.
Panel topics and chairmen are
Miss Genevieve Starcher, Dr. D.
Banks Wilburn, Dr. Boyd How
ard and Dr. Delmas K. Miller.
Dr. Dwight K. Curtis of Cedar
Falls, la., will speak at the din-

t?
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Lanegger To Give Recital

■■

^^fhe^aughing Devil
The Marshan College^ departs
rnent of music will present Al
Paganini-Lanegger
fred Lanegger, violinist and x Valse, Op. 70, No. 1
R. Wayne Hugoboom, pianist, in
■ —
Chopin-Lanegger
a faculty recital Tuesday at 8:15
■
Elfentanz
(Moto Perpetuo)
P. M. in the college auditorium.
_
The program will be as fol
the public.
i
lows:
'Th.
will be open to
Variations on a Theme hy
Corelli
Tartini
Recitativo and ScherzoCaprice
- Kreisler
(For violin alone)
Concerto in B Minor, Op.
61, No. 3 _ Saint-Saens
Allegro non troppo
Andantino Quasi Alle
gretto '

s
k.

»

L

PROF. LANEGGER

<

LI

Molto Moderate e Maes
toso
Romance in F, Op. 50__
------------------Beethoven

r-r— -

'Harvey' Wins Applause
For College Performers
“■____ _ BB

i

*

By WALTER
PERL
, Elwood, in his flight*'
flieht*' from
Marshall College Theater open reality and responsibility fntt> the ,
ed its winter season last night unreal atmdsphere of the saloons ,
with a sparkling performance ’ of In company of his pal “Harvey,”.
Mary Chase’s comedy “Harvey” is an almost -tragic type. Well;
under the direction of Professor
bred and finely educated, he Is •
Clayton Page.
“Harvey,” the play which won somewhere a lost soul, and his i
a Pulitzer Prize, has already be neurotic- sister is so afraid of |
come a modern classic on the | changes . that she rather prefers
American stage. The lives of fcl;;ood P. Dowd and of his sister to live on with the “Rabbit.”
and niece are dominated by a' The performance under Clayton
fictitious white rabbit, the steady Page’s direction' was lively and
fast-moving and had a number
imaginary companion of the id of
witty accents.
ling brother.
Several parts, among them the
All attempts to get rid of the very
important- one of Elwood,
animal, who brings Elwood and
were double-cast in order to give
his sister more than once inside |I more
student-actors occasion to
the sanitarium of Dr. Chumley,
participate
actively in the play.
fail, but they create a number of
This leads naturally to different
hilarious comedy situations.
Even the psychiatrists in Chum interpretations. We saw both
ley’s Rest. are taken in by the casts at the. final dress-rehearsal.
vivid hallucination. But instead Bill Moran's Elwood, (he played
of undergoing a real cure, brother last night and will also Thursday)
and sister decide finally to-live acts the important part in all
■ on in the world of their dreams comedy style, bubbling and naive,
with a stereotype clownish smile,
In the company of “Harvey.”
The play has serious psychologi- as a very funny chap, whose
expression often takes rab
’cal accents under the surface of facial
the slick comedy, in which some bit-like shape.
The second Elwood, (Wednes
•fun is made at expense of modern
day and Friday) of Paul Wright
. psychiatry.
is more subtle, with a fine inborn
sense of humor, standing always'
above the situation.
Moran’s acting asks for loud
laughs, while Wright makes you
chuckle and smile. Christine |
Barett plays very ably Elwood’s •
disturbed sister Veta. Especially
in the .scenes at- the sanitarium,
she reflects excellently the nerv
ous-reaction of the “Harvey”
strain. Since it is hot always easy
for young actresses, to portray
older, women, Miss Barett shows
a remarkable talent for the stage,
only .in the initial scene she is a
bit overacting.
< Probably the most mature per
formance is given by Danny
Goulding as chief psychiatrist,
Dr. Chumley. He plays his part
all tongue-in-cheek, and at the
end, longing for escape from his
monotonous duties, almost seeing
“Harvey” and opening his heart
to Elwood.
The younger assistant, Dr. San
derson, is ably performed by
Bryan Compton and John Murphy
and in the part of the pretty
nurse — who is in romantic con
tact with the assistant—Tammy
Orr and Judy Roberts are alter
nating successfully.
Jerry Rutherford given an ex
cellent character-study of the ►
factotum Wilson, who is bouncer
and catcher in Chumley’s Rest
and plays it really rough. Jane
Garrette makes a fine doctor’s
wife with the appearance of an
uptown society matron and
Charles Ricketts is a jovial and
realistic judge.

The alternating setting; Dowd’s
living room and the reception?
room in the sanitarium are well
designed by Prof. James Me
Cubbin. The show is going on for
the next three evenings and can.
be highly recommended to the
friends of lively comedies.
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Rep. Byrd Speaks At Marshall

young People Urged To Provide
Christian Ethics In Government

!

!

Congressman Robert C. Byrd (D-W.Va.) told
a -Marshall College student gathering last night
that “America has lost friends and the respect of
other nations” and called upon young people to
bring Christian ethics to government of the
future.
“There is a greater need for Christian ethics
in politics today than ever before,” the third
congressional district representative said -in a
speech before the Student Christian Association
of Marshall College.
Congressman Byrd, one. of the youngest men
ever to serve in Congress, spoke on “Christian
Ethics in Politics” at Marshall’s Science Hall
auditorium.
He said the election “provided ample evidence
that people are groping for men who live by
Christian principles in both their personal and na
tional lives.”
Declaring that politics and good principles

can go hand in hand, the speaker said “men who
not only believe in God but who serve him” can
now be found in government.
“It is no more difficult for politicians to live
by principles expounded in the Sermon on the
Mount than it is for anybody else,” he added.
The 37-year-old congressman warned tha^ the
same forces “which caused the decline of the
Roman empire are working away in this country
to bring about the breakdown of the home, of
morality and religion.”
“We would never want America to become a
nation in which only one party could exist,” said
the representative. “Nor do we want it to be
come a nation of many parties, none of which
could gather :.a majority. We make ourselves
known thrbugh the parties.”
Byrd is a former member of the West Virginia
House of' Delegates and state7 senator * from
Raleigh county. He has been in Congress1 since
1952. He was reelected November 6.

i

Virgioic?
Tscfchsrs- ■;
Under Way At Marshall>

A reception 4f^Ma^^ CS^f^m^^inner tomorrow at 7P.M.I Today’s activities include a c
__ ________ _
... con-1
A reception at Marsty
lege’s Old Main building today at will be held in the dining hall. ference preview, recognition of
4 P. M. will get the eighth annual Theme of the meeting is “Some groups and guests, and various
Administrative Practices in the panel discussions.
West Virginia Association for Stu Program for Student Teaching.” Dr. Dwight K. Curtis of Cedar
dent Teaching Conference under Dr. Harry B. Heflin, president Falls, la*, will speak at the dinner
of Glenville State College, ad tomorrow. Dr. Curtis is head of
way.
The group was welcomed to the dressed the group at 2:45 P. M. the department of teaching at
campus and the city by Dr. Stew in the science hall. A panel dis Iowa State Teachers College and
past national president of the As
art H. Smith, Marshall president, cussion followed.
at 2:15 P. M. The conference will Panel chairmen are Miss sociation for Student Teaching.
Genevieve Starcher, Dr. D. Banks An evaluation conference and
continue through Saturday.
The business program will be Wilburn, Dr. Boyd Howard and business session are scheduled for
conducted in the college science Dr. Delmas K. Miller.
Saturday.

i

Dr. Feil
Will Address
Junior Club
The Junior Department’ of* the
Woman’s Club of Huntington will
hold an open meeting tomorrow
night at 7:30 P. M. at the club
house.
j Dr. Madeline Feil of the psy
chology department at Marshall
College will be the guest speaker,
and her topic will be “Our Chil
dren: The Future.” Mrs. Har
old D. Miller will present a mu
sical program of folk songs.
Tea hostesses for this meeting
will be Mrs. Fred A. Duncan,
chairman, Mrs. Marion E.
Thackston, Jr., co-c h a i r m a n,
Mrs.- William McComas, Mrs.
| C. K. Black, Mrs. Charles Gibbs,
I Mi's. Ray D. Bobbitt, Mrs. John
C. Chafin, Mrs. Russell Dunbar,
and Mrs. David Fox, Jr.
The officers of the Junior De
partment are: Mrs. Joseph G. ,
Stevens, Jr., chairman; Mrs.
James 0. Cunningham, Jr.,, first
vice president; Mrs. John En
sign. second vice chairman;
Mrs. William K. Gibson, Jr.,
third vice president; Mrs. Mal
colm Tabor, treasurer; Mrs.
Norman Spikier, recording sec
retary; Mi's. William R. Blackwell, corresponding secretary; i
and Mrs. Paul Baker, parliamen
tarian.
The directors are Mrs. Donald
T. Williams, Mrs. Eugene B. j
Reams, Mrs. George W. Slicer,
Jr., Mrs. C. I. Brown, and Mrs.
Fred Toothman.
_________

j

Armour To Talk
Here Tomorrow
Richard ’• Armour?' humorist' and
satirist, will appear as guest
speaker' of the Marshall College
Convocation series at 11 A. M.
tomorrow in the college audito
rium.
Mr. Armour’s topic will be “A
Satirist Looks at His World.”
Now professor of English at
. Scripps College, Claremont, Calif.,
he is the author of several colof biography and literary
umns c.
criticism in addition to his four
books of light verse.
Mr. Armour is a Harvard
Ph. D. and has taught in half a
and universities,
dozen colleges
__ „
including the University of Texas,
Northwestern University, and
and
Wells Collegp.
An Army officer during World
War H, he was for. two years a
member of the War. Department
General Staff.

Students Appear
In Recital Monday
Gene Allen, baritone, and David
Sheets, clarinetist, will appear,
in a senior recital Monday at '•
8:15 P. M. in the Marshall College
auditorium. Both are students in
the Marshall department of
music. ;'<4>
Mr. Alien is the son of Mrs.
Eula Allen of Barboursville and
Mr. Sheets thereon of Mrs. H. L.
Sheets, 652 Clarion Court. They
are studying- under Thomas S. I
O’Connell and John W. Creighton'
of the music department.
Their accompanists will be
Sandra Camp, and Ned DeJour-,
nett.

Student Teachers
Meet Next Week
//'// 'S& $

*

The eighth annual conference
of the West Virginia Associa
tion for Student- Teaching will
meet at Marshall next Thurs- ’
day, Friday, and Saturday, No
vember 15-17.
Theme of the conference will
be “Some Administrative Prac
tices in the Program for Stu
dent Teaching.” Main topics to
be discussed include the’roles of
state and college administrators, .
. college deans, directors and
heads of departments of educa
tion, and high school principals
in the program of.student teach
ing.
The 1956 president of the As
sociation is Dr. J. Lee Irving,
Buefield State College.

Marsha!!
Vote Goes
Republican.
PresideEisenhowifr' and CecV|
Underwood, Republican nominee
for governor, reportedly scored
sweeping victories over their
Democratic opponents in a mock
election held tins week at Mar
shall College, The Herald-Dispatch
learned last night. •
Results of the election are to be
announced in today’s .issue of The
Parthenon, Marshall student news
paper.
The poll is regarded as an ac- i
curate sentiment because all stu- <
dents in 11 A. M. classes Monday
voted under supervision of instruc
tors. Some 1,500 students, about
half of the college enrollment,
voted in the mock election.

Dr. Feil Speaks
At 0-1 Meeting
Dr. Madeline Feil' of the Mar
shall College Psychology Depart
ment will address a plant con
ference of. Owens. Illinois Glass Co. •
executives December 4-5.
Dr?.Fell will speak on “Planning
for an Enjoyable--Retirement” at J
1:15 •£. M. both ..days of the con
ference, » ‘A
j|
Approximately 85 supervisory i
personnel are expected to attend.!
The affair will be conducted in |
the plant meeting room on West
Fifth street.
.
’

Big Green,Clinches
Tie For 4th In MAC
By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

Marshall’s Big Green football
team '‘won it for Herb” last night
and thereby halted, for the time
being at least, all talk of their
head coach’s possible resignation
at the end of this season.
Flashing their mosk. potent of
fense to date, Marshall crushed
Toledo University, 32-13, before a
sparse crowd of 3,000 in’ frigid
Fairfield Stadium, clinching at
least a tie for fourth place in the
Mid-American Conference.
The victory ended a four-game
losing streak and brought Mar
shall’s overall record to 3-5 and
conference mark to 2-3.
"Yes,” said head coach Herb]
Royer, "I’d say this was our best
effort of the season. This is the
kind of football I knew we could
play all along. Our blocking was
sharp and our defense was better
than it has been for quite a while.”
The victory was a "must” for

I’m no/ jus/ talking^ through my
hat to make him. look good. I
:really mean it. And, don’t forget,
this is my first year at Toledo and
we’ve been having it rough, too,
trying to win. And, I also want to
say that if this Marshall ball club
had played football all season the
way they played against us, they
would have had- a great record.”
Morton thought his team played
a good ball game but just didn’t
have the depth to cope with Mar
shall, last night, at any rate.
The win may have been costly
for Marshall. Halfback Fred Free-
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0 13 6 13—32
0 0 7 6—13

Marshall scoring, touchdowns—
Curtis 1 (1, run); Templin 1 (2,
run); Hall 1 (22, pass from Zban);
Sirianni 1 (2, run); Dunlap 1 (75,
run). Conversion — Zban 1 (place
ment); Hall 1 (pass from Zban).
Toledo scoring, touchdown — Mikovic (8, pass from Tisci); McCants 1 (12, run). Conversions—
D. Wright 1 (placement).

Hi-Y Conference
Here On Sunday ‘ '|

50
123
138
261

the 13-departing seniors on th 8
Big Green squad. Yesterday, pub
lished reports said that Royer, dis
couraged over four consecutive
losing seasons since returning to
his alma mater, was seriously
thinking about resigning.
He had promised to do so as far
back as last February when he
addressed the annual football ban
quet."What I said yesterday still
goes,” Royer said, “I’m honestly
thinking about our remaining
.games right now. After the season
• I’ll think this thing out and try to
figure (Jut-my place in Marshall’s
football, future.”
If the Big Green closes out the
campaign with a victory over Ohio
0 one week from today in as im
pressive a fashion as it defeated
Toledo last night, Royer’s place in •:
the Marshall grid future would ap- ,
pear to be very secure.
Ohio plays Bowling Green today 11
at Bowling Green and a win for |
the Bee Gees will give them the {
conference championship. Awin’
for Ohio would enable defending '
champion Miami to back into the j

MARSHALL
TOLEDO

ff

Statistics
First dow'ns
Passes
Completions
Interceptions by
.’Fumbles
Fumbles lost
Punts
Punt average
Penalties against
Yards rushing
Yards passing
Total offense ■

man, end Phil Fisher
man, end Phil Fisher and tackles
Jim Conard and Dick Hawkins all
were injured.

I

The fall ‘Conference ofy-the^
Elkanwha Hi-Y district will be
held at the Huntington YMCA at
2 P. M. Sunday witl! delegates
from approximately 30 Hi-Y Clubs
attending.
The keynote speaker will be Bas
ketball Coach Jules Rivlin of Mar
shall College. Others on the pro
gram will be Al Deiss, area YMCA
executive; Rory Perry of. Hun
tington, district chaplain, and Jack
Wortman of Huntington, who will
preside as district president.
Films of Hi-Y activities, and a
refreshment period are included
in the program.

i
Coach Jack Morton of Toledo,
whose game but undermanned club
. of 26 -players has now a 1-5 MAC
record and 1-7 overall, said:
"If I had to lose any one game
this season, I'm glad it was this
one. I’ve been reading all these
reports about Herb and I hope this
win for him will help him out. I
think he’s one of the finest coaches
I’ve ever competed against and
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NEW OFFICERS of the UHSP elected yesterday at
the 22nd annual meeting at Marshall College are,
left to right: president, Robert E. Farley, of St.
Albans; vice-president, Dale Perry, of Wayne; and
recording secretary, Ruth Callaway, of Mil ton.
(Staff Photos)
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Richard Byron Arnold, a
sophomore at Marshall
College, will be at the
University of Florida at
Gainesville Thursday
through Saturday repre<< senting Marshall at a na. tional convention of Phi
Eta Sigma, honorary
freshman fraternity. Stu
dents must make a 3.5
average to be admitted
to the fraternity. The na
tional organization will (
pay all of his expenses.
He was chosen by the j
Marshall chapter last
Spring. His parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Leland S.
Arnold, 64 Marne Drive. I
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THE ANNUAL meeting of the United High School
Year Book Association was held in conjunction
with the UHSP convention here Friday and Sat
urday. Newly elected officers of the Year Book
Association are, left to right: president, Willie L.
Auxier, Jr., of Ward, W. Va.; vice-president, Hershel E. Webb, of Welch; recording secretary, Ellen
Latham,- of Welch; and parliamentarian, Clifford
Douglas Russell, of Wayne.
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BILL MdfcAX as Elwood K CDowd in
the three-act comedy “Harvey” puts
a tie on the famous rabbit, who will be
seen or un - seen depending on your

humor, at Marshall College this week.
The play opens Tuesday at the college
auditorium under the direction of Brof.
Clayton Page, *
;•
- - - • - _____________ —
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College Theatre To Present
‘Harvey’ With Two Casts Yy
------ f

K-'

J

By BOB COLE

himself visible to Elwood. .
. tants: “Dr. Lyman Sanderson,” Logan sophomore, and Bill KenMarshall College Student Journalist
Elwood’s widowed sister, I an aspiring young psychologist
:•
man, Moundsville freshman, will
“Harvey,” Mary Chase’s Pul
who handles most of the patients,
itzer Prize-winning three-act com “Veta,” portrayed by Christine and “Duane Wilson,” a strong- split the part of “E. J. Lof
edy, makes its debut at Marshall “Tinkie” Barrett, Matewan fresh arm interne who manhandles gren,” a cab driver. Judy O’Dell,
in th° College Theatre in Old Main man, tries to have him committed them. John Murphy, Clarksburg Parkersburg freshman, is Mrs.
auditorium, beginning Tuesday at to Chumley’s Rest, a sanitarium. sophomore and Bryan Compton, Eugene Chauvenet Senior,” promi
Her reason for wanting to shelve Louisville, Kentucky, junior, co nent social figure.
8:15 P. M.
Clayton R. Page, associate pro Elwood is his unwitting interfer depict Sanderson, while Jerry In the cases of double-casting,
fessor of speech, directs the play, ence — through associating with Rutherford, Morgantown junior is Page intends to let each co-actor
which will run through Friday. Harvey—in her plans to marry off Wilson. Tammy Orr, Huntington play two nights of “Harvey’s”
Paul Wright and Bill Moran, Hun her daughter, “Myrtle' Mae,” senior, and Parkersburg fresh four-night run.
tington seniors, are double-cast in played by Parkersburg freshman •man Judy Roberts, share the role James McCubbin, assistant pro
the lead role of “Elwood P. Dowd,” Sandy McClellan and Nancy <of “Ruth Kelly,” Chumley’s fessor of speech, is in charge of
jnurse. Jane Garrett, Huntington production and members of his
a good-natured imbiber whose an Sparks, Charleston freshman.
tics with his invisible rabbit com The staff of Chumley’s Rest In- !senior, is “Betty Chumley,” the play production class will serve as
’s wife.
stage crew. Leonard Welch, South
1
panion, “Harvey,” form the central eludes “Dr. William R. Chumley,” doctor
plot of the story. Harvey is a the’ head of the sanitarium, acted Charles Ricketts, Huntington Charleston junior, and Suzanne
ngton junior, will
win be
oe cast as “Judge
uuuge Hensley,
xieusiey, Bluefield
jsiueueia senior, will
win dipooka, or a fairy spirit in over by Danny Goulding, Huntington
sized animal form who has made senior. Chumley has two iassis-1 Omar Gaffney”; Raymond Walls, | rect the make-up department.
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A SCENE from “Harvey” which will be presented
at Marshall this week, shows Danny Goulding,

i

Nancy Sparks, Charles Ricketts, Christine Barrett,
Bill Moran, Bryan Conyston and Fanny Oar.

i
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MarshaS! To HostSth* Ahnual
Of Student Teachers
The eighth annual conference of
the West Virginia Association for
Student Teaching will be held at
Marshall College Thursday, Fri
day and Saturday. Theme of the
meeting will be “Some Ad
ministrative Practices in the Pro
gram for Student Teaching.”
Dr. J. Lee Irving, president

•5'6

panels which will consider the.
roles of state and college admlnistrators, deans, directors and
'heads of departments and principals in the program of student
teaching, ?.•,
Chairmen will, include Miss 6tenevieve Starcher, - supervisor of'
teacher preparation and professional standards, State Depart
ment of Education; Dean D. Banks
Wilburn of the Teachers College
at Marshall, Dr. Boyd Howard of
Fairmont State College and Dr. „
Delmas K. Miller, principal of Uniy'
versity high school, Morgantown.
A general session will be held
at 8:30 P. M. in the Science Hall
auditorium. Klatters considered
at the “warm-up” meetings wilf"
be discussed at this session and
at another general session begin
ning at 9 o’clock Friday morning.
Friday at 1 P. M. the group
will visit the campus laboratory
; school and at 2:15 P. M. will, con■ vene in general session again to
j continue discussions of the role of
Principal in the program of
w student teaching.-.
A dinner meeting will be at
7 P. M. in the college dining hall
with Dr. Paul N. Musgrave, di
rector of student teaching in sec
ondary education at Marshall, pre
siding.
|
The speaker will be Dr. Dwight
K. Curtis, past national president
<-,vi of The Association for Student
Teaching and head of the depart
ment of teaching, Iowa State
Teachers College, Cedar Falls,
Iowa.
The conference will be evaluated
Saturday at 90. M. by Dr. Eddie
C. Kennedy oi West Virginia Uni
versity. Dr. Curtis win speak
briefly and the closing business
session will follow at 9:45 A. M.
New officers will be elected and
installed.
_
__

of the association, will preside alI
the opening general session Thursday afternoon in the auditoriumi
of the Science Hall. The maini
address will be by Dr. Harry B..
Heflin, president of Glenville States
College.
Thursday at 7:30 P. M. “warm•
up sessions” will be held for four'
’
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The new fraternity hazing program^ now under rway at Marshall College has
as these
4its drawbacks
T
e l Tau Kappa
- Epsilon
-pledges
- 3 are discovering. Dish wash
ing is only part of the constructive program which keeps new fraternity mem
bers busy at household chores and campus projects, instead of subjecting them
to pranks and paddling.
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Tony Martin surrounded by Alpha Chi Omega sorority
girls in the living room of the chapter house on Fifth
avenue when the singing star was their guest for
dinner. In the group first row left to right, Miss
Dianne Jeffries, -Miss Sara Jane Mandeville, Miss
Mary Annese Bartram and Miss Mary Pat Tench;
seated, Miss Margaret Gates, Miss Susan Murrell,
Miss Catherine Bliss Enslow, Miscellany editor; Tony

"Martin, Beaz Thomas, Eugenia Damron, Suzanne
Thorpe, Jean Carter .and Gail Curry; Back row, Mrs.
I. H. Campbell, Miss Lelia Bowyer, Miss Joanne I
Jeffries, Miss Sara Grass, Miss Fay Murrey, Miss
Janet Green, Miss Enona Brannon, Miss Roberta Ea
ton, Miss Rebecca Dickey, Miss Carolyn . Davis, Miss
, Roberta Chafin, Miss Shirley Marshall-,’ Miss Donna
Davis, Miss Elizabeth Frame, Mrs. Hez D. Ward and
Miss Kitty Cfiner.>. .
:::a

— * “ *K15C

Clayton Paige
Will Address
Ir. Music Club

(

A

i
I

•• .

Mr. Clayton Paige,. associate (
professor of speech at Marshall
College,; will be the guest
speaker at the Junior Music
Club.meeting, November 18Mr. Paige, who. recently re
turned from Europe-where he at
tended several music festivals
has received BA and MA degrees
from Baylor University, and he
has done additional graduate
work at Southern California and
Iowa University.
He spent one year at Pase- ,
dena Playhouse and at present
he is director of the Marshall
College theater.
A short musical program will
be presented following Mr. ;
Paige’s address. This will be the
|
first meeting of the Junior Mu
sic Club this year and all mem
bers are requested to attend.
' - The public,is inyited..

LI_____ --J
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Marshall Girl
Reelected Head’ ’
Of Teacher Unit"

Marsha!! Wins
Table
Tennis Tilt
The ^ars/Sall "C<^fegTtab1? tennis team.easily defeated the Ohio
University paddlers, 5-2 yester
day afternoon allow' Marshal]
Gymnasium.
j vtoeW
Don Weaver, Walt Stowers. Bill
Tweel, and Karl Wolf -had singles
victories for the Big Green, and the
Tweel-Weaver duo won a doubles
match. Ron Self lost a sin
gles match, and Self .and Wolf lost
a doubles tilt for the two Ohio
points.

)

I

I

N-aficy Morgan ‘it SbutK Cfiarleston, a sophomore at Marshall Col
lege, has been reelected president
of the West Virginia organization
of the Future Teachers of Amer
ica.
The election took place Saturday
at Jackson’s Mill.
Others elected included George
Hoffman of Alderson - Broaddus j
College, first vice president;.
Glenyce Smith of Man, second vice i
president; Ann O’Dell of East:
Bank, recording secretary, and
Wayne Arnold of Potomac State
College, corresponding secretary
treasurer.•
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Marshall Student* Declines
'Accidental' Constableship;;
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Jourifrfsts
'Arriving
UHSP Meeting
Opens Today
//- tf-s (c

High school journalists, their
teachers and faculty advisers were
arriving in Huntington today for
A Marshall College sophomore i the position, since it is not mandathe 22nd annual congress or the J
was elected constable- of Carroll.| tory tthat
hat he do so.
United High School Press’of West
District in Lincolri'.-County in the;
Virginia and meetings of two affili
ate organizations.
November^'general election, but ■
First to reach Huntington were
has declined the post.
j
four students and a teacher from !
Hamlin friends of Lawrence
Mullins high school. They arrived
(Larry) Barrett, an Air Force
at mid-morning.
veteran, decided it would be a,
The UHSP congress will con
good gag to write in Barrett's
tinue through tomorrow as will the
name in the primary. They were
18th annual convention of the West
surprised to find he was the
Virginia Journalism Teachers As
Democratic nominee.
sociation and the fifth annual meet
When he asked that his name
ing of the United High School
be left off the general election
Yearbook Association of West Vir
'ballots, he found they had been
ginia. printed. His wife campaigned
All sessions will be on the Mar
against his being elected since he
shall College campus with the ex
has a full-time job and carries a
ception of the closing banquet to- .
full school schedule. Her efforts
morrow at 7 P. M. at the Hotel
failed, however.
Prichard.
Barrett has declined to accept
The’ banquet speaker will be
George H. Clark, managing editor '
of The Huntington Advertiser and
former Washington, D. C. news
paper editor. His subject will be
“Covering Today’s News.”
Miss Long Speaks
The banquet is sponsored by the"
9—The Huntington Advertiser—Friday, Nov. 2, 1956)*
Huntington Publishing Co. and
Colonel J. H. Long, publisher of '
PLAN DISPLAY ROOM
The Advertiser and “Daddy” of
LEXINGTON UP)—A display/room
the UHSP.
for the late Senator .Alben W.
Colonel Long will be unable to
The Future Teachers Association Barkley’s library will be opened
attend the dinner this year. His
of West Virginia was to hear Dr. at
the University of Kentucky Li
son, Walker Long, general mana
Stewart H. Smith, president of
brary
within three or four months,
ger of the Huntington Publish-. ■
Marshall College, at its annual
ing Co., and Mi’s. Long will be ■
meeting today at Jackson’s Mill. officials announced yesterday. The
guests of honor. The colonel’s
Delegates were expected from school’s trustees gave,, $1,000 for
1
granddaughter. Miss Berridge
more than 100 high school clubs the room to display Barkley’s col
Long, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
and 16 college chapters at the lection of books and-papers, reI cently donated to the library. *
E. H. Long, will be one of the
three-day meeting.
speakers./ v?.”^
<
Marshall President Stewart H.'
Smith will be master of ceremo
nies at the banquet and-will also
speak briefly about the?college.
On today’s program for the esti
/>-' 'S'kA A■
RAVENSWOOD. Oct. 31 ~ Sev
mated 300 studentssand teachers
eral members of the Ravenswood
are a theatre party'and the Mar
shall-Toledo. Football game.
High School journalism class and
j General Session Tomorrow
the year-book staff will attend Jhe
Late arrWftls will be given an
annual journalism convention No
opportunity to register tomorrow
vember 9 and 10 at Marshall Col
from 8:30'to 9:30 A. M. A meeting
lege.
'
*.
of all delegates will be held at
The activities will include
3:15 A. M. in the auditorium of
?
speeches, discussions, demonstra
the Science Hall with James H.
tions, a luncheon, a banquet, the
Herring, assistant professor of
Marshall - Toledo football game
journalism and director of the
and a dance at the Studeijt Union.
Marshall College Information Serv
George Clark, former Washing
ice, as moderator.
ton, D. C. newspaperman and
Greetings will be extended by |
now managing editor of the Hun
Professor Pitt, Miss Virginia Lee, I
tington Advertiser, will be the
'assistant professor of journalism
guest speaker at the banquet on
at Marshall and registrar of the
Saturday night, sponsored by the
UHSP; Miss' Ann garrity, editorHuntington Publishing Company
in-chief of The Parthenon, Mar
and Colonel J. H. Long.
shall student newspaper, and Bob
Alexander, president of the r-.nl-

Smith To Speak 1

Pupils To Attend
Journalism Meet
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Baritone And Clarinetist ~
To Give.Recital Tomorrow
The Marshall College Depart-7"
ment of Music will present
’ Gene Allen,; baritone, and David
j Sheets, clarinetist, in their sen
ior recital tomorrow at 8:15
P. M. in the college auditorium,
Mr. Sheets is the son of Mrs.
H. L. Sheets, 652 Marion Court.
He is a member of Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia and is a.pupil of
Thomas S. O’Connell.
Mr. Allen is the son of Mrs.
| Eula Allen of Barboursville.
*■

'

• ■...

-

-

«»

He was• graduated from Bar
boursville High school and is a
member of the Marshall Sym
phonic Choir.
HE SINGS in the Trinity Epis
copal Church choir also and is
a veteran of the Army where
he served as a paratrooper. He
is a pupil of John W. Creighton.
The program will be as
follows:
i
Aria — 11 Lacerate Spirito from
“Simon Boccanegra”-.. ..Verdi
Widmung
..
Schumann
“0 Wusst Ich Doch Den Weg
Zuruck”
..Brahms
Mr. Allen

n

Senate Pour Clarinette Avec
Piano
..C. Saint-Saens
Opus 167
Allegretto
t
Allegro Animate
Molto Allegro
Mr. Sheets, Clarinet
in
Myself When Young from “In
a Persian Garden” .. Lehmann
Tally-Ho _ ---- ------ ..Leoni
Water Boy
Robinson
Sea Moods ._ _ ______Tyson
Mr. Allen
I
Accompanists: Sandra Camp
2
and
Ned DeJournett
I

(

Bruno Gerussi (Peer Gynt) teases Frances ^Hyland
(Solveig) by telling her he can change her into a
supernatural being in the Canadian Players’ produc
tion of Ibsen’s “Peer Gynt” here Friday. The com
pany of 17 actors from the famed Shakespeare Festi-,
val at Stratford, Ontario, Canada, will be presented
as a special attraction of the Marshall College Artists
Series. The performance will begin at 8:15 P. M. in
the college auditorium. The players are not included
in the regular subscription series but single admission
tickets may be purchased at the Becker Music Store
1040 Fourth avenue.

i

j

I
1

Canadian Players To Present
‘Peer Gynt’ At College Friday
Office of director
OF THE INFORMATION SERVICE

son in the New York Times as | with has widened his scope and
“the most exciting series of Shake understanding as an actor. Born
spearean productions we have had of humble Italian stock in the
in North America in modem Canadian Rockies, he has starred
times.”
in CBC Radio and Television
Walter Kerr of the New York shows, made several National
Tribune said “They are setting a Film Board Aims, and eventually
high standard for the rest of the made his brisk way to the little
town that is the heart of Canadian
continent to shoot at.”
drama—Stratford,. Ontario. This
“Peer Gynt”, the egoist, the; year he will star in the title role
imaginative, the loved son, is a of the Canadian Players’ produc
wonderfully constructed charac tion of Peer Gynt. Gerussi seems
ter. He is all men, walking, talk ideally cast as Gynt, he is as
ing, and aging. Crisply translated much Everyman as Gynt is, and
from the Norwegian by Norman
Ginsbury for Tyron Guthrie, this he has longed for the opportunity ,
to play this role.
version is as modern as Color TV.
A PROTEGE of world famous
AMERICANS and ’ Canadians director Tyrone Guthrie, a friend,
THE PLAYERS come direct who have seen Bruno Gerussi at admirer, and slave to Canadian
from the Stratford Festival of i Canada’s Stratford Shakespearean Players’ director Douglas Camp
Canada and the Edinburgh Festi Festivals, and also on annual bell, Gerussl will pour his prodi
val. The performances at the home tour with the players cannot for gious energies into his title role.
base of Stratford, Ontario, have get the vitality and quality of his A popular and generous man, he
brought the Shakespearian Festi- stage presence.
_______
_ and
__ ...in
is
able to____
talk _____
amusingly
val of Canada, under its founder, I Gerussi has crammed his | telligently on any subject from
Tom Patterson, and Tyrone Guth- shortish life with every type of j baseball to spaghetti sauce. He has
rie, such tributes by Brooks Atkin-1 work. Every job he has juggled | a wife, a small son on whom he
dotes, a tangle of curly black hair
which is almost braiding length,
and a face of very mobile fea
tures dominated by licorice black
eyes.
Now on their third American
tour,H the Canadian Players wDl
present Ibsen’s “Peer Gynt” Fri
day at 8:15 P. M; in the Marshall
College auditorium.
:lThe performance is sponsored
by the Marshall College Artists
Series, but is not included on any
regular subscription series. Tickets
will be on sale at the Becker
Music Store, 1040 Fourth avenue,
tomorrow.
Young Bruno Gerussi of Western
Canada will head the company of
17 actors under the direction of
the famed Douglas Campbell, star
of the “Old Vic”.

Chinese Educator Arrives
For Marshall College Tour

Paochien Yang, professor of ed- by the United States bffice of Ed
ucation in the Taiwan Normal ucation.
~
Dr. Russell B. Smith,-professor
University in Taipei, Formosa,
xaov AUgUV
arrived here last
night ava
for a of education, will be Mr. Yang’s
Marshall
three-day tour of
c_____
1 " Col- guide and counsellor while he is
in Huntington.'
lege, starting today.
Professor Yang is a graduate
student at the University of North
<
<
Carolina where he is studying and
observing the theory and prac
tices of co-curricular activities.
The purpose of his visit to Mar
shall is to help him gain under
standing, and experience which,
will be helpful in setting up an
improved program of these ac
tivities for overseas Chinese stu
dents at his own university and
other institutions of higher educa
tion in Formosa.
He is visiting colleges in the
United States under the auspices
of the International Cooperation
■' < /. I
‘Administration and was sent here
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PROF. PAOCHIEN YANG
Observer At Marshall

(

Opera
Performs
Tonight
The Marshall'College totisiSeries presents as its holiday offer
ing tonight the comic opera, “The
Marriage of Figaro,’’ by the NBC
Opera Company.
The performance will begin at
8 P. M. at the Keith - Albee Thea-t
tre. Mozart’s merry opera will be
presented in a full scale produc
tion with a company of 100 and a
40-piece orchestra.
It will be sung in English.
The producer is Samuel Chot-,
zinoff and the music and artistic
director is Peter Herman Adler.
Heading the cast will be Walter
Cassell of the Metropolitan Opera
as “Count Almaviva;” Phyllis

Opera Begins
At 8 P. M.

r.

Because of the length of the
performance, “The Marriage of .
Figaro” will begin at 8 P. M.,
one-half hour earlier than the
usual starting time for Artist
Series programs.
Curtin, soprano, as the countess;
Robert Herbert of the Metropoli- >
tan as “Figaro;” Mildred Allen as 1
“Suzanna” and Edith Evans as
“Cherubino.”
i
The NBC Opera Company, sponsored by NBC and RCA, embarked upon its first annual tour
this fall with a world premiere in
South Bend, Ind., on October 11.
The tour will embrace 47 cities.
Single admission tickets are on
sale at the Becker Music Store,
1040 Fourty avenue. Series Man
ager Curtis Baxter said good
seats still are available.'
I
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College Man’s Study Shows
™
n n • erent’
Frat
Men
More
Bellig
A scientific/'
b/ h
groift^w^a' more
aiisW^r"
a
question of whether social fra
ternities make better adjusted
college men has been given in
a Marshall College Master’s
thesis.
I James Donald Gay of Hunting
ton, found evidence in fraternity
men of “more hostility and bel
ligerence to others in general,
which,” he wrote, “certainly
would not make for a satisfac
torily adjusted college life.”
Gay’s thesis, “A Comparison
Of Certain Aspects Of Person
ality Of College Fraternity And
Non-Fraternity Men,” is believed
to 'be the first such scientific
study of fraternity influence on
social adjustment. Psychology is
Gay’s field of specialization. He
received the degree of Master
of Arts from Marshall College
in August.

THE HYPOTHESIS, confirmed
by this study, Gay says was
the active members of fra
V- that
select pledges who are
*> ternities
already much like themselves in
?- certain personality traits. It was
based on “certain doubts con
J
cerning the validity of a fre
quent assertion that fraternities
make more adequately adjusted
college men,” as Gay expressed
it.
Gay sought to determine
whether differences existed
among fraternity actives and
pledges and men not pledged
‘ in fraternities. He used a stan
dard personality inventory, the
Guilford-Zimmerman Tempera
ment Survey, in making the
study. Representative groups of
Marshall College fraternity ac
tives and pledges and non-fra: ternity men were used in the
experiment. The random sampling method was employed for
the selection of survey subjects.
Among Gay’s findings are
these:
1 — The freshman pledge
A

/

‘

„ ,
“ascendant”
and “sociable” than the fresh
man non-fraternlty group.

2 — The freshman non-fraternity group was more
“friendly” and “masculine”
than the freshman pledge group.

3 — The active fraternity
group scored highest in “gen
eral activity,” “emotional sta
bility,” and “personal relations.” ■’

4 — A comparison of t h e ■
non-fraternity and active, fra
ternity groups showed that the
former was higher in “m a s- ;
culinity” and the latter/ group
excelledin “ascendance,” .
“sociability,” and “emotional 1
stability.”
5 The fraternity group ■'
had “greater orientation in
the area of social interest.”
6 — Prolonged fraternity
membership has decided pos
itive influence on the member’s
“social boldness and interest.”
1 — The non-fraternity group
was more friendly generally
and had less social interest,
while the fraternity group
possessed more social interest
but was less friendly on the
whole. “This is in line with
the accusation of ‘cliquishness’ often, made against fraternities,” Gay wrote.
Gay added:
“The validity of the assertion
that fraternity membership
makes more adequately adjusted
college men can be seriously
questioned. True, fratern
ity membership appears to provide more social
and
social boldness which ,‘w^uld . be
socially advantageous, itucpllege
life. However, their persistently
lower scores on the traits of
friendliness might indicate a bit
more hostility and belligerence
to others in general, which
certainly would not make for a
satisfactorily adjusted college life.” ■
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THE MARSHALL College Symphonette, under the baton of conductor
Alfred P. Lanegger, professor in the
cbllege music department, will pre
sent a concert Wednesday at 8:15

P. M. in the college auditorium. The ; \
orchestra, shown in rehearsal, will *
present the concert under the auspi- y‘
ces of the music department and the
public is invited. (Staff Photo)

'5

Faculty Wives Aid Cultural,
Social Life On The Campus
*’
y*
-Z? c
The Faculty Wives Club ■ of
Marshall College was organized
in 1922 to promote the social
ftjid cultural life of wives of
members of the college faculty.
The club now has a membership
of 111, and sponsors a club
within a club, the Newcomers
Club, for wives of newcomers to
the campus.

■

(

Meetings are held the first
Annual events of the organiza
tion are a reception each fall • 'Friday of the month, with pro
for newcomers, to allow those grams planned for each. In ad
strange to the campus to be dition to these activities, the
come acquainted with their col club last year established a $100
leagues; an autumn dinner for scholarship in memory of - Mrs.
faculty and wives; winter and Jack Brown.
spring dinners, a style show,.Officers are Mrs. Rufus L.
and. usually a picnic in the sum Land, president; Mrs. Clayton
mer.
• Page, vice president: Mrs.
Woodrow Morris, secretary;
Mrs. Clark Hess, treasurer;
Mrs. E. L. Plymale and Mrs.
James Herring, co-chairmen of
C publicity.
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Twenty coeds were recently pledged by Alpha Xi
Delta sorority. First row, left to right, Becky Jackson,
Nancy Kay Woodrum, Juanita Bower, Katharine
Pierce, Gloria Brothers, and Barbara Weeks; second

row, ^altjTlfccomas,Margaret Ann Parrish, Sandr?
Swiger, Paula Frame, Caroline Brindle and Sue Rad*
cliffe; third row, Helen Banda, Janice Tabor, Linda’
Pickens, Judy Scott, Susan Quarles, Pat Miller, Nancy
Porter and Barbara Varney. V

’i Marshall Orchestra Will
Give Concert Wednesday
'.i- • The Marshall College department; of music will present the
?> college Symphonette in a concert Wednesday at. 8:15 P. M. in the
- college auditorium. Prof. Alfred P. Lanegger will conduct.
The program will be as follows:

t >

Overture (The 'Italian In Algiers) _
Symphony in B-Flat Major (La Reine)
Adagio Vivace
Romanze Allegretto
Menuetto Allegretto
Finale Presto
Intermission
Concerto Grosso Op. 6, No. 6~
Largo Affettuoso
A Tempo Giusto
Musette Larghetto
Allegro
Solitude
Sardbande ________________
Gigue
Promenade _______

.Rossini
-Haydn

.Handel
r

Woltmann
— Barlow
---- Hunt
Kennan
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Pledges of Alpha Chi Omega sorority of Marshall cilleg^ are left?io ri&nt, first
row; Miss Carolyn Jackson, Miss Alyce Mathieson and Miss Lynnie Corradi;
second row, Miss Toni Hart, Miss Betty Bick, Miss Sue Hanshaw; third row,
Miss Betty Beard, Miss Barbara Bryan, and Miss Darlene Harbour; fourth
row, Miss Carol Slater, Miss Nancy Sigman, and Miss Carole Mobayed; fifth
row, Miss Sara Jane Boggs, Miss Beverly Lowe, and Miss Betty Ainslie; sixth
row, Miss Janet Colgan, Miss Nancy Eddy and Miss Sally. Montgomery. Two
other pledges are Miss Jo Ann Baisden and Miss Marianne Weidenbrener.
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pledges of Pi Kappa Sigma sorority were
; pledged in ceremonies held Sunday morning at the
; chapter house, 1661 Fifth Avenue. First row, left to
•right, Miss Claire-Marie Weller, Miss Judy Roberts,
Miss Alice Ann De Prie, Miss Linda Lickliter, Miss
Carolyn Thabet, Miss Dudley Settle, and Miss Kitty
Casto; second row, Miss Jane Gessel, Miss Margaret
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Bigley, Miss Glenna Rutherford, Miss Peggy Bryari,
Miss Barbara Johnson, Miss Gwen Humphrey, Miss
Mary Roberta Frame, and Miss Sandra McClellan;
third row, Elinor Emerick, Miss Donilee Cordea.
Miss Nancy Shimp, Miss Emily Burns, Miss 'Jan
Weatherholt, Miss Martha Louderbach, Miss Beck
Schwender, Miss Marjorie Dempsey, and Miss Ja:
Craig.
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Ten coeds were recently pledged by Alpha Sigma Tau sorority. First row, left
to right, Miss Nancy Branham, Miss Sandra Anderson, Miss Evon Mickel, Miss
Patsy Hill, and Miss Carolyn Craig; second row, Miss Angie Virgin’ Miss
Jewell Roark, Miss Linda King, Miss Pat Griffith, and Miss Sue Adkins
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Players
F Appear ,., „ (
I Tonight^X^*
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Schlesinger To Talk On
Foreign Policy Tuesday

I

Arthur Schlesinger Jr., noted historian, author and lecturer,
will address the Marshall College Community Forum audience Tues
day at 8:15 P. M. in the college auditorium. His subject will be
“Our Foreign Policy Today.”
ir
Following the lecture there will be a brief meeting at which 0!
the Forum board’s recent action **
J:
”
to discontinue
the forum will.be a
explained.

-I*

“Peer
will b6't>erformed
at 8:te'T. M. today in the Mar
shall College Auditorium by t h e
Canadian Players.
-*■
The Players are being presented!
as a special attraction of the Mar
shall College Artists Series. Single
admission tickets may be pur-‘
chased at the door or at the
Becker Music Store, 1040 Fourth
avenue.
Series Manager Curtis Baxter;
said today good seats still are'
available.’
The Canadian Players, now on
their third American tour, are:
well-known for their performances ■
during the Shakespearean Festival •
at Stratford, Ontario, Canada.
Bruno Gerussi will play the title |
role in “Peer Gynt.”
*

According to the New York 1947. He has contributed articles ft
Times, Mr. Schlesinger “ranks to leading periodicals and writes
o
among the foremost in the new a syndicated weekly newspaper
generation of vigorous social think column entitled “History of the n
F
ers.” In 1946, at the age of 28, Week.”
he was the youngest historian ever
to win the Pulitzer Prize when he | . DURING THE 1952 presidential
received it for “The Age .of Jack- I campaign he was a member of o
son.”
1 the staff of Governor Adlai Steven c
f
BORN IN Columbus, 0., Mr. son. He also has served in recent 11
years as a consultant for the
Schlesinger was brought up in an
Economic Cooperation Administra b
academic family that migrated
tion and the Mutual Security Ad
from Ohio State University of Iowa ministration.- ....... - - ' ’
F
to Harvard. His father also was a
Mr. Schlesinger is married to s
distinguished historian. Arthur Jr.
was graduated summa cum laude the former. Marian Cannon/ au
I from Harvard in 1938^ and the thor and illustrator .of chUdren’s c
i following year his honors essay books. They are the parents of four V
a
was published under the title, children. . • ,
“Orestes A. Brownson: A Pilgrim’s
Currently Mr. Schlesinger is $
Progress.’” It received high praise working
'
on his forthcoming book, C
from the critics and was a Cath “The Age of Roosevelt,” a por| trait of American during the years
olic Book Club selection.
I 1932-45.
..................... ‘ During the war Mr. Schlesinger ■
served in the Office of War In
formation in Washington and 'in the
Office of Strategic Services in Lon
don, Paris and Germany. He was ;
deputy chief of the OSS — Paris :
•Reports Board and a corporal in ,
the Army. In the' meantime he
completed work on “The Age of
Jackson,” a book he had worked .
on before the war as a- Henry Fel- ,,
low at Cambridge University, Eng- ’
“The Marriage of Figaro” — in
land, and subsequently as a mem
^English — sung by the touring
ber of the Society of Fellows at •
NBC Opera Company will be pre
Harvard.
sented at 8 P. M. tonight at the
Keith-Albee Theater. The curtain
MR. SCHLESINGER’S third
book, “The Vital Center,” a bril
liant discussion of contemporary
political and social problems,
came out in 1949. “The General
i and the President,” written in
collaboration with Richard Rovere
of The New Yorker and published
in 1951, is an analysis of Ameri
can foreign policy in terms of the
issues raised by President Tru
man’s dismissal of General MacArthur.
9
,t

NBC Opera Here Tonight
//-

In the meantime, Mr. Schles
inger returned to Harvard as as
sociate professor of history in

X.

time is half an hour earlier than
usual for Marshall College Artists
Series . presentations due to the
opera’s length. •
Phyllis Curtin, a native of
Clarksburg, will sing the role of
the Countess. She has had an out
standing career as a concert sing
er as well as in opera and her
New York performance in the title
role of “Salome” won her a fea
ture story in Life Magazine.
Walter Cassel, a star with the
Metropolitan Opera in New York
since 1943, will sing the Count’s
role tonight. He began his profes
sional career with NBC and has
also appeared with the New York
City Opera.
Single admission tickets will be
cS available at the Becker Musi c
r- Store, 1040 Fourth Avenue, and at
the box office.
of
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IGOR YOUSKEVITCH
Leading male dancer of the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo which will appear here at 8:30 P. M. Monday
at the Keith-Albee Theatre.

.3',; " O A*

<4x2i

Baiht Russe Boasts
Finest fetal® Dancer

/

Igor Youskevitch, dancer and and served two years of active
artistic advisor of the Ballet Russe sea duty with the Navy during
de Monte Carlo which will appear the War.
here Monday, has been acclaimed
Miss Alonso is a native of Cuba,
as the world’s finest male but her dance career has been in
dancer.”
- hz
this country where she is con
Appearing in a starring role with ;sidered a prima ballerina..
him will be guest prima ballerina
The ballet program Monday
night will include:
Alicia Alonso.
The Ballet Russe, with a com Acts I and II of “Giselle”
Grand Pas de Deux from “Don
pany of 75, will perform at
8:30 P. M. at the Keith-Albee Quixote”
Intermission
Theatre. It is the fourth regular
attraction of the Marshall College “Sombreros”
Tickets may be purchased at
Artists Series.
Youskevitch is the great excep the Becker Music Store, 1040
tion of the rule that all fine ballet Fourth avenue.
, dancers start their careers as chil
dren. He had little interest in
dance, but was a devpted follower.
of athletics. Born in Russia but!
raised in Yugoslavia, he was a i
member of a gymnasium group in '
Belgrade.
He joined a small circus and
appeared in tumbling, trapeze,
acrobatic dancing and horseback
riding acts. When he entered the '
University of Belgrade to study ■
chemical engineering; he went out I
for track'and won many competi
tions and entered the Olympics.
At this time his Interest turned
to ballet and he left college to
go to Paris to study. He appeared
in a Russian Opera Company and
danced for three years with Leon
Woizikowski’s Polish Ballet, and
in 1938 came to this country with
the Ballet, Russe.
He is now an American oit.kpn

